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Hospital escapes budget axe 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital is going 
ahead with renovation plans to save on 
labour costs despite news its budget 
won't be cut this year. 
Hospital chief executive officer 
Michael Leisinger said the estimated $1 
million renovation is needed and there is 
no guarantee its budget won't be cut next 
year or the year after. 
The hospital had been expecting a 
budget cut of up to $500,000 this year, a 
factor that would have lead to layoffs. 
Its renovation of the main nursing floor 
would have centralized services and 
reduced the number of people it needed 
on the floor. 
"While we're certainly pleased the 
budget won't be cut we have to be ready 
for the future," Leisinger said last week. 
"Just because there's a budget freeze 
this year that doesn't end the pressure. 
We've got to think in more than one year 
increments." 
Premier Glen Clark announced last 
week that overall hospital expenditures 
will rise by 2.5 per cent this year - -  ap.. 
proximately $71 million ~ and that no 
hospital will get less money than it did 
last year. 
Details of what that means weren't 
released last week and the effect on indi- 
vidual hospitals won't be known until 
the province introduces its next budget. 
No date for that has been set. 
Leisinger noted that even a budget 
freeze means a cut because of inflation. 
"We are still looking at a $150,000 to 
$200,000 deficit this year. And even 
with inflation at one or two per cent, 
that's a couple of hundred thousand ol- 
lars will still have to find," he said. 
"We're still going to face pressure for 
better utilization and efflcieneies." 
Another unl~town factor is the result of 
contract negotiations now underway be- 
tween hospital workers and the provin- 
cial government. 
Wage increases, if any, will have to 
come from the hospital's frozen budget 
and that could ultimately affect the 
workforce, said Leisinger. 
" I f  there's a freeze in wages, that 
would be good news and put us in good 
shape. But you have to remember that 80 
per cent of our budget is spent on wages 
and benefits," he added. 
The hospital wants to begin renova- 
tions this summer and have them com- 
pleted by early winter. 
When f'mished, the main nursing floor 
will have a revamped nurses' station 
with the various wards grouped around 
it. 
There will still be the same number of 
beds - -  42 ~ as there are now but some 
will be set aside for use in case of emer- 
gencies or in times of patient overflow. 
If Mills Memorial's budget is frozen 
this year, it'll be the fifth straight year 
this has happened. 
To date that's resulted in two series of 
bed closures and layoffs which have al- 
ready trimmed the hospital's wage pack- 
et by more than $1 million. 
a Signs of spring 
THESE TWO LITTLE lambs are sure signs that spring is here to stay. Young Kelsey Hamer was helping 
her grandmother Jean Hamer bottle feed these two little guys named Eanie and Meanie. ('Their sibling, the 
third triplet, is named Minie.) So far Jean has had 21 lambs born on her farm, north of town. 
Bench could be home 
of new high school 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
A I]IGH school on the bench. 
That's where a replacement school for 
Skeena Jr. Secondary might be located. 
Yesterday MLA Helmut Giesbrecht 
announced the education ministry had 
given nearly $1 million to the Terrace 
school district to plan a replacement for 
Skeena. 
Overcrowded. and now 43 years old, 
Skeena's been "called one of the two 
worst (schools) in the province," said 
Giesbrecht. 
A recent audit of Skeena showed it is 
well below adequate on many key factors 
including ventilation and meeting the 
building code. 
Right now Giesbrecht said the school 
district is considering two locations for the 
new school, on the existing site and on a 
piece of undeveloped land on the bench 
which stretches from the end of Mountain 
Vista Drive across to Soucie. 
"It's a 28 acre parcel," said trustee Stew 
Christensen. 
That's where the school district had been 
considering building a new elementary 
school. "There is room to put two schools 
on it," said Christensen. 
The hind is owned by the hinds ministry 
but the school district currently has first 
right of refilsal. 
Christensen didn't know how much the 
school district might have to pay for it, but 
said there is a possibility it could be 
bought lbr $1. 
Some of the property nearby on Soucie 
is farmhmd, but city planning allows for 
that land to become residential. 
'"lbday it's farmhmd, but tomorrow .... " 
said Christensen. 
The school district estimates it will cost 
about $22 million to build a replacement 
for Skeena. 
Right now school board oMcials aren't 
sure whether the school will befor Grades 
8-10, as it is today, or whether it will 
become a middle school, serving Grades 
7-9. 
That middle School option miglit be part 
of a grander plan the school board Ilas tbr 
the ~u'ea. : 
They're also looking at putting in a 
senior high school in Thornhi!L 
Another decision the eduCe/lion ministry 
has to make is how il will pay Ibr the 
Skeena replacement. 
In order to pay for construclion costs, 
the school district might decide to sell the 
parcel on which Skeena now sits. 
"It's a pretty substantial piece of proper- 
ty," said Chrislensen llbotil Skeena 
Junior's presenl location on Munroe St; 
and Walsh Ave. 
He doesn't know how many acres are 
there, but admits Ihe school dislrict could 
earn quite a bit of rnoney, if it could sell 
the hind as residential lots. 
However, he added that it was too soon 
to tell what might happen, or where con, 
struction money might come l'roml 
"A committee has been struck to look at 
where we want to put ,'1 new School," said 
Christensen. That committee will have to 
consider what the public wants. 
"It could create a fairly good political 
problem, if Skeena is moved to the 
bench," said Giesbrecht. 
"Would lhe public think it's a good 
move to bus students up Ihere?" 
Say a big hello to 615 
IT'S NOT a mistake. 
If you've seen some new local phone 
numbers popping up that begin 615, they're 
legit. 
As of Friday only 12 of the new phone 
numbers had been issued, but you can ex- 
pect to see a lot more of them. 
B.C. Tel spokesman Ed Clark said the 
new 615 prefix was introduced in Terrace 
in March. 
He said Terraco's 635- and 638- prefixes 
are simply running out of space and a new 
one had to be created. 
Much of the demand for new lines is to 
hook up fax machines and computers. 
But the introduction of cellular phone ser- 
vice here in December and a new surge of 
demand for phone lines forced the introduc- 
tion of the third Terrace prefix. 
The other big change for this year will be 
the change in area code to 250 for all parts 
of B.C. outside the Lower Mainland. 
The new 250 area code for this region 
starts up in October, but there will be a pe- 
riod of grace through until April, 1997. 
During that time, if you dial 604 in northern 
B.C. you'll get through but you'll also get a 
recording reminding you of the change. 
Nisga'a to charge for land claim info 
THE NISGA'A are showing their business acumen once 
again by hosting a $1,000-a-person three-day seminar on 
their land claim deal. 
Nisga'a Tribal Council spokesmvn Nelson Leeson said 
the May 6-8 seminar at the Vancouver Trade and Conven- 
tion Centre will dctail the agrcen,cl~t-in-principle, how ne- 
gotiators reached it, and what the future holds. 
Leeson said they heard about various agencies and In- 
stitutions looking at hosting conferences on the deal. 
"We got to thinking why shouldn't it be us? We were 
gctuaily in the room." 
He said profits from hosting seminars and consulting will 
be used to pay down the nearly $30 million the Nisga'a 
have spent negotiating for the past 20 years. 
"We think it's an ideal way to put money towards 
paying for those years of negotiations," he said. 
Those negotiating costs, which have been bankrolled by 
the govenunent, are to be deducted from the $190 million 
cash part of the Nisga'a land claim settlement. 
The provincial government spent $3.1 million since joing 
thz Nisga'a negotiations in 1990. The federal government 
- -  which was at the negotiating table much longer 
spent more than $6 million. 
The seminar includes breakfasts and all materials, in- 
cluding a video tape, and a political panel. There's also a 
$150-a-plate banquet offered to those attending. 
"There's a lot of interest from the corporate and business 
side," he added. "A lot of them are interested in how 
we're going to do business with them later." 
Leeson said they may do similar seminars in other 
places, noting there have been expressions of interest from 
Kamloops, Vernon and Victoria. 
Asked if the Nisga'a will hold a public meeting to better 
explain their plans to a Terrace audience, he said they're 
considering it. 
But he said the Nisga'u would likely still charge a fee for 
an appearance in Terrace, although it might not be as high 
as in Vancouver. 
"We've got a bill that's $30 million and running m 
we've got to make something out of it," he said. "Maybe 
it won't be such a big charge up here." 
Leeson said Nisga'a efforts to organize joint ventures 
will benefit all northwesterners. 
"What we're doing is enticing business to come to the 
northwest m that's good for everybody up here." Nelson Leeson 
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RCMP axe 21 vehicles 
NI-ARLY HALF of the vehicles topped in RCMP 
r(,,itl,:hccks in Terrace and Thornhill on Saturday were 
c(mdemne{l. 
A total of 50 vehicles were examined and 21 of the 
fllosc were condemned. Sixty charges were hfid, and 
six vehicles were towed,. 
The inspections turned up a number of flaws; 
including cracked and broken frames, no frames, bro- 
ken SUSl)ensions , large holes in floors, excessive rust, 
dercclive steering and bud brakes. 
Man faces gun charges 
TIW, RACE RCMP say ulcohol was definitely 
involved in a domestic incident in Thornhill Monday 
night which h;ls one man facing a charge 0f attempted 
nlurdcr, 
Police arrcsled a 42-year-old man at a home on 
Queensway after getting a call about fl_man with u gun 
ill ;I home there. 
Staff Sgl John Veldman says one shol was fired 
froni a 20,gauge shotgun; 
There v,,us one woman in the house at the time. She 
was not injured; Veldman says the two were involved 
in a lelationship. 
The lnHn is [tlSO facing two counts of uSSaLIII, point- 
ing a firearm, dischiu'ge of a firearm and unsure stor- 
age of u firearm. He is being held in custody. 
Husband run over twice 
A WOMAN is alleged to have twice driven over her 
retired husband when he stood in the driveway in 
rront of the car to block her exit. 
RCMP Staff Sgt. John Veldman said the bizarre 
incident ook place on the 4800-block of Scott Ave. 
last Tuesday. 
The 68-year-old man tried to prevent his wile from 
driving drunk, Veldmun said, and somehow ended tip 
heing run over. 
When the woman realized what she'd done, she 
reversed irection, and r~m over him again, Veldman 
said.. 
The hnsband was taken to Mills Memorial Hospital 
for rib alid possible leg fractures, Veldman s~dd. 
A woman faces charges of impaired riving causing 
bodily hunn and failing to provide a breath sample. 
She appears in Terrace provincial court May 24. 
Youth hits police car 
Motel union bid fails 
W O It K E R S Nr t h e Terruce 
Shnnberlodge will not become part ot' a 
nnion. 
The employees voted at Ihe Terrace 
Access Center back on March I, und the 
14 ballots were opened Monduy :it ilie 
Labour Rehitions Board in Vancouver. 
Seven people hud voted in favour of join- 
ing the Hotel, Restaurant ulld Bartenders 
Union, and seven were against it. The 
union had needed 51 percent of the vote. 
"It's really, really disuppointingP' says 
union business agent Wihna Redpath. "It's 
Shortly after thai they were luid of L but 
hotel management denied that had any- 
tiring to do with the card signing. 
The workers were called buck to work 
ten days hiler, but Redputh doubts muny of 
them are slill there. 
',They were called back," she says. "But 
they were harassed and most have quit." 
Redputh says the union does not h,tve 
any plaas to try and work  with 
Shtntberlodge again. 
Shimberlodge lnanager Bob Reid says 
lie's huppy with the outcome of the vote. 
sad fo r tile pegp!e who t]!oug!!t they ,,irs husiness !is usual,, lie says. 
should have umou representation. 13ut he denies manugement ever opposed 
A number of Sluniberlodge mployees the process. "We weren't ever against it," 
signed union cards in February. he suys. 
I J isga'a fo rums p lanned 
TWO MORE public forums on the Nisga'a 
agreement-in-principle are to take place in 
the northwest oday and tomorrow. 
Today's session starts at 7 p.m. at the 
Hudson Bay Lodge in Smithers. 
Thursday evening's session starts at 7 
p.m. at Room 15 at Northwest Community 
College in Kit!mat. 
The two public meetings will include 
open question-and-answer sessions, but 
they'll also break up into small workshop 
groups for part of the meeting. 
The small groups will each focus on a 
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separate part of the deal ~ fishing and 
hunting, forestry, and self-govenunent. 
They may be the first public meetings in 
the north at which all three negotiating 
teams are present. 
Federal and provincial representatives are 
expected to attend, and there's some pos- 
sibility Nisga'a leaders will show up as 
well. 
The sessions are being organized by the 
provincial aboriginal affairs ministry and 
are co-sponsored by Northwest Community 
College. 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking your 
assistance in solving the break, enter & theft 
from Skeena Cellulose located at 4900 Keith 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
The investigation has revealed that between 
March 15th and 17th an unknown individual or 
individuals gained access tO the quality control 
office of Skeena Cellulose and removed the 
following: 
One Empac pent!urn 75  system, serial 
#107900. 
One tower  modem, model #GA586A-  
TEP/P256,  serial #95500251 73. 
Mouse, model #MS MSO, serial #04880454 
The value of the theft is approx. $2150.00. 
Internal theft has not been ruled out. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1,000.00 for information leading to an arrest 
and charges being laid against an individual 
in this or other unsolved crime. If you have 
any information call Crime Stoppers at 635- 
TIPS, that's 635-8477. Callers will not be 
required to reveal their identity nor testify in 
court. 
Call 635-TIPS] 
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THISYEAR 
MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
6,4 3.2 25.8 0.1 
9.2 2.2 1.8 6.6 
6.6 1.6 5.4 0.0 
4.0 0.5 16.2 O.0 
11.1 2.3 2.4 4.0 
11.4 4,2 1.0 2.5 
13.4 2,7 1.2 6.7 
PREClP. YEAR 
26.2 1970 
24.4 1955 
20.4 1986 
16.4 1986 
24.2 1987 
11.7 1970 
12.2 1994 
DAILY RECORDS 
MAX. YEAR MIN. 
18.3 1977 -3.3 
18.9 1966 -2,8 
18,3 1966 -3,9 
17.2 1959 -2.8 
20,0 1959 -2.8 
17.8 1959 -7.8 
16.7 1956 -7.2 
YEAR 
1975 
1957 
1972 
1966 
1966 
1966 
1966 
BROUGHTTO vo u U_.E~.- 
NECHAKO ~- -~ . .~  NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
YOUr Road Maintenance Contractor 
LAST YEAR 
MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
9.1 0.0 TR 4.6 
11.8 2.0 TR 5.4 
10.2 4.7 2.4 2.1 
11.1 2.1 0.2 4,9 
10.8 1.0 5.2 
5.0 -0.6 3.2 0.4 
7.7 0.8 1.2 5.0 
~ o  ROAD CONDITIONS I g approaching crews will be switching over to a variety of works i
thole patching, surface grading, sign and drainage maintenance, 
I i which are site specific and may cause minor delays on the highways. Please 1 anticipate possible black ice on cold nights and mornings, Look for and obey l all traffic control, TO REPORT ROAD HAZARDS, CALL 1.800-665-5051. 
I , ,  .'u,o . - ; ; , -  : - ' 
I~  Parts Plus I 
"Your Complete Automotive Supply Store" 
4736 Lazelle Ave..(Just behind McDonalds) TERRACE, B.C. 
A 17-YEAR-OLD Terrace girl is facing a charge of 1 
--impaired riving after.an.RCMP vehicle"was ide- l 
swiped early Sunday niorning. 
Staff Sgt. John Veldman says a police cruiser was 
heading nor0~bound on Eby Street just after midnight 
when it was hit by a southbound Suburban which had 
made a wide turn out of Davis, 
The police car sustained about $2,000 damage. The 
girl will appear in court in May. 
Fight victim in hospital 
A 19-YEAR-OLD Nanaimo man is in Vancouver 
Generul Hosl}itul after u drunken fight in Terrace m'ly 
Sin)day nlonning. 
RCMP say the man was fighting with an 18-year- 
old Terruce youth in the Esso parking lot at Lakelse 
and Emerson tit about 3 a.m. 
He received some severe blows to the head trod is in 
serious condition with skull fractures. 
"Fram" Filters 
"Monroe" Shocks 
"Turtle Wax polishes 
"Moog" front end parts 
"Armor All" cleaners 
"Magna charge" Batteries 
"R.V." Supplies & Acces. "Raybestos" Brakes 
"Blue Streak": Ignition "Walker" Exhaust 
"Champion", "NGK" & ",~utolite" Spark Plugs 
We carry one of the largest selections of Automotive tools in the areal 
:.: MS FACT #1. 
BC 
FESTIVAL 
(604) 970-4118 VIflORIA .~ 
o, (604) 770.3200 PENIIO'0N 
Canada has one of the 
highest rates of multiple 
sclerosis n the world. 
Hultlple Sclerosis 
Socllty O' Canada 
1 -800-268-7582 
I For all your Spring Tune-Up Needs  Come in for a coffee and browse FI 
~ i l l  ~ ~  Mon.- Fri ....................... 8 am-6  pm I I  
i ........ ; ....................... I I 
• : : • Open6 days aWeek. ] : 
t 
I 
Si.lnriy clays, Cool nights, And sea lions Wt?driil,12, sttn~lils~es. 
A sure sign that sl}rin ~ is pi'eseill ill our part o[ the west. 
So why not enjoy all early and uilhtirried hello to tills wonderftll 
season in cl'iarn]iiLg Victoria, Or pick up the pace a bit tn vibrant 
BC 
'D,,,,. 11, pl.,;.. 
Vancouver which is indeed, "Spectacular hy Nat ur(.':' ()t course, 
both ofter year-round entertainmenl, shopping, arts and 
incomparable dining Just bring along an open 
mind. And your favourite pair o1' sunglasses. 
VICTORIA ,.,,,, $345. c,,..,,,,.,.,,...,t.,~e,,,,,,'A.'.c ,' .'. ;o. ,<,, 
,,,,,;,,,.,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,.,,,,,~,, 1-800-561-4199, VANCOUVER,,,.,,, $333. ~" 
• • Ah'[;m' aml  accommoda l im .lhr ht,o nfql ts. 
r~ • t s X ts tX I !  3, t ) S L~,  %S % LL rC S~rCtL  ru t  ~ LS~ t i l t  P , I [  I Ch°i(ze°147h°tels't)rkedbased°nd°uhle°c'uPan°"r'erI " ' "  ) " '  ' , " IV¢) l  gh lss t  v : r ' ' . .  ' . ' - " ' ' " '  ' 1  ' " '  I '  ' I, l i t i tv .  P l tk  ,qe,~ I re  ( ruMet  )e  '- f l t sdcs  I zu lh la l .  
B Housing work begins 
WORK WAS well underway at the site of the new 18-unit addition to 
the Skeena Kalum Housing development off Haugland Ave. last 
week. The society held a ground-breaking ceremony on Saturday 
afternoon to mark the occasion. That's contractor candido Guer- 
reiro, of Genuine Contracting ~ one of the subcontractors to gener- 
al contractor Polo Construction. • 
Search on for wiley coyote 
A COYOTE'S on the lain in Thomhili, and con- 
servation officers are asking the public to be on 
the look out for him. 
The coyote in question is easy to spot, because 
he limps along on three legs, says conservation 
officer James Hilgemann. 
The coyote bit a local man a few weeks ago, 
and so far has eluded co's efforts to trap him. 
"The man was feeding the coyote a sausage 
roll," said Hilgemann, when the coyote bit the 
man's fingers, leaving "major lacerations." 
It's very unusual for a coyote to attack a hu- 
man, but Higemann said this is an unusual case. 
The coyote, who lives in the Petro Can area in 
Thomhill, and locals have been feeding it. 
"He's lost his fear of humans," said Hil- 
gemann. "He's conditioned to hand feeding." 
People in the area say the coyote will come 
right up to them and has also been known to 
grab shopping bags of food right out of their 
hands. 
Last week conservation officers put out traps 
to try and catch the coyote, so they could test 
him for rabies, but were unsuccessful. 
That means the man who was bitten was 
forced to go through a series of unpleasant 
rabies shots, to make sure he won't get the dis- 
ease .  
. / " 
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No Interest 
For 90 Days 
The odds are slim the coyote has rabies; there 
are currently no documented cases of rabies in 
the province. 
Conservation officers have now removed the 
traps, so they don't accidentally capture dogs 
and other wildlife. 
However, they are asking the public to call 
them immediately if they see a three-legged 
coyote. 
During they day you can call 638-6530, and 
after office hours cali 1-800-663-WILD. 
Hilgemann added that this case illustrates why 
people should not feed wildlife. 
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News In Brief 
~l~~a,  taiks s-ta-/i 
as unions take strike vote 
MEMBERS OF three B.C. unions have voted over, 
whelmlngly in favour of striking to back contract 
demands. And that means picket lines could be goi,g 
up at Mills Memorial Hospital, 
Members of the Hospital Emtfloyees Union, B.C. 
Government Employees Union, aud the International 
Union of Operating Engineers across tile province have 
voted 81 per cent in favour of going on strike if neces- 
sary. There are 185 members of the three unions at 
Mills, 
Bargaining has been ongoing since the end of Febru- 
ary. Mediator Vtnce Ready became involved at the end 
of March, when contacts for the three unions expired. 
The key issues are job security and protection of 
health care, The province-wide strike vote was carried 
out from April 1-12. Negotiations involving the B.C. 
Nurses' Union are still ongoing. 
Workers strike a deal 
and it freezes wages 
IT COULD be a first for govermnent employees in this 
province. A contract settlement thai includes a wage 
freeze until November of next year. 
A tentative settlement has been reached between the 
B.C. Government and Service Employees' Union 
(BCGEU) and the Public Service Employee Relations 
Conrmission (PSERC) on the contract covering 32,000 
provincial government employees. 
BCGEU president John Shields says the deal pro- 
vides for improved job security and moderate wage and 
benefit increases. 
Government employees will get a 1 per cent wage in- 
crease effective November 30, 1997. Results of the 
ratification vote will be known early next mouth. 
No change in plan 
to close weather station 
THERE'S BEEN no change in the plans to close most 
of the weather stations in the province, i,cluding the 
one at the airport here, by next year. 
The three people at file airport weather office are ei- 
ther being offered severance packages or the op- 
portunity to move to open jobs elsewhere, says Gary 
Wells, the man in charge of weather stations in B.C. 
and the Yukon. 
"The closure is still scheduled to take place by the 
end of March 1997," said Wells last week. 
Only Vancouver and Kelowna in B.C, and 
Whitehorse in the Yukon will remain as manned 
weather stations in the region. 
Wells said a series of automated phone systems will 
be put in place so people can receive weather informa- 
tion. 
And, automated weather equipment is being installed 
in those stations where closures are planned so that 
temperatures and weather conditions can be gathered 
and sent elsewhere for processing. 
I BEDROOM, KITCHEN & DINING ROOM FURNITURE 1 
s & N °:/o Interest Option For 
12 Months 
or 
CASH SACK 
CONDITIONS OF SALE 
1. No interest O.A,C. minimum monthjy payments required. 
2. Cash back will be discounted from sale price at time of purchase. 
3. Quantities anc~ co our selection will be limited- first come first serve. 
4. Canwood products not inc uded in this sale. 
I 
SALE STARTS THURS. APRIL 18 
n 's  Countrywide WeNow ;_~g~' 
Furn i tu re  & Appliance Accept... ~ =,~,~ 
4501 Lakelse Ave, Terrace For your convenience 
o.813-11 se 638-1158 
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At the altar 
WILL ORENDA Forest Products be left at the 
altar once again? 
Last year Orenda, all dressed up in wedding 
finery and clutching a bouquet of flowers, got 
into the church and took a couple of steps down 
the aisle before the groom, a New York-based 
consortium, put the ring back in the pocket and 
abandoned the ceremony. 
That consortium wanted to use Orenda's wood 
as part of the base product to re-open a closed 
pulp and paper mill at Gold River on Vancouver 
Island. 
There was never any official reason given other 
than suggestions that then-forests minister 
Andrew Petter wouldn't bless the union. He was 
under a lot of pressure to not approve a licence 
transfer that would see Orenda's wood leave the 
northwest. 
Back then Repap played the jealous boyfriend, 
saying it had enjoyed a previous liaison with 
Orenda in that it used and needed Orenda's wood 
for its Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
So when Orenda failed to cement its union with 
the out-of-town New York groom, the company 
went back on the hunt for a partner. 
And it was no surprise that Repap appeared as a 
likely suitor. Everybody's known for years there 
are too many mills chasing too few sources of 
wood supply. Repap may be the biggest forest 
products company in the northwest but it is also 
the most vulnerable for it gobbles up far more 
wood than it has ander its own licence. 
Repap also faces a loss of wood due to the 
Nisga'a Agreement in Principle. It has a deal 
.nbw to,buy wood from Orenda.buLthat runs~but• 
in two years, meaning that a takeover of Orenda 
would keep that supply coming in and place it 
under Repap control. 
Forests minister Dennis Streifel will hold public 
meetings throughout he northwest o gauge pub- 
lic opinion on the proposed Repap buy of Orenda 
and its licence. 
He'll look at a number of factors including cor- 
porate concentration, community stability, value 
to the provincial Crown should more wood be 
taken under Repap control. He'll examine the 
impact on small business operators and the ser- 
vice industry on having to do business with 
primarily one big player. 
In the end, Mr. Streifel will more than likely 
approve the deal. Orenda received its wood 
licence in 1985 in the Stewart-Meziadin area un- 
der the condition it open some type of wood pro- 
cessing facility. That hasn't happened. It didn't 
happen either with two other companies who 
received licences. One company was taken over 
by West Fraser and the other by Repap. 
Mr. Streifel will recognize that the existing 
wood processing facilities in the northwest need 
a security of supply that outranks the idea of 
having more diversified ownership and use of 
the wood resource. 
In the end, Orenda will get its wedding. It 
won't be of the fancy type with a big splash 
reception and romantic honeymoon. Rather, it'll 
be the shotgun version. 
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Sweet deal turns out sour 
VICTORIA ~ If I decide to 
leave journalism, which has 
sustained me fairly well for 35 
years, although it never made 
me rich, and graze the lucra- 
tive field of consulting, some 
politicians and readers might 
consider sweetening the pot 
with a farewell gift just to get 
me out of their hair. 
As for severance pay from 
the unfortunate publishers and 
editors who run my columns at 
considerable risk to their 
reputations, a swift kick in the 
posterior would probably be 
my just reward. 
Not so for friends and in- 
~:;,: 
HUBERT BEYER 
Nothing wrong so far. If the 
lady wants out, she should be siders o f  political organiza- . . . . . .  
. . . .~  . ,7_  ..:: ,;~_., , . - . . . .  ~ ,note ,  to  o f  so  w i thout  be ing  
• - . ,~f ions ,  caileO',part~es;"ln"tnts":-..;. ~.~ _ .' ' ' i - '  "~  ' , 
. . . .  . ,  ~ ". , , subtected  to  earn ing  t rom me 
case  me ; l~eW, .  uemOerat te  : , , " , ; L*h~ .. , , .~  , * . .  . . . .  , . : , ,  . . ,  
Party of British Columbia. trees dE me, out mere s a red. 
Consider Connie Mmtro, 
chief appeal commissioner for 
the Workers' Compensation 
Board. 
After serving in her position 
for about three years, Connie 
has decided to leave for rea- 
sons unknown. As an old and 
trusted friend of the NDP, she 
might have feared the outcome 
of the next election and de- 
cided it was better to get the 
hell out now. 
Connie gets $300,000, along 
with the fond farewell wishes 
from her NDP friends. 
Now, I've always been under 
the impression that severance 
pay applies when someone 
gets fired before their contract 
expires. Ms. Munro is leaving 
of her own accord. 
The Workers' Compensation 
Board came up with a neat ex- 
cuse for the windfall the NDP 
secured for Ms. Munro. She 
will be prohibited from accept- 
ing work related to the WeB 
field for 18 months, and since 
this is her field of expertise, 
she should be compensated for 
this potential oss of income. 
Ergo: give the lady 0.3 of a 
million dollars, so she won't 
end up on welfare. 
I 've called premier Glen 
Clark intelligent, sharp, even 
brilliant, but I 'm beginning to 
have second thoughts. Rarely 
has a new premiere done so 
many stupid things in such a 
short time as Clark has. 
The attempted ouster of Con- 
flict of Interest Commissioner 
Ted Hughes and the ill-advised 
other positions in the public 
service, was a deception that 
didn't work. 
And giving a political friend 
a $300,000 golden handshake 
for three years of work is 
obscene. 
What on earth happened to 
the NDP? What happened to 
their lofty ideals? What hap- 
pened to their promises, one of 
which was "no more favours 
for friends and insiders?" 
Every government plays the 
pork-barrel game. And to some 
degree it must, because only a 
foolish premier would seek out 
political opponents for jobs 
and somewhat premature apr. [hat demand some loyalty. But 
pomtment ofDavtd Mltcheilas: ! : ;~!~. .  p, which has, always, 
his successor was a folly hard ~ professed to abhor politii:al ap  
to beat, attd the premier came 
away from that scrap with 
severe bruises. 
Cutting welfare rates and 
relieving the poorest of the 
poor of $49 a month was heart- 
less and didn't win him any fa- 
vors with traditional NDP sup- 
porters and very few accolades 
from opponents. 
Playing musical chairs with 
the public service by ostensib- 
ly laying off thousands of 
people, most of whom fouqd 
pointments, has raised pork- 
barrelling to an art form. 
No govenunent I have ever  
reported and commented on 
has appointed so many friends 
and insiders to high positions 
as the NDP. 
And that rubs a lot of people, 
with the possible exception of 
Connie Munro, the wrong way. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
Teh(604) 920.9300; 
Fax:(604) 385. 6783; E-Math 
hbeyer@direa.ca 
Doing it just a bit differently 
SOON TERRACE cemetery granite doors locked with a lion - -  especially Terrace's at- 
may have its first colum- special Allen wrench. The traction to seniors from all 
barium, a granite wall 30 in- , ~ i~;4,:;~:i~ wrench will be kept on a hook over the province - -  a 48 vault 
ches thick with foot square : -<' ~ i~ at the funeral home. Each columbarium may soon be 
compartments to store urns ~ ~  niche door will have chiseled filled. Then another separate 
filled with cremated remains or ~ ~ •  .... ~f .... into it an identifying inscrip- columbarium will be lifted into 
as they're called in the trade, tion like that on a gravestone, place by crane. To build on top 
cremains. | How else would we know of the first one would resemble 
For those of us who suffer i '  ~i~"~ ~ when we'd found our niche? a bird colony. The word 
claustrophobia, the specter of ~,-: .... .~.:~ .... ~,~ .... Chiseled by a stone mason columbariunl comes from 
forever esiding in a vault only ~ ~ .  "~ from a six by five foot solid columba meaning dove. 
twelve inches square is a . . . .  .. ~ slab of granite, a colmnbarium You'd expect niches to be of 
spooky prospect. A niche has no cracks into which a three sizes ~ regular for aver- 
vandal could pry a tire iron. age folk, smaller, and larger. 
would be eq allYsomeone with anC°nfiningego. Wet° I /d- ' l~1011Iel - ' l : l lat~lt ,  l'-'lti,:'mi And a vandal would need a Nodoubt the Charter of Rights 
might prefer to be sprinkled 
over open s pace. 
At least one person - -  not 
six pallbearers - - could do the 
job. Cremation at 2000 degrees 
reduces the average body to 
seven pounds of white ash. 
Advantages of a colum- 
barium are obvious. No 
mantelpiece urn to polish be- 
fore relatives visit. No wasting 
of ['ine wood for a coffin. No 
¢-'( 
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CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
arable land held fallow. 
Ashes may be placed in any 
urn, so long as it's not made of 
wood. Mice aren't supposed to 
get into a eolumbarium but 
have been known to. When 
they do, wooden urns and their 
mainly bone calcium content 
prove irresistible. Mice devour 
both. 
Vaults will be closed in by 
loader to disturb it from its 
concrete pad. But its polished 
surface could be scratched or 
spray painted. 
Filing cremains in a vault 
may be accompaaied by a reli- 
gious service resembling a 
burial complete with minister 
and mounters. Or the family 
may choose to inure the 
cremains informally, privately. 
With Canada's aging popula- 
and Freedoms frowns on that 
as well as any notion of 
prestige in occupying an upper 
niche versus the bottom row, 
Addition of a columbarium 
to Terrace's cemetery infuses 
new spirit into the debate about 
how to dispose of a body. No 
longer will surreptitiously 
sprinkling cremains around the 
lilacs be the only alternative to 
traditional burial six feet down. 
H~RF_. t4AR'rEAJ !'F(lt S 
LADy HAS /..6-£5 , 
I~/ HF-.,E CAET' '~ / 
6F_-.EA IVORIH£f#NF-R.ROStE ! FoR ~ A~D HE RE'S ~3 SALe CouFbtJ~. ., .~ - I 
YO0 SoP.F_ KNO~J I 4WD 4t ~/A~T I~ Lo-ffERY lqc~F.TS., 
pLuS CA~TO~3 oF PLA'/£RS LIGP, T'5, ..I CI'F"-/WAYS ~J .~ A " AAJD T-. M~E-D A p£/CF Ct4ECV. OM / I  
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Well 
kept 
secret 
EVERYONE talks about 
Gala Night as being one of 
the highlights of the Pacific 
Music Festival, but there's 
another event you won't 
want to miss. 
That's the night of the 
scholarship competition 
Friday, April 19 at the REM 
Lee Theatre. 
Competition starts at 6:30 
p.m. with junior and inter- 
mediate categories. That's 
followed by the senior 
category at 8:15 p.m. 
Adjudicators have chosen 
the best flora the festival in 
piano, strings, vocal, speech 
arts, jazz dance, ballet, 
brass, woodwind and guitar. 
Three major scholarship 
will be awarded this night. 
Tickets for the scholarship 
night are $5 at Sight and 
Sound or at the door. 
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Centre stag : 
Festival winds up to its conclusion on April 20. :~S~:i 
Approximately 4,000 from throughout the north- ,,-:~,~:~, 
~',': :=t~ 
west are competing in the festival in this its 32nd ~i~::;~: 
year. They come from as far west as the Queen Caar- ~.:,::~ 
iotte Islands and as far east as Prince George. 
Adjudicators from throughout B.C., Alberta and 
Saskatchewan are judging the students, and en- 
couraging them to strive for excellence in a variety of 
disciplines. 
Over the next few days audiences can choose be- 
tween viewing piano, speech arts, ballet and tap. 
But since you can't see everything at once, we 
thought we'd share some images from the festival. 
Clockwise from the top Sarah Palahicky performs 
the bouncy piece, "Playful Puppy." The Caledonia 
choir performed at the Pentecostal Church on Thurs- 
day. The Terrace Community Band, directed by Jim 
Ryan, gave a great rendition of the 1812 Overture, 
complete with cannons and church bells on Saturday 
night. 
The adjudicators seemed to really enjoy their job. 
Most are professional musicians and artists, and 
relished the chance to come to the festival. Pictured 
here are Dennis Tupman, George Roberts and 
Stephen Smith. And lastly Leanne Derry and Cydney 
Rusch pcrformed a goldfish duet for ballet ad- 
judicator Jackie O'Kell. 
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MP's Martian quest 
called "ridiculous" 
Dear Sir:. 
I would like to thank you for Jeff Nagel's article "MP 
heads off into space" which appeared April 10. In it 
Skeena MP Mike Scott suggested people list themselves as 
"Martians" to protest he censns question on racial origin. 
That's the great thing about Mike Scott. You don't have 
to criticize him. All you have to do is quote him and he 
looks plenty ridiculous and offensive. 
I have this to say to Mike Scott: People are different. We 
have different colours of  skin, different languages, dif- 
ferent histories, different body sizes.., in short, different 
everything. It is impossible to be color blind when hiring. 
It is only possible to pretend to be and this pretension is a 
lie. 
Picturing the scenario of walking into a government of- 
rice that was staffed solely by people of Chinese or East 
Indian background, regardless of their academic or other 
qualifications, I must honestly admit I would be more 
comfortable being served by someone who would under- 
stand my own culture, language, values and influences. 
I recognize and respect that people of Gitxsan, 
Wet'suwet'en, Latin American, African or whatever cul- 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
tural group you wish to name would like the same 
privilege. 
By taking census data on ethnic origin, we can help all 
people to be served in sensitive caring appropriate way 
when they are in need of government services. 
So, I will not put "Martian" as my ethnic origin on my 
census and I hope other people do not either. Census takers 
are paid by the completed census form and nol very well at 
that. All you will do is waste their time and make their 
work a lot harder. 
When Mike Scott says, "all are equal," he is really 
sayhlg that he wants the existing discrepancies of power 
and influence to continue. I disagree totally with Mike 
Scott! 
Glenn Morison, 
Hazelton, B.C. 
Feds get transport slap 
An open letter to: 
The Hen. Doug Young 
Minister of Transport 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Dear Sir:. 
I object to your studies of transportation 
infrastructures along the Hwyl6 corridor 
into the Port of Prince Rupert and Ridley 
Island, including a vehicular bridge scheme 
linking Digby Island to Prince Rupert. 
Such studies are unfairly weighted to one 
North Coast maritime, community versus 
those others ie. Kitimat and Stewart. They 
are at cross purposes and contrary to your 
stated national transport policies on 
autonomous, tand on their own ports. 
There is an impending provincial election 
and I resent provincial and federal tax 
monies of $100 million-plus being allo- 
cated to Prince Rupert's economic growth 
at the expense to our townships. 
Here we have North Coast MLA Dan 
Miller, also the employment and invest- 
ment minister and deputy premier, who is 
essentially in control of all provincial trade, 
investment, transportation, energy and B.C. 
crown corporation purse strings exhibiting 
unprecedented self-interest for his and his 
atone community. 
The pipe dream of a bridge from Digby 
Island airport to Prince Rupert is again a 
disparaging bias against our communities 
when the Terrace-Kitimat airport, without 
question the more geographically located 
hub in the northwest, is struggling to even 
work out parity on a deal to assume airport 
lands from the provincial government, 
something Prince Rupert never even had to 
contend with. 
If terminals at Ridley Island are strug- 
gling, even with increased throughput, hen 
there are inherent flaws in the commodity 
mix and returns of investment which senior 
levels of government have no right to be 
meddling in. Free enterprise must be al- 
lowed to take its course naturally without 
political interference, pork barreling and 
feather bedding. 
There's more at stake than meets the eye 
such as decisions around site selection for a 
proposed LNG shipping terminus (Kitimat 
vs. Prince Rupert). These have wide reach- 
ing implications when Ottawa and Victoria 
display favourtism in regional develop- 
menL 
The joint federal and B.C. participation i  
the extension of the Nisga'a Highway to 
Kincolith is a worthy and commendable 
endeavor, but I f'md this upcoming Trans- 
port Canada study irksome and 
reprehensible from an overall northwestern 
citizen taxpaying perspective of fairness 
and proper elected governance. 
This demonstrates no continuity with 
your Transport 2000 policy for the natio~ :,
and is.devoid;'oPtegi0nai,e~luality and Ol~- ~ 
portumttes for reasoned '~growth m our area. : 
Ger ry  J, B loomer,  
Kit imat~ ]B.C, 
CO-OP tl t7tl II EII,~ II I I' 
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REGULAR PRICED ITEMS IN OUR 
FAMILY FASHIONS DEPARTMENT 
,~J 1~ ~ i ...... 
t IIRITISII C()LI J,',,111 h\ 
IJ ~NG ASS()C [AI'ION 
731-LUNG or 
1-800-665-LUNG 
CiTY OF  TERRACE 
NOTICE  
CEMETERY MAINTENANCE 
The City of Terrace hereby gives notice that any fences, tokens or orna- 
ments on, around or near graves In the Terrace Municipal Cemetery and 
found to be decrepit of disrepair will be removed by City crews, begin. 
ning May 1, 1996. This notice applies to those sections of the cemetery 
where such items are permitted. 
By authority of By.Law 1279-1992. 
Steve Scott 
Superintendent ofParks and Recreation 
Terrace, B.C. 
Muhiple sclerosis 
usually strikes people 
aged 20 to 40, in the 
prime of their lives. 
Hultiple 
Sclerosms 
Soc ie ty  of  Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
$) 
SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
Due to an overstock situation, the Prince George Sewing Centre is 
offering for sale to Terrace & Area residents a number of LIMITED 
EDITION 1996 HEAVY DUTY, OPEN ARM sewing machines. These 
machines are made of metal and will sew on all fabrics. Denim, canvas, 
upholstery, nylon, stretch, vinyl, silk and even SEWS ON LEATHER. 
Sew up to 14 different stitches without attachments or old fashioned cams. 
Sew buttonholes, monograms, hems, blind hems, satin stitches, overcast, 
appliques and much more. These HEAVY DUTY MACHINES have a 
built in handle and are suitable for home, professional or school sewing. 
All are in factory sealed cartons and come with a ten year war[an~. This 
could be the sewing, machine your WIFE ALWAYS WANTED.,.. ~, /~' JW¢ 
v / /N  
• " V ~ 
Prnlee George Sewing Centre 
P,N C  TR,= 1-800-265-1707 
-"~/~,-- ¢¢¢'£ Cheque, cash, Visa, Amex and Mastercard welcome 
'~g'~<"g~'~ Phone 563-1533 • Fax 563-5419 
Edwards 
Coffee 
Fresh 
Strawberries 
Heinz 
Ketchup 
• Squeeze bottle. 
* LIMIT OF ONE, 
1 Litre 
Barbecue 
Chicken 
Fresh Pork Bel-air Cinnamon Bun Potato Un,--st19  Veuo,obnes l / tn  Clusters d~J l~dr~ Salad ..... Jr-Ji-lkfAA *At,ortodva,dlSo, h i m . ,  . . . . .  o,,, 
, PeotGieenBe0n*,,Co~n n -~ -~ * Re~er'$ 
& Ub,ed Vegerabtel i ~ 
l l b  , 9.9 _• Jrm ,000 e l E  
. . . .  ,.--~T~ *'+'~'~ " + I~ .~m~ , ~  - "  ,*.~ 
' R,b ©r rer~dedo~n End 
4.39 kg 
, ,: 
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BUSINESS R]EVIE';V 
': :Whenyou:  
can , t  I b reathe ;  I 
i! n0thingelSbl 
"1- IH~,ITISI 1 C( ) IA IMIHA 
l.l 'NG ASSOCIAT ION 
731-LUNG or  
1 -800-665-LUNG 
PLAN TO ATTEND 
THE '96 
PRH4CE RUPERT 
II Road rebuild HOME; TiC&DE SHOW 
Civic Centre Arena 
KALUM STREET between Haugland and Keith Ave. 
was completely dug up last week as crews began 
work on the reconstruction of that road. Farko Con- 
tracting got the job. Other streets to be rebuilt this 
year include Twedle Ave., South Sparks, North 
Out & About 
Highways contract up 
THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT is looking for 
companies interested in doing road and bridge 
maintenance on Hwy37 north of Meziadin. 
The contract is now held by Yellowhead Road and 
Bridge (Stildne) Ltd. but expires this year. 
Interested companies have until May 8 to put in their 
bids. 
Yellowhead Road and Bridge is coming off of a two- 
year extension to a previous contract signed with the 
province in 1994. 
The two-year option was extended to companies in 
1994 considered to have met or exceeded their contract 
requirements. 
Yellowhead Road and Bridge took over the contract 
in the early 1990s after the provincial government took 
the work away from an otherAFlrm. ' , , 
Unitel pulling out 
UNITEL IS gradually pulling equipment and workers 
out of northwest communities in order to centralize ser- 
vices in Prince George. 
The move does mean job losses as the company con- 
verts to more modern technology. 
A Unitel official last week said the movement of 
equipment and job cuts are affecting Terrace and 
Smithers. 
This is the second major Unitel shift in a year. It sold 
various buildings and services to Westel, which is 
owned by B.C. Rail, in 1995. 
Sparks, Terrace St., Park Ave. (from Emerson to 
Sparks), Walsh Ave. (4800 block), Dairy Ave., the 
Emerson St. parking lot, and recapping on parts of 
Kenney St., Clinton St. and the upper portion of 
Kalum St. hill. 
Airport customs 
service pursued 
Terrace International? 
YOU'LL BE able to fly to and from Alaska from 
here soon if efforts to get Canada customs ervice at 
the airport are successful. 
Terrace economic development officer Ken Veld- 
man says the city has a proposal in to provide 
customs ervice as needed using a Canada customs 
agent in Kitimat. 
A charter flight from Alaska to Terrace right now 
would have to !and at Prince Rupert first for a 
customs check. 
Customs ervice here would allow direct flights to 
and from Alaska or even Seattle. 
"Rupert's got it. Smithers has got it," Veldman 
said. "So it would put us on a more level " 
field here." ,, ,. 7 ~ ' playing ;
Corporate flyers would likelym"ake the most use of: 
it - -  in particular mining companies, possibly im- 
proving Terrace's chances of developing as a 
regional mining centre. 
Fresh fish freight exports are another possibility. 
Smithers also enjoys charter flights in the winter of 
Alaskan tourists coming to ski at Hudson Bay 
Mountain. 
"It's tough to tell what the demand is going to be," 
Veldman said. 
Users of the international f yers would pay for it 
with a surcharge. At an estimated $50 per landing for 
the service, Veldman says it's still significantly 
cheaper than making a stop in Prince Rupert. 
The Medical Clinic 
will be moving 
April 22, _1_996 
to 4634 Park Ave. 3rd Floor 
The new phone number will be 615-5030 
It 
Emerson Medical Clinic 
will be moving 
April 22, 1996 
to 4634 Park Ave. 4th Floor 
The new phone number will be 615-5040 
to hire young people 
E-TEAM 
pays 
BC Environment Youth Team helps cover 
wages, benefits and support costs, 
Environment Youth Team 
• sponsors hire non-students aged 
16-24 to work on environment 
related projects. 
• businesses municipalities, First 
Nations, non-profit organizations 
and others can apply. 
• projects must run at least 15 
weeks. 
I h lws l l l lC  h i  Our l ;tltIWt'. i 
A Cll,IIz~ztcC ]:ot'~l~uth. I 
I 
1 -800-663-7867 
Call toll-free and ask for the ~..~t. 
F.nvironmenl Youth Team m387-2233, _13~lrlStl ~OLLIMBL, X 
~ FIGHT THE 
LUNG 
CRIPPLERS 
Friday, April 19 
Saturday, April 20 
Sunday, April 21 
1p.m. to 9p.m. 
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Noon to 5 p.m. 
*70 Exhibitors * Great Door Prizes 
See What's New in the Northwest! 
Kinsmen Club & The Daily News 
Terrace Redi-Mix Ltd., 
supplier of concrete and concrete products is now stocking 
( U -LOCK 
....... BUILDING SY 
Quad-Lock is the advanced, second general 
stay in place insulating concrete form work. 
Quad-Lock panels are moulded expanded p
strene one of the best building insulation mate, 
there is. 
You have a true P,21.7 insulation wdue withottt 
ther work or cost. 
In ground or above grade construction. 
Don't be second best, have your contractor 
yourself contact us for the many more advantages. 
For more information view at 
5302 Lloyd St. or Phone 635-4343 
MEMBER CANADIAN HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF SKEENA 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
Directory of Services 
Effective and 
Affordable Print 
Advert i s ing  
• Ad design 
• Budget Planning 
• Promotional Packages 
Contact: 
Mike Harem 
S-TTM'q"~A--R-D 
3210 Clinton St. 
638-7283 
...... ;~:~ii. ~i~i~ www. kermode.net 
~ ;.i~:!:!:"':~ !!!!ii • email • internet access • web pages • training 
Terrace's only local ly owned full service 
internet provider. 
RGS Internet  Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 emaih sales@kermode.net 
Introductory Special! 
Business to Business 
Directory Ads 
1 inch - 30.00 per month 
2 inch - 50.00 per month 
4 inch - 80.00 per month 
6 inch - 120 per month 
8 inch - 150.00 per month 
Book your space now. This 
pricing ends 
Apri l  25, 1996 
k . . /  
(L~'~ Desktop Publishingphone 638-0877bY Lee Burkitt 
"'% ~t Business Image Design • Small Volume Publishing 
/ / )  Computer Tutoring 
I;"L/A/; " 
9 :), 
Restaurant Hospitality 
Equipment 
Three T Indu'stries 
4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1A5 
i n  "'T'" anyth ing  up ' "  
Telephone 604-638-1017 
~en Fax 604-638-1012 
I I I IIIIIII 
H.W. HEPBURN, C.A. 
Providing a complete range of 
services including: 
preparation of financial statements (review 
engagement & notice to reader reports), 
accounting, payrolls, GST & other returns for 
government agencies and corporate 
tax returns 
Plus fast efficient service 
for preparation of personal 
income tax returns. 
209-4650 Laze le Avenue 
(Credit Union Builders), 
P.O, Box 888, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R2 
Bus: (604) 638-0361 - Fax: (604) 638-0330 
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It's no surprise land claims 
controversy extends to all 
Dear Sir:. 
Not surprisingly the con- 
flict regarding the Nisga'a 
Agreement in Principle is 
still over land. 
Industry sees any negotia- 
tions involving land as plac- 
ing an encumbrance on their 
rights to tenure or their 
rights to access the 
resources. 
Messages coming from 
provincial agencies based in 
Vancouver and claiming to 
represent local interests are 
doing their best to make a 
settlement more difficult. 
Their message seems to be 
that as long as we give the 
Nisga'a back the "sea of 
rotting stumps" and no 
forest tenure is affected, 
they will be happy. 
This sounds surprisingly 
like they favour cash only 
settlements. We have heard 
that before from those who 
still can't believe that First 
Nations are more concerned 
about future generations of 
Nisga'a than immediate 
monetary benefit. Land is 
the key to their future. 
Land is also important o 
the people of Kincolith who 
have expressed some oppo- 
sition to the Nisga'a AlP. It 
is because the commonly 
held lands in the settlement 
do not include enough of 
their traditional territory. 
This contradicts the princi- 
ple of commonly held lands. 
Commonly held lands are 
held for all, not just for 
those whose traditional ter- 
ritory it was prior to a treaty 
settlement. A settlement in- 
volves compromise among 
the Nisga'a as well. 
Listening to the comments 
from agencies like the Inte- 
rior Lumberman's Associa- 
tion and the B.C. Chamber 
of Commerce, it is hard to 
distinguish some of the 
rhetoric from that so often 
promoted by the Reform 
party and now more recently 
~y the Foundation for Indi- 
iduat *~tgh~-and ;Equality 
For FIRE it is just a pity 
that they are more than 100 
years too late. Perhaps if 
they had started their efforts 
when First Nations were 
herded out of their 
homelands onto small 
reserves ~ excluded from 
owning land and denied the 
right to vote on issues ef- 
fccting their lands - -  FIRE 
might have some credibility 
today. 
Helmut Giesbreeht, 
MLA, Skeenab 
Terrace B.C. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The 
Mail Bag 
Tenant 
eviction 
protest 
Dear Sir:. 
The recent decision of the 
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine to shut 
down Heimut Rcinert's un- 
authorized rental units 
reflects a lack of under- 
standing of the acute affor- 
dable housing shortage in 
B.C. 
In a community with a 
near-zero vacancy rate, and 
virtually no new rental 
housing construction, where 
will five tenants go? Other 
"illegal" rental units in the 
area may be their only op- 
tion. 
There are an estin~ated 
100,000 illegal rental units 
in B.C. ~ most of them 
suites in houses - -  housing 
20 per cent of all tenants in 
this province. This type of 
housing is an ideal alterna- 
tive to apartment living for 
tenants living in urban 
areas. 
'It may be the only alterna- 
tive to home-ownership for 
tenants living in many rural 
areas.  
It is my understanding that 
Helmut Reinert provides his 
tenants with well- 
maintained homes at a rent 
they can afford. 
At the very least the evic- 
tion of the Thornhill tenants 
will result in financial 
hardship. They are fearing 
the worst. Homelessness. 
Zoning should be used as 
a tool to regulate land use, 
not exclude those who can- 
not afford to buy their own 
home from certain residen- 
tial areas. Is there no room 
for compassion and fairness 
in local governance? 
F.rln Goodman, 
Fieldworker, 
Tenants' Rights Action 
Coalition, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Reg.  
$740 
"1- 
Weioht 
With Quadra 2IR forks, $990 and you get to keep the 
:ii 
• Full chromoly frame 
set with double 
butted main frame 
• Double butted 
chromoly fork 
• Shimano STX rear 
derrailleur 
• Grip shift SRT 400 
with 21 speed 
Hyperglide cogset 
• Kona slim aluminum 
bars 
• Velocity stem 
• Sizes 14" to 20" 
• Colour black lava 
!: 'Shima 
!iil ~ii :;¸ ::¸ ¸¸ ~~=:'¸  • :• :¸¸ ::'~:::: : !~!~': : ~:i!• :~*::¢ "~<~:~:  +~+:, ~=~:~;z~:,:~=:~+~z~,i+!%~ 
co-o,, 
| L ITTLE  MISS  |iii / PRINCESS 96  [i!i 
I "  Judg ng to take p ace May 17, 1996 at 8pro after the/!ii 
lEash on Show held at the Co-op. [iiii 
[.All contestants will model in fashion show prior to [iili! 
ljudging. . . . .liii 
: I,Open to ages 6-8 years. 15 entrants on;y - waiting ~ist [;i!: 
/w i l l  be taken, i i i i  
I • Tickets available $2.00 each - proceeds to go the Miss li!ii 
LTerrace Pageant. ~!)iil 
i!i 
Reg, 
$2823 
frameset. ~;,.. . . . .  , Sizes 14', to 2m i~i:, i;ii 
dbielbutted i0rk' ~ 'C0ioi JudySiJver~',,~ 
I-"X deri;ailleurS =, .Weight: 27,1' pounds 
~i $1465 
..=, ~ .= 
I~,~ C '5  i '" 
• Easton Elite 
aluminum frame set 
• Rockshox Quadra 
21 R forks 
',Fox Alps rear shock 
• Magura hydraulic 
front and rear brakes 
• XT rear derrailleur 
• Grip shift SRT 600 
8-speed shifting 
• Curve CNC cranks 
• Sizes 16" to 20" 
Colour 21 R yellow 
Magura hydraulic brakes 
;hirr a 
) shift SRT,400' :~ %!:: 
$,;~. 
I' i: ~'  ,2• . '4  ¸ 
~ Weight 
,~,, 25.4 pounds 
:~:~;~:' .T "~z~"  ~ ~..,:{:;: :, ". ~ ~? 
,,=,~ Full , '3iis~nslo. SEX (Sue 
;-7005 Seflesdt ~utted : :  
.,;aluminum frame set-i:, :,;.:. 
;ROCk Shox Quadra21 
'~! s~sbgh§iofi fo/k~., 
;U~e CNC rnachined 
LXC to, 
~ii'ft:'sRT 
Polar Heart , =zAR Vetta HR1000 Oakley 
RateMomt°rs Bike Computer M Frame 
With Heart Rate Monitor ~ Glasses 
• Wireless chest band ~,t;,~ C ~  
We have the best ~,. .Upper and lower limit ~ ,~?  - -~] Industrial strength lenses 
can withstand a 
selection in the non,  - programming ~"56~1[ /~ / 12 gauge shotgun. 
we train with them - we .Training zone memory i ' ~ ]  
know how to use them Reg. $149.95 ~ colourRUSt OrlensesPersimmon 
.... • ~ :~,' L~ 
1 £MOSteasy.lX'G'~ athlete~Try . . . .  a PolarU''in~' HearteitherRatet°° hardMonitorOr O to .i~: ~1~ ;~ , .:4~ .~; r% Only ~ ~ ~}~ .~  ~ ~ 
t in that energy. Cycling Functions: ' dial Speed, clock, ride time odometer, tripmeter, with smoke clear 
Yo decide whe~~;~i ,  average speed,freezemaXimUmframe speed and "---- ~ in 
Clipless Pedals 
• Advent two sided clipless pedal 
• Shimano cleat compatible 
.Sealed cartridge bearing 
• 365 grams 
Other Clipless Pedals 
Shimano 535 & 747 
.Ritchey Logic. Speed Play 
• Onza. Tioga Clip Man 
)15 
~'! ir ; r . i  i , / "  
79.951 
79.95 ~ 
• 7005 Series double 
butted aluminum 
frame set 
• Quadra 21 R 
suspension forks 
• Shimano Deore LX 
rear derrailleur 
• Curve (USA made) 
brakes and levers 
..Grip shift SRT 600 
shifters 
• Shimano STX 
cranks 
• Sizes 14" to 21" 
• Colour silver mule 
Latest style s are in stock 
including Eye Jackets, 
Trench Coats, E Wires. 
M Frames 
All 
~e°teetioo. 
k_ no w ! 
Briko Glasses 
, 40% o f f  . 
P 'n Sniff  Tires 
Kevlar beaded 
;~ .~.with flesh colour 
treads 
News In Brief 
Police like new vehicle 
FIELD TESTING by New Aiyansh RCMP of a 
4X4 vehicle designed for the American military 
went ever well. 
Constable Brent Ayers said he and detachment 
members pent more than a week putting a Hum- 
mer through its paces on some of the worst roads 
in the area. 
There were problems with tires on lava rock 
shale in the area but that was probably because the 
tire pressure was a little too low, he said. 
"I  think it would fit in very well where there 
isn't a lot of pavement. It would have a fast 
response time," said Ayers. 
One officer from the New Aiyansh detachment 
took the Hummer to Prince Rupert late last week 
so senior officers there could take a look at it. It 
was due to be picked up over the weekend by the 
dealer who owns it and then taken to Stewart to 
some interested parties there. 
BC Tel explains job cuts 
BC TEL official Don Calder told council mem- 
bers recently that the loss of B.C. Tel jobs isn't 
restricted to Terrace. 
Calder had been asked up earlier in the year to 
explain why 24 jobs were being cut in Terrace but 
the original appearance was put off. 
More than 600 B.C. Tel employees have already 
taken up company offers of early retirement or 
severance packages, he said. 
That means some of those scheduled to lose 
their jobs here will be able to transfer to openings 
in other parts of the province, Calder continued. 
B.C. Tel employees had until April 12 to decide 
if they were going to take early retirement pack- 
ages or severance packages offered them by the 
company. 
The Terrace jobs are due to disappear by mid- 
October. Half of those involve people working in 
a commercial sales office based in Terrace. 
Legal aid gets money 
LAW' CENTRES and other agencies operated 
through the B.C. Legal Services Society are back 
in business alter avoiding a shut down of opera- 
tions April 1. 
The society spent $22 million in addition to the 
$101 million budget it received from the provin- 
ciai government last year. 
Society officials had threatened to stop taking 
new clients should its money dispute with the 
provincial government have continued. 
, . .  3,i::;1] ] ,~+;.~'~ ~,+ . . . . .  
'DOes your Salurday need 
some extra fun and 
excitement? 
POsT, P//V G 
A, Car Wash will be held of the corner of Eby & Olson. 
Hot Dogs & Pop will be served at no charge at Eby & Olson. 
A"Kid's Korner" will be held at the Skeena Mall wilh crafts, 
face painting and balloons for children 9 & under. 
Saturday, April 20th 
2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
BUSINESS 
SUCCESS 
TEAMS 
"Supporting the Entrepreneur's Journey 
to Business Success" 
Entrepreneurs 
Give your Business Freedom to Fly! 
Business Success Teams 
A Regular Forum for Selected Entrepreneurs to: 
Explore key issues concerning your business, 
Improve your business management  skills, 
Set business goals and generate strategies 
Contact with important resources 
Share information, ideas and problems 
Attend an Information 
Meeting on May 2, at 3:30 
p.m. in the Terrace Inn. 
Ca l l  16 /37  Communi ty  Futures  at 635-5449 
to  reserve  your  seat  and. . .  
Find out how great minds think alikel 
Proud Sponsors: 
CARLYLE SHEPHERD & CO. 
~Bank o f  Mont rea l  
IIII1~ TALSTRA & COMPANY BC hydro [ ]  
II I l l l ,  ~ ' : ' :  ; .~  ~ - - ,  ' -  ' ~11.~ 
~AL .~AN 
Bear 
hunt 
rules 
set 
GRIZZLY BEAR hunters 
will be heading into the 
woods under a different set 
of rules this season. 
All grizzly bear hunting in 
B.C. will be on a limited 
entry basis starting this fall. 
Shawn Sharpe at the fish 
and wildlife office in 
Smithers says there will 
likely be two hunts in the 
Skeena region this season -
o,e in the fal l ,  and another 
one in file spring. 
He says hunters will have 
until about mid-June to en- 
ter their names in a lottery, 
and they'll be notified by 
early July if they've been 
chosen. 
He's expecting about 460 
authorizations to be 
awarded for the two hunts. 
There were no limits last 
year and any qualified 
hunted who applied for a li- 
cense was given one. 
There are about 4,000 
grizzlies in the Skeena 
region, and between 10,000 
and 13,000 province wide. 
He says the limited entry 
hunt is being done in hopes 
of stabilizing the grizzly 
population. 
"Grizzly bears are slow to 
reproduce," he says. 
"And their mortality rate 
is high." 
Sharpe says research is 
ongoing to more accurately 
detem+ine the number of 
bears in the region. 
Hunt applications are 
available at many govern- 
ment offices and at any 
business which sells regular 
hunting and fishing licences. 
In the meantime, nviron- 
ment minister Mac Sihota 
last week announced in- 
creased fines for those who 
poach bears, taking only the 
gall bladders for sale on the 
black markeL 
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Your dream home ]aasn't been built. Yet. 
You've waited long enough for your dream home. Too long to accept "about right." 
Looking for the ultimate in design flexibility? Look to Lindal Cedar Homes for open  f loor 
plans, rooms filled with light and original features throughout.As a Lindal dealer, we  can 
help turn your dream into reality. See us today. 
Look for us at the 
TERRACE TRADES FAIR 
APRIL 26+~,~~, , ,~  . ; "  !,, 2+8~++,~  
Enter to win one of three 
"Lindal Originals" Plan Books. 
& Lindal Cedar Homes 
Independently distributed by: 
~ac i f i c+. :Post  & geami,, ,+ 
. . . . .  j _  
3795 Hwy 16 East (Comp 6) I Pho.e/~ax 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4N7 635-6120 
CHEVY 
THE NEW LIMITED EDITION 
ROCKPORT ~ BLAZER. FOR PEOPLE 
WHO CHOOSE THEIR OWN DIRECTION. 
L 
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Tourism boss extolls 
what north has to offer 
NORTHERN BC is a land flowing with 
milk and honey. 
The opportunities are limitless and 
retail sales numbers are skyrocketing. 
The unemployment rate is one of the 
lowest in Canada, and tourists, are 
flocking here by the thousands. 
A advertisement by the provincial 
tourism ministry? 
No, but close. 
It's a speech from small business and ....... 
tourism minister Bill Barlee to the 
chamber of comerce here recently. 
He said tourism in northern BC is up 
21 per cent over last year. 
"We're a cash cow," he says. "My  
ministry makes money hand over 
foot." 
Three years ago, Barlee continued, 
B.C. was Number 48 on the world 
tourist destination market. 
We're now number three. 
He says European tourists are quickly 
discovering all the northwest has to of- 
fer. 
"Europeans think it's magnificent." 
He also told chamber members that 
northern B.C. saw the biggest increase 
in retail sales in all of Canada last year. 
And Barlee stressed these are not 
government figures. 
" I  don't trust government figures," 
he says. "Why should you? These 
numbers are from the experts." 
Schools discussed 
AN EDUCATION trend sweeping other parts of Canada is 
the subject of a public forum Friday in Smithers. 
Two speakers will discuss charter schools in the forum 
entitled "Expanding Choices Within Public Education." 
Organized by the Parent Advisory Council (PAC) of 
Lake Kathlyn school, the forum takes place at Muheim 
Elementary School in Smithers. 
A charter school involves a principal, teachers and an 
elected parents' group setting educational objectives and 
overseeing operations. It follow education ministry 
guidelines. 
The biggest difference is that money comes directly from 
the government tothe school, bypassing the public school 
administration. 
Once the school has a mission statement, the parents' 
council has the authority to hire the best team of teachers 
parents thhtk can achieve their goal. Teachers would not 
be bound by contractual seniority, which is currently the 
situation in the public school system. 
There is no legislation allowing charter schools in the 
province. "?~'i  4~,:, ,, ,. 
THE WORLD AT 
YOUR FINGERTIPS 
"q -t 
He says B.C. is investing more money ~:,~:~,.;¢~,;~i~,.~ 
in the film industry and adds for each ~:;~:i:i ................... °,:;,~
dollar put in, 20 more are received. ' ::::~ . . . . . . .  ~ 14!
But Barite admits it's difficult to *(i 
entice filmmakers to the northwest be- ::~:: : ::: 
cause there's no studio here. 
~,--.::T,:.~-,~, • ~,~ ..... However Terrace has been selected as ~:i~i!} !`  V:!ii~:.: 
the site for a new small business pilot 
project. !~i~i:iiii!ii:~i! :! ii~ii 
Within..a .couple of months acom-  : i ~ : i  
puter will be set up the BC Access i 
Centre, i Small business owners will be able to ::::~,~-,,~/~ii~:i:!~i~i~:~: 
use it free of charge to search for on- ::~:~::~: 
line information that may be help to ,~ '\ 
them. & . J 
Three years ago B.C. was  
Number 48 on the  world 
tourist destination market. 
We're now number three. 
Barlee says this should be particularly 
useful for business owners looking to 
expand, or move into a different facet 
of the field. 
On the expected provincial election 
call, Barlee says he'd prefer if it didn't 
happen until June. 
"That would give the party more time 
to gather voters," said Barlee. 
For as little as 2.5¢ per minute 
Skecna Net will connect you to the 
Internet including the World Wide Web and 
E-mail. For a limited time° $40.00 gets you hooked-up, 
I 0 Imurs of [ntcrnet access, plus an [nterr~et Orientat!on. 
There are r:.t, nmnth b, t;:es or hidden charges. 
CALL Skeena Net at 635-1557 for more itfformation 
i {your  on-ramp to the information highway} 
! 638-1557 
i ............. ~ '~ SKEENA N E T 
[t_BClassic ...... I ' I m i ~  ,, .:~-~.~ic~-.. 
EVER 
ELIMINATE HEATING BILLS 
Heat your entire home, domestic hot water, 
shop, barn and greenhouse with a non-pres- 
surized, clean, safe and efficient hot water sys- 
tem, that is safe from fire hazards and up to 
500 feet from buildings. Heat exchangers will 
allow you to use your existing forced air sys- 
tem. Can burn green or dry unsplit wood up to 
22 inch diam. and 40 to 72 inches long 
depending on model. Add wood every 12 to 
72 hours. Save $$$ on heating and hot water 
bills. 
Call Silver Moon Marketing 
in Hazelton, 
604-842-6479 
for details and early deliveries. 
Bill Barlee 
(ht~ada has one of the 
highest ratcs of mtdtiplc 
sclerosis in the world. 
Hultiple 
Sclerosis 
Society of Canada 
1.-800-268-7582 
CLEAR 
THE AIR 
~..~,.. Reduce air 
~ ~'~.. pol lut ion 
~. . .~,~/ ' i~ from residential 
wood smoke 
and aulo emissions wilh tips 
from the Association. 
:~  BRITISF[ COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
[]ox 34(XD. Station 1) 
Varwouver. I].C. V6J .1.".12 
~4d'ttt~l~a¢~;"ktdoe*J:tdh'l~,lp.th~.t.,.; # 
TREE TRIMMING 
ur Tree Service Work, hire a 
FlED PROFESSIONAL. 
EE REMOVAL • TOPPING & PRUNING 
• CLEAN-UP SERVICE 
,TES " 8 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
- 24//ours 635-7400 ] 
 AKE A SMOOTH TRANSITION 
with Permanent Hair Removal by Electrolysis 
a Gentle procedure featuring New 
Computerized equipment offering thermolysis 
and blend methods. Safe, effective, sterile, dis- 
posable filaments, Topical Freezing available. 
For Men and 
Women, remove 
unwanted hair 
easily 
202- 4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
For a complimentary 
15 minute consultation 
and demonstration on 
the latest computerized 
equipment 
[JlLimahe  clttLion 
Electrolysis 
635-7835 
tl 
PRICES SLASHED 
AGAIN! 
LEGO 
)RICE 
OOL 
roi;;o"o 
oUN r 
; PA y 
¥ 
$10.0 0 
SLoo 
60~o 
$3.00 ~ 
(:A iH, CHEQUES  SORRY, NO LAYAWAYS ON RED TAG ITEMS 
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7:.[Great F6el 
Council gives rezoning nod 
for mystery store proposal 
COUNCILLORS una ni- 
mously voted last week to 
proceed with rezonings to 
pave the way for a large 
store on the south side of 
Keith Ave. 
The proposed 37,000 
square foot development, 
which remains a secret, 
would go in between Keefer 
and Cramer St. and extend 
south of Keith Ave. to 
Feeney Ave. 
Residents along those 
streets showed up at a pub- 
lic hearing last week and 
voiced their opposition to 
anything that would in- 
crease traffic or noise in the 
neighbourhood. 
"Traffic is going to in- 
crease no matter what you 
put in that development," 
said Keefer St. resident 
Leon Schulte. "You've al- 
ready put in all the low- 
income housing right 
around the corner from us." 
" I  know you can't stand 
in the way of progress, but I 
don't believe I should have 
to stare at the back of a 
warehouse either." 
Cramer St. resident Linda 
Lee told councillors any 
kind of large commercial 
development here would 
change the character of the 
neighbourhood. 
"We are the ones living in 
the neighbourhood," she 
said. "We don't go away at 
the end of the day." 
City officials noted the 
property is presently zoned 
multifamily residential and 
could be turned into apart- 
ment buildings - -  with 
potentially as much traffic 
and noise as the back side of 
a large retailer. 
The proposed rezoning 
Mall 
worker 
beaten 
ADMINISTRATIVE OF- 
FICES at the Skeena Mall 
are being flooded with calls 
from people who are con- 
cemed about a security 
guard who was beaten up 
there a couple of weeks ago. 
Rick Booth, 43, was on 
duty March 29 when he was 
attacked by a teenager in 
front of the doors by the 
food court. 
" I  just went outside to 
check things out," Booth 
explains. "And I noticed a 
kid there who'd been 
banned from the mall prop- 
erty a while ago." 
Mall manager Lynda 
Lafleur said the 19-year-old 
chronically used bad lan- 
guage and threatened people 
at the mall. 
Booth says when he asked 
the teen to leave, the two 
got involved in a verbal 
confrontation. 
"#did thee he hit me in 
the face," says Booth. 
"He knocked my glasses 
off and then he kicked me a 
few times in the face when I 
was  down."  
At some point in the mele 
Booth also had his ring fin- 
ger broken. 
It's now in a splint and he 
won't be back to work until 
the end of the month. 
Booth also suffered a 
bruised cheek and jawbone 
and two black eyes, 
But he's quick to point out 
this is a n isolated inncident. 
"Most of the teenagers at 
the mall are good," he says. 
" I 've heard a lot of them 
have been asking how I am. 
They like me and they know 
there are rules to follow." 
Booth says he usually asks 
teens to move along if 
they've been hanging out in 
the mall for a couple of 
hours. 
"I like to be friendly with 
everybody," Booth says. 
"I'm not going to be more 
aggresive because of this." 
He says he wants his at- 
tacker charged and if he 
sees him near the mall 
again, he will call the po- 
lice. 
RCMP Staff Sgt John 
Veldman says charges con- 
tcmpated are assault caush~g 
bodily harm. 
They have not yet been 
able to find the alleged at- 
tacker. 
would change the southern 
third of the block to service 
commercial (C3) and would 
also change its designation 
in the Official Community 
Plan from multi-family 
(townhouse) to service com- 
mercial. 
Residents aid the change 
would eliminate the multi- 
family buffer between the 
commercial and R2 zones. 
City planner David 
Trawin says the rezoning al- 
lows the entke block to be 
developed, opening up a 
large parcel of commercial 
land - -  which is in short 
supply in Terrace. 
Councillors also maintain 
that they can impose strict 
conditions to buffer the 
store from homes with 
landscaping and to restrict 
access at the development 
permit stage. 
Area resident Chris Cordts 
said he was surprised the 
public hearing wasn't going 
to deal with the type of store 
going into the property. 
Property owner Glen 
Saunders remains tight- 
lipped about what is pro- 
posed. 
Councillors and city staff 
maintain they don't know 
what's going in. 
But officials from West 
Fair Foods don't deny the 
project is theirs, and said 
they will comment once the 
rezoning ets final approval. 
That could happen as early 
as this coming Monday if 
the highways ministry has 
no objection. 
West Fair operates Extra 
Foods grocery stores and 
Real Canadian Super Stores. 
Overwaitea manager Dale 
LulXin, who also spoke at 
the public hearing, said the 
secrecy is causing a lot of 
fear among his staff. 
Although highways minis- 
try planners have no objec- 
tions to the rezoning, they 
are at odds with Saunders 
on the issue of access to the 
property off Keith Ave. 
That could mean tougher 
hurdles for the project to 
overcome at the city's de- 
velopment permit stage. 
Saunders has indicated 
ministry suggestions that 
Cramer St and Keefer St. 
be closed off at the highway 
could scuttle the project. 
r 
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Terrace RedbMix Ltd., 
supplier of concrete and concrete products is now stocking 
TERRA R "E 
retaining w',tll planter system. For more  
i n fo rmat ion  
Terra Force is one of the most vers:v view at 
tile systems av:dlable today. 
5302 Lloyd St. 
or  
Phone 
o-',! -4343 
Step back, stack up, straight face, 
convex curve, concave crave, split 
face and steps. 
Terra Force helps you to create your 
own hmdscape designs. 
MEMBER CANADIAN HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIAT ON OF SKEENA 
1 
1996 Neon 4-door Highline 
Of lk ia l  Sponsor  0f the Caned,an  O lympic  'l '¢am 
x, ,~), 
Enter the ~ :  ....... 
Sweepstakes Apr i l  7 - June 29 
Now at yottr B.C. ChryslerTeanl 
22Dpa(kogeshown ' Pote)ndudas55O0#oflo)yrebateto(leolelmheuolothololieMmmOq-.'~=r.::,i):!¢ r,,1 i,o-ll , lair)  or;[llal ~ O VO ~le* u e ; a fl}}f!il Ti~u',alli(llh)q~)qO'()]flHe:(:'r(UiFii[RJ~'Itiq S')lq't)lO: l;:0dl[[r/(h~f~)¢:[{.[(~{lIl(iltffJdaIlc l(Jl{]Ua(:~eoh[ffjfl. 
t,0n 58828 So. lam, enge(0nd.0ns0pplv 0the lea)sate m 0v0hble ' bceace ,.~u e.,(e faqs'~ ) ' :  ~d'~;.e;)r,:,):&t,.,,l he,~h)'5630 .,dusted [,rl=ded~r))f~0lh!", S0)r,!ea:))t%e',(;;:.il/0{!(!f;(;;9!u,,,lu':bgd;,:(::<r:ql)ucr%r>t~l)'tll))$,,tly;e~ltleKtm)bt.ed/*ith 0thee 
offers Dealer may sell/le=se 10) less Oea)a) order ffl0V he rle(esslIi# See dei)rel i0) tlelH!{s • ' gq,:, , l / ,  ' , , .~ ( ~ n 0[[ o,le ] R!') lteI )o]', ,,#t[}l t: 5 sl ee(] t:, u t )r w ,1,, )o,i f0u *R h l [ fl i[ I Oh', )l"i~' r, II;C 't r/ .' 0[{lla()l I.I.0I} 0] lh• {,;IRl(]flll) (Jli[ll{ll( ~;;0()hl 0)1 
CHRYSLER 
Plymoutl~ 
Joep I Eagle 
Terrace C   . L sJer Ltd. 
4916Hwy. 16W, Dealer#5958 1-800-313-7187 6 ,'!-7187 
k "'', ._ 
\ 
GOLDKey 
VALUE PRICED 
Neon beats the COlnpetition with 
NO-C I - IARGE AIR. CO ITIONING and $500 REBATE 
among 20  -eat v ue features. 
m 
[ ]  
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CHALLENGE 
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I Best appearance 
JONATHAN RIFE'S hot rod won for best appearance during the Kub Kar rally 
held last weekend. Justin Unrau won first, Alex Vogel picked up second, and 
Ben Haigh won third in the races. 
Man gets six montl s 
A 25-YEAR-OLD Terrace man has been 
sentenced to six months in jail on drug 
charges. 
Neil Leonard Strain has been found guilty 
of possession of cocaine for the purpose of 
trafficking and driving while prohibited. 
In August of 1994 Terrace RCMP noticed 
a van Strain was driving had licence plates 
on it which belonged to a 1974 Comet. 
But Strain didn't pull over immediately 
when asked to do so. Rather, he turned to 
the other side of the road, parked and ran 
into a nearby home on Kalum while carry- 
ing a small parcel. Police found him there, 
sitting in the living room. 
The parcel, containing 29.9 grams of 
cocaine, was found in a closet. 
Identification, digital scales and traces of 
white powder were found in a fanny pack 
which Strain had left behind in the house 
after police arrested him. 
A search of van turned up a handgun and 
ammunition. Strain has been in custody 
since the incident. 
During his trial, his 23-year-old brother 
Ben testified that both men were drug 
dealers. But he told the courts Nail didn't 
know what was in the package, and also 
didn't know about the gun in the van or 
about he changed licence plates. 
And he said the scales were used to weigh 
protein supplements, not drugs. 
Nail also took the stand in his own 
defence, but when the pair were finished 
testifying, judge Robert Errico had serious 
doubts about both of them. 
In his judgment he writes "in assessing 
the evidence of the accused and his brother 
I have concluded that when the evidence 
would serve the interests of the accused, 
they would testify falsely." 
He goes on to write "the evidence of both 
is convoluted...in some instances it is in- 
consistent with common sense." 
In sentencing Strain to six months judge 
Errico noted the man had already been in 
custody for 18 months. 
He also pointed out Strain has a history of 
criminal convictions, although this is the 
first one on drug charges. 
Meanwhile the courts in Prince George 
have sentenced Ben Strain to two years in 
jail for conspiracy to traffic ill cocaine. 
He and 14 others were picked up in De- 
cember 1994 as part of a conspiracy inves- 
tigation in Prince George and Terrace. 
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Quarter Pound of Beef" 
If you're hungry for a big taste, then dig into our Double Double Cheese w~th Bacon 
Combo Two specially seasoned patties, with process cheddar and swiss cheese, 
and crisp, smokey bacon. Put together with regular ~ ®  
A&W Fries and regular A&W Root Beer~. For 
only $4.99 until Ap ril 28. So hurry m to A&W. 
See the Bear,,. 
4616 Keith Ave., Terrace 
638-0100 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
635-3332 
© 1996 AgW Food Servicos of Canaoa Inc 
Scott probed 
SOMEONE's stockpiling political ammunition against 
Skeena MP Mike Scott. 
One of the latest polls asking northwestemem about the 
Nisga'a land claim deal also probes their opinion of Scott. 
CV Marketing Research staff first ask people how well 
they understand the deal, whether the government has done 
a good enough job getting inforn~ation out about it, and 
what they'd change in it if they could. 
Then pollsters ask whether espondents can name their 
federal Member of Parliament. 
If they correctly answer "Mike Scott", they're then 
asked to rate Scott's performance on the land claim issue 
and give reasons. 
Federal and provincial government officials deny com- 
missioning the poll. 
"That's not the sort of question government would ask I 
don't think," B.C. aboriginal affairs ministry spokesman 
Peter Smith said. 
Ill RADELET & COMPANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, B.C.. 
COMPANIES  • TRUSTS • TAX D ISPUTES 
James W. Radelet 
Phone 604-689-0878 • Fax 604-689-1386 
WEEKEND GETAWAY 
S59 (FRIDAY & SATUROAY, STANOARO SINGLE, OOUBLE Off 1WIN) 
1-800-663-8150 
CREST HOTEL PRINCE RUPERT 
Opportunity and young people. 
In BC these days, you're hearing 
these two words in the same 
sentence more and more. 
While other provinces are cutting education, the BC government is freezing 
tuition fees, opening new places for more students and improving skills training, 
Keeping education affordable means more opportunity for all young people, not 
just a privileged few. 
For more information, call toll-free: 1-888-306-7777 
Eve.r spent 2 yeq.rs 
in a relationship without 
having to work on it? 
'~-~ " '  .~ ~ ,~ .~ ~¢~ .~ ~.~'.~,.~. ...... , ...... ;;.,.~: ~L~,,~,.., ..-~.~., .~..~ 
No quirks, no nasty hobils and it always wanls Io go the same places you do. Sound Ioo 
good 1o be lrue? It gels belier. It comes wilh: Air Conditioning • Premium 8 Speaker Stereo 
Cassette • Dual Airbags t • 2.0 Lilre Engine • Anti.Theft Alarm System • Roadside Assistance.tt 
So get down here soon. And let us play matchmaker. 
Drivers wanted.(~) 
S . 299/month. 24 months. 
'C.)tfe, ~ml~lu.~'~ To (J 2,1-no',th lease for o 1996 Jelto GL 5-saeed as desobed and includes Ire~gl~t and PDI $2.025 Dowr; Payment. 5299 I,Is, rnonlhs novm~!,t and refundable 
s,.~r:uflTy (Jello,o! ol $350 Ieamred (it @lsr~. m el)ban Irlsuf(Irtc@ hC(.l*lS• Orl(J ooahcable tClXOS exh(J tavments tot(i, $(5201 DO A t i,(,se ~.,r,(i. le~sm., ,(!~l,(-}ii~tl)lft lot ~0.]0/[m over 
.10.001) ~m fn~ domo[ e and exce.,.'.we .'.ew Requ,es VW Ged*t Cuna,Ja Inc" c~pptoval and dealer ~(]lllCl[)(lliOrl, [)e(l~Jtl (11(I I lease tr:,t I,.~, Asl~ d~-,ole~ almut d,esel nodal alfr~,s 
]e(! CJeillet IOt f~J I r et¢.lll~ and gulchcl'~e ODtiOIL Offer ends MLIIch 31. ]996 Suaohes (ire l,mlfed Atlbc.~js ur;t . SUlm emen!o Re%tttJ.~l 3v,,tnnl. ~oilcJ:,*de As.JlSItjfice se~wces 
Dro~rJ~!d l)v Prolessioncll DJSl~ulch Groull, "Wiqlond Ontclr~o L3C" 6B5 C(]nad~ blo charge scheduled rn,;~,llen(in(e nlrl.c,~nuln ~.I months,',lO,0()01q~1 1996 Voi~swngen. 
Columbia Auto Haus 
4109 Substation Ave., Terrace 
635-0997 
I 
And here's a deal for you 
BUY NOW or miss this amazing special offer. The sooner it happens, the sooner the a i rpor ts  cat, work 
Transport Canada's Bob Jones tried to make taking over 
the money-losing Terrace airport sound like a ~'emendous 
opportunity. 
The city could actually make money on the takeover if it 
played its cards right, Jones told local business people at a 
chamber luncheon Thursday. 
He said Transport Canada's business plan for the airport 
would eliminate the $200,000-a-year deficit by 2000. 
But if the city took it over and wiped out the deficit 
sooner, it could pocket the $800,000 federal subsidy that 
will be exlcnded to cover the airport operation for the next 
four years. 
That moaey could then be put in a fund to cover eventual 
capital improvcme,tts like new buildings and runway 
ntaintcnance. Critics of the airport-devolution plan say it 
doesn't provide enough cash for long-term capital works. 
But hc admitted the cost-cutting plan would mean a 
reduction in service at the airport. And there's also some- 
thing of a gun to the city's head as it negotiates. 
Jones said federal policy is to offer its small airports first 
to the province, then to local govern,nents, then to non- 
profit boards and commissions, a td then finally to individ- 
uals and compa,ties. 
" I f  the City of Terrace also says no, we will move down 
the hierarchy," Jones said. One way or another, he said, 
either sonteone lse is going to own the Terrace airport by 
Mar. l, 2000 or the airport will be closed. 
on becoming more viable. 
"Think about getting control of your airport before your 
competitor gets control of his airport," Jones added. 
The issue of competition is important because of the pos- 
sibility that either the Terrace or Prince Rupert airport 
might have to close if there isn't enough business to 
sustain both. 
Jones said the competition issue is most acute between 
airports at Comox and Campbell River, Kelowna and 
Penticton, aod Prince George and Quesnel. 
He said it is federal government policy not to pick sides 
in such issues, but to let the marketplace sort it out. 
Terrace city officials want control of the airport, but 
they're holding out for the province to tunt over control of 
1,000 acres of land surroundhtg the airport o the city. 
The province has said it will lease extra Crown lands 
around airports in exchange tbr a share of profits, but has 
yet to set out specific details of the policy. 
The land could become a light indusldal site whose tax 
base would then help pay for the airport operation. 
In the next century, locals can expect o pay even more 
to fly than they do today. 
It's expected most airports will have place surcharges on 
passengers that pass through to raise extra money. 
But Jones said airport operating costs could go down 
somewhat this fall if requirements to maintain separate fire 
aepartments at small airports are eliminated as expected. 
CBC transfers reporl 
DECADES OF an official news presence for CBC Radio 
in Prince Rupert have ended with the transfer of its last 
news reporter there to Vancouver. 
CBC Radio used to have a fully-fledged radio station in 
Prince Ru pert and asta fled newsroom. 
Both covered the northwest but that ended in 1988 when 
the CBC ntoved more than half of its employees out of 
Prince Rupert o bureaus in Prince George and Kelowna. 
The bureau in Prince Rupert was left with only one 
reporter who fed stories into the radio newsroom in Van- 
couver. 
That preseuce began to drop off last year when the 
reporter spent more time working out of the Vancouver 
ncwsroo ln .  
CBC official Susan Englebert says that the transfer south 
of the news reporter shouldn't be taken as a sign that the 
corporation is aba ndolting the north. 
"We still have the shared moruing show and wc will bc 
able to move our resources around the province," she said, 
One plan under co]Lsideration is having morning show 
employees also do news stories. 
"The CBC would like to have its workforce be more 
flexible," Englebert added. 
But having a morning show person also do a news story 
would cross over union jurisdictional lines attd that still 
hasn't been ironed out yet in contract alks between the 
CBC and its workers. 
As it is, CBC employees are scheduled to hold strike 
votes beginning April 22. 
Englebert said the CBC Radio will fill its vacant news 
position in Prince George and does have a temporary per- 
son there now.  
When filled, that reporter could cover stories in the 
northwest if need be, she said. 
Life comes with enough nasty surprises, 
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"his is what g0u get.. h,sutH pruniumquality, 
oil filter, lube chassis and up to .5 litres of(.; M Goodwrench premiull 
quidity oi l .  Check and top-up the following fluids: brake, power 
steen g. windshield washer, differential, transfer ase and trans- 
m~ssmn • Complete inspection: tires, air filter, coolant, hoses. 
windshield wipers, drive belt, battery, ligbts and indicators 
• Shop em, ironrnental charges for these advertised services 
,re included in the above prices, 
This is what y0u pay. 
This is what g0u get.. Replace f ront  pads 
or rear shoes wi th  genuine A( ;  De lco  brake in ings 
• Resurface rotors or  d rums • Inspect: hardware (lubricate 
where necesm,ry), master cylinder, calipers and brake lines 
• I{oad test • \Vhile you Wall. service. 
This Js what g0u pay. 
:U2] 
:ill 
j i  
3 
This is what you get..,,,, ,,,,a,~, d , , , , , , , , s , ,~~ 
system check ( i f  applicable) • Make external engine adjust- 
ments • ( :hock and c lean bat tery  connect ions  • Road test 
• Instal l  qua l i tyAC spark plugs,  air f i l ter,  fuel f i l ter  ( i f  
required )lind [J(]V valve • Inspect: hoses, E ( ]R  and conister 
fiher. I\lcl tank, I\tel cap, fuel hoses and pipes, fuel rails, injcc- 
ti.n assemblies (il'so equipped), distributor cap, rotor, wires and 
,(,.,s, engine vacuum harness • \Vhile you wait service • Road test 
This is what g0u pay 
This is what g0u get.., year guarantee 
,m "all  ,,1 her"  parts and lal)our ,, (-'.omplcte replaeemenl 
,ff i,m't'mediate pipe, muff ler ,  tail pipe and claml~s • \Vh i le  
,.'.u wa,t se,'~ ice • All makes ,vaih, hie, 
This is what g0u pay. 
5: I
 Goodwrench 
Servicep ,¢ 
The Plus Js in the Service. Not the Price. 
Jim McEwan Motors Ltd. 
~!:+;;i~ Hwy. 16West 635-4941 +:~:',,: 
if: "~ i 'Apphcable omos GM ca sano ghl duly lucks Exc udes ynlhel co& PST and GST e\ la Deale may se oess 
i!:!i.}i~ "Apphcable Io most GM cars and hgh du y ucks PST and GST ex ra Oea e may soil or tess See dealet for details 
:i:::i!i[ Shop and envlronrnenlal cha gee for these advert sod services are Included in Ihe above prices, 
il{iii - -  - -  |Appl,cablelomoslGMcalsandhghtdulylrucks. Add,tlona~ $23 cha go for GM vans. ~ a ~ ;:i I1~11 I1~11 Exciudasplalnumplugs, PSTarldGSTexlta, Oealetmaysellfoties$, I 1 ~  II IIF ---III 
ii~iji III _£=Y~- -d ;@ III ¢ : " 'vHuu: l  III Shopend envlronmenlel charges or heee advertlaed scrv ces I 1 ~  II III III 
!i~i,i~il l i l l e®I l l  I l l ------- i l l  are ncudedlntheobovcprtces,  IIIr4UtC~ II III III !;~::i 
>~ ,,, ~-=~.~,,, ,,,,,~.o.,,=,,, ~;~"'~'a'O~;8o~,So;:";~,a;~e~;:;e,,Z2, PSre, OST ,,a I1~1"~"~--....= li Ili~ f,,,-III 
i+ii!/ III ~-'~"111 f la i l  • y . p ronmentalchergeeforthese III s--.~|v|L-. II lip Z311 
:!}~{i ~ ~ advert sed aerv ees are Included , he s~ve prlees, i IJ L~ 
/ ...................... IM! . . . .. . + i, iN! 
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 ASTI A IE(GIC ID!gCO ,{AT N  
(C©i TI :ST i)7 } i IigAS! 
8 to 14 yrs. 7 and under 
SECOND PRIZE SECOND PRIZE 
Chelsey Brown Halley Schrniedel 
Ukrainian Egg Decorating Kit Nature Craft Field Kit 
THIRD PRIZE 
Ricky Demederios 
THIRD PRIZE 
Courtney Krebbs 
Lion King Watch 3 Books 
Honourab le  Ment ion  
Brenda Gaunt T-Shir t 
Kielndeep Kalan Calculator 
Alisa Richard Calculator 
*Please collect your 
prizes at the Skeena 
Mall Office. 
STA=~ARD ~ ~ t#l~l~lnP. Ii;,DIqL OverwafteaFoods 
] 
"Honey, next t ime we will compare 
at Terrace Furniture Mart !"  
3 piece 
Colon ia l  Style 
Sofa Set 
Terrace Furniture 
Mart Price 
sl!;z .£)oo 
5 piece 
Oak & Oak Table_._ ~ + 
Terrace Furniture ~ i  ~t !  I i l~pO0 
Mart Price ~1 J q 
9 piece 
Dining Room 
Terrace FurnitureMart Pric  $219(,) 00 
26" Stereo TV 
w/remote  
on screen program 
Terrace Furn i ture  
Mart Price 
White Westinghouse 
s ,£)£Ioo 
side by side icemaker 
Refrigerator 
22.5 cu. ft. 
10 yr. guarantee 
Terrace Furn i ture  
Mart Price s1699°° 
Other regular 
store price 
s1599 
Other regular 
store price 
s899 
Other regular 
store price 
s4795 
Other regular 
store price 
s789 
Other regular 
store price 
$2195 
THE TEARS STOP HERE! 
Compare At Terrace Furniture Mart Before 
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CHECKING IT OUT. Commercial Transportation Inspector Ken McKenzie takes a 
look at the underside of a dump truck pulled over on Old Lakelse Lake road during 
police roadchecks April 13. Bad brakes, no floors, and cracked or broken frames 
are the most common defects found during these types of checks. 
Drivers to get refunds 
MOTORISTS WHO have already paid 
their 1996 ICBC insurance rates can look 
forward to a refund in the next while. 
And those who need to renew their 
policies won't be payiug as much as they 
first thought. 
That's the word from the provincial 
government's insurance corporation in 
response to the announcement two weeks 
ago of a freeze on 1996 rates. 
The freeze rolls back a planned 1.5 per 
cent rate increase for 1996 to the level it 
was in 1995. 
And the rollback applies even to those 
motorists who enjoyed other rate discounts 
announced late last year. " ....... 
"The reduction will apply to all ICBC 
vehicle coverage," a corporation press 
release stated recently. 
And it'll apply to garage policies bought 
by auto dealers, repair and service shops. 
'For  those expectiug reflmds, the amount 
• i f " , - ,~% 
will be $12 if the total policy cost was 
$800. 
The reduction will apply to the approxi- 
mately 1.2 million motorists who qualified 
for decreases announced late last year. 
Those reductions called for discounts of .~,~,, 
five per cent for basic and third party 
coverage and 10 per cent for collision and ,~ 
comprehensive coverage, I But it also applies to those motorists who 
are paying higher premiums this year be- 
cause of crashes found to be their fault in 
1995 or who have rates go up owing to 
where they live or the vehicle they drive. 
All told there are 2.3 million drivers in 
B.C. and of that amount, 96 per cent qualify ~ 
for some sort of rate reduction, qg/ 
And of that 2.3 million figure, 84 per cent .~  
qualify for the basic 40 per cent discount 
given to claim free drivers. 
Only four per cent of drivers in B.C. do 
not qualify for rate discounts. 
I l l 'oak l i t l l  the shadcs,  I ' cc l  Id'l" :1 
few [at,'t'rs l i f  ch l lhh l~.  Sl:l I) ( i l l  ;I 
It'W I;Ivl.'r', , l tSU l l  t lhlck. It's Hiring 
skiing, Whisllcr stylc. And with 
travel disc.tints a~, dccp ;is Ihc 
slmw itself, y.u might as well lit' 
S l l l ' h  R, N A I I  ! R,'~ I 
B i l l  l I S l l  C I I I , I JM I I IA  
AirBC  
"17m'c I J, n II'hmD'~ 
Sl¢i I',1, O.c',' 1. , , .  
(,',IH VI/III' Dil l ' l ' l  tl~tl'lll OI 
• l i rBC I ; .  atbm¢ at 
1-800-561-4I?9. 
9, 
IIC 
Ti-,,, % pl.y 
~kiing l i ,t I'rcc. ( if c,,ur,,c, this t i lnc  
, , f  vcar  I~rill,.4,s l l i l l  Ihc  I~h. lc rs  and  
Inliilill;Ihl I,ikc,'+ l l i i l .  , \ l i d  ,is ; i l l  
mh lcd  I l l i l I ID,.  ihcrc'~ a hit I I I i I r t '  
i l a ) ' l i ght  l i l ,ui '~ in Apr i l  iu ld  ,May. 
N i l  cxlr:l  (.'hit rgt:, We' l l  ~prhig Ibr 'cl i l  
I%wder Res.rt f'r.llerlles 
W/,.a/.,,;./,..,,.,I . , . l l . v . . , .  ,J l,,,,,, v .,,,,..., 
AN ,icfillnllllldllliiln ~, ;ire prm'idvd I,} Ihm'dcr Rv~,,rt PlU~lcrlit's. tlriccs arc iwr llt'r~l~il, till,ill *l¢¢lll,,lllCy and iil¢]ulk'~ t ti gills 
I I,cdrlllilU dt'hi~,c ¢lmdllnnnlunl ;let'lilllll ilitlaihln. "~ iI,iv lili Ik'kcl~ Whi~tlcr anti Illaekcliintl Mllunhiln~ I~l Alu'il 2,~. lli'H~ ;1111 
Illark¢llinb linly fri i l l l  Apri l  29 iu .May _)(I. llJgllL 4 ila~ inlcrnicllialt' ~itc Ihulgcl rcnl;il Gir. "t ~h;iring illll[ rtqtirn air Irall~lllirla- 
Ililn with A i r l i l : l l l  Vant'lilp,t.r. ,\ nlul rrl]uul,lhh, ,Icl(l~u ,~f $21ifUili lU,r llt.r~llll i~ rciluircd ,il I i i ne . f l . . i k ing .  I:hi,il i),i)iil l ' l i l i~ 
rCtlUircd -12 ilay~ llri~lr lu ilt.ll;irlilr t'. 'l]i~,cs art' cM rli, If.t;. Rt.221~lr, liUll 1122"3fl-2, 
Canad  
% 
Q 
Ten; ice Child Development Centre 
Community Preschool 
is accepting registration for the 1996/97 school 
year. Registration will commence on April 15 and 
continue until the classes are full. Children are 
accepted from ages 30 months to 5 years One 
months fee must accompany registration. 
Classes are: 
Monday and Thursday 
Wednesday and Friday 
Mort., Wed., & Fri. 
Tuesday and Thursday 
9:00 - 11:30 am $65.00/mo 
9:00 - 11:30 am $65.00/mo 
1:00 - 3:30 prn ' $95.00/m0 
1:00 - 3:30 pm $65.00Imo 
For further information please phoiie 635-9388, 
visit the Preschool at 4907 Lazelle, or come to the 
Centre at 2510 South Ehy Street. 
l,, t ~ ~s " . i#  
2510 South Eby Slreet, Terntce, B.C, V8G 2X3 
Terrace Home Business Association 
---, Annual 
1 
-; j nn 
" " \ .~, Ter race  Arena  
• "~" . . -  ...... @"~/ 10:00 a.nl. - 6:00 p.nl, 
I~  k ids '  face  pa in t ing  
1 
i 
I ~ food  concess ion  
I 
t 
l'lik" door  pr izes 
I 
OVER 25 TERRACE 
HOME BUSINESSES 
WILL DISPLAY 
AND SELL 
• clothing • gifts • crafts 
• food & health oroducts 
• services, computers 
and much more... 
Interested in ,renting a table 
for your business? 
Please Call 635-5097 
InYc 
T here's A i lonster 
13 
IS( 
It coulci be in your basement. Or your 
gai'ago, Guzzling nlOliStrOtlS an lo t ln lS  
of electricity. So let B.C.Hydro pick 
up thai old l'l'idge ,t" of yours for free, 
Wc' II safely rccovel" the ozone-depleting 
CFC refrigerant, even recycle the 
metal. You'll be doing the environrnent 
a t 'avour  and sav i l lg  monoy  on  your  
electricity bills. 
For free pick-up of your operating 
fridge, call 1-800-663-2274 throughout 
Blit is i ,  Co lumbia  or 
683-2274 in the ~[~]~[~c~ 
Lower  Ma in land .  Saves More'l'lian Money 
BOhydro 
*Fridges must be in working condition. B. C, Ilydro customem onh' please, Limit of/n'o.l)'idges per customel: 
; t 
Sugar 'N" Lace 
WEDDING CAKES 
• Beautiful Wedding Cakes 
I _~ i l~ ' Exquisite Cake Tops 
, Toasting (;lasses 
)}~.~/~. )  " Invitations .Decorations 
~)  ~- 'd  ( /~ . '  Candles &Candle ttolders 
I !  22 LOCATED IN CENTRAL GIFTS 
I I  - #106 4716 Lazel le Ave.  
J LChery l  Parkes  - 635-2282 
1/L  IS  It'd TH~/ /~) / '  
and f lowers  are a necessi ty.  
When planning your 
wedding consult us for 
fresh ideas. 
Grace Fell Florist 
4605 Lakelse Ave. 635-6939 
• F ine  Ch ina  - 
• Pot tery  • 
• Crys ta l  - 
• F la tware  • 
BR IDAL  REGISTRY 
#106 4716 Laze l le  Ave .  I I 
I 635-3334 
~ Our total image Wedding team "~ 
Coordinates the head to toe look of 
you~ wedding party - -  Guys too! 
See You at the Bridal Fair 
HAIR GALLE~~ 
) 4763~EI..;FA2EgU° ~ 
% 
We do it ,alI for Love 
• ~ & , ~  .. . . .  ~, .  
A Siffari Diamond 
will make this moment 
]ast forever 
'S 
SKEENAMALL I]~RRACESHOPPING CITYcENTREMALL TERRACE CENTRE (KITIMAT) 
635.5111 635-7440 632-3313 !, 
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i/ 
\ 
% 
%i~J! 
:'< :i..',. '..' : : . . .  
": " .. ;r '  
; ::!., 
":ii:.!:: 
.,. ~i~.~::,:i'...,.~" 7.:" 
I v,s,t us At The .r,da, Fa,,I 
II ~,o, , , ,  make them worth (I [ I • BridaIGowns . ,~ , .We. ,  II [ 
r~ keeping with a qua!i.ty video ~J I [ ° Brides maid • Lingerie I I 
~'~l from custom video. ~ I I • Mother of the Bride " Decorations, Invitations I I 
~/ For more information call ~! . Graduation • Tuxedo Rentals 
II Ron at 635-2061 It  
1,1 LookforusattheBridalFair! ;/ GlassS@perBnda 1 
Lo.,,omvIdoo   I ~~,  PRODUCTIONS ~'~ 
~ ~ ~ J ~  14605Lazelle Ave. 635-6966 1 
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Kitimat an unhappy camper 
over education merger deal 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
DESPITE A a lot of kicking and screaming from 
Kitimat, the merger of the Terrace and Kitimat school 
districts is now a done deal. 
The merger was announced last week amidst news 
of amalgamations of 32 other districts. 
By December this year the number of school dis- 
tricLs across the province will be 57, down from 75. 
The government's original target was to reduce the 
number of school districts to 37. i ~ "They'll have to figure out ways to merge seniority 
The Terrace school district was supposed to corn- lists. There's some tough decisions to make," said 
bine with both Stikine and Kitimat under that ar- 
rangement. 
But the geographic size of that combined district 
would have made it unmanageable. 
But merging Terrace and Kitimat appeared to make 
sense to a provincial government committee set up t ° 
look at merger issues around the province. 
"It's not appreciated by me, but it's certainly not 
unexpected," said MLA Helmut Giesbrccht last 
week. 
"It appears according to the report, we were cor- 
ralled in the first screen," he said, meaning that the 
districts were likely candidates for amalgamation 
from the start. 
Giesbrecht doesn't think parents will notice any dif- 
ference in the education their children receive. And 
unlike the first amalgamation plan, there will be no 
cuts in the budget o spending on special needs or 
aboriginal students. 
"An upper layer of administration was removed. It 
shouldn't make any difference," said Gicsbrecht. 
However there will be considerably fewer trustees 
in the new merged istrict. 
Terrace now has nine trustees while Kitimat has 
seven. The new district will likely have seven to nine 
trustees, ays Terrace trustee Stew Christensen. 
He admits there is some concern about trustees 
being stretched too thin in the new district which will 
stretch from Stewart o Kemano and from Terrace to 
Hazelton. 
The amalgamation also means there will be some 
job losses in administrative offices. Christensen has 
no idea yet how many jobs will be lost, and how that 
job loss will be divided between Terrace and Kitimat. 
Geisbrecht predicts that at the very least, 11 people 
will no longer be required. 
"'1 was  a bit angry and felt power less ,  a 
lot like I felt when Harcourt cancelled 
Kemano I1," said George Nuemann, 
Kitimat's school district chair. 
Geisbrecht. 
Kitimat school board members seem to be more up- 
set than their Terrace counterparts by the announce- 
ment of the pending merger. 
"I was a bit angry and felt powerless, a lot like I 
felt when Harcourt cancelled Kemano II," said 
George Nuemann, Kitimat's chool district chair. 
Skeena Liberal candidate Rick Wozney, also the 
mayor of Kitimat, was much more critical. Hc 
doesn't feel there was adequate consultation with the 
public, and says the amalgamation is being rushed 
through for political reasons. 
Giesbrecht admitted that not a lot of people are 
happy with the news of amalgamation. 
"Nobody likes change," he said. "The pressure is 
there to do more with less. Less bureaucracy, less ad- 
ministration." 
Gcisbrecht did add that he wasn't happy with the 
way amalgamation was presented tothe public. 
"What troubled most of us was that when the (ini- 
tial) announcement was made, not a lot of thought 
was given to the default numbers of position... An 
awful lot of anxiety was caused," said Geisbrecht. 
Much of that anxiety was in Kitimat, where the 
community is very proud of its school board, he said. 
"They're not too happy about changing it. And I 
don't really blame them," Giesbrecht added. "But it 
might be nice to have some fresh faces here (in Ter- 
race)." 
During the first year of amalgamation 19967/97 
the boards will get the same money they did prior to 
amalgamation. That will give the boards money to af- 
ford severance pay and buy-out packages. 
Over the following three years, boards will see their 
budgets increasingly cut, through savings from amal- 
gamation and other cost-saving measures. 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
Something Special! 
Something Unique! 
Something Greek! 
Cook, n' at Sonbadas! 
Enjoy these fabulot~" luncl~ specials erved ailyl 
v...,..,~.., Lasagna 
choice of 
m $ouvlaki 
h Greek sak~d 
md rice. 
aesar Salad 
h.your choice 
chicken or 
rap. 
• ,.~.~. ~/  ~" "~.~X~ 
Open 7 days a week• 
Lunch Men. - Fd. 1 ! :30 - 2:00 pm • Dinner 4:30 - 11:00 pm 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
638-1503 e~~, ,  
4402 I.AKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE, KC. 
Is Your Car Noisy? 
Bring it to Leron Mufflers and we'll have 
your car purring like a kitten. 
_~' y" ~r~,os/ • We are ~! : 
10% off all exhaust work for the month of April. 
.... Open Tuesday ~ Saturday I 
I I ..... :. 9 ,00  a ,m,  - 5 ,00  p ,m,  I 
LERON MUFFLERS 
638-1698 
3342 Kofeod Dr. (Thornhill) 
$, 
ht tA6g.  
gu.Moous 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  FORD & 
- J , , r  
MERCURY DEALERS 
$399 per month based on 24.montlr lease of Windstar GL PEP 351A with a down payment of $1,000 to qualilied retail lessees on aPnroveo credit based on 24 monthly payments of $399 including freight (after $1,000 lease cash deducted) = $9,576 plus 
tax. At lho end of the 24 ntonltls, nPtller return the vehicle Io us or purchase for an additional $17,408.00 plus tax. Securely deposit ($475) and first month paymnnt required at lease incephon Some conditions and a mileage restriclion apply. $1,000 cash- 
back available on all 1996 Vdlagers. $18,995 purchase price includes freight (after $1,500 cashback deducted) based on 1996 Aerosport XLT with PEP 636A. Lease ana eurctlase offers exclude licorice, fax and insurance. GST payable on full amount of 
Durcllase Ddce or lease before cashback deducted, Offers cannot be combined wJth any other offers, Dealer may soil or lease for tess. Limited Time Oilers, See Dealer for Details, 
4631Keith Avenue ERRACE o.,,., 
1-800.463-1128  OTEM FORD  6o4163s.4984 
i 
i I 
+i~J 
) 
1 
~S 
I 
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, 9MP 'dUNITY  
'+ INSIDE SECTION B 
COMMUNITY CRIB LEYI AUF 
EVENTS B2 638-7283 
PETER HEPBURN 
I Goodbye 
"1"  " ! "  • ELCOME to my valedictory 
l A I column. 
V V Over the course of the past 
v • year I've written about Ter- 
race's finest community resource - -  our 
public library. 
Well, okay, I haven't really. I mean, I 
set out to originally. Each and every 
month something new. 
Imagine - -  "You and the Pamphlet 
File." Or - -  "Inter-library Loans and an 
Empty Social Calendar." What stimulat- 
ing columns they could have been. 
Then two strange things happened. I 
hijacked my own column. I started telling 
you about my trips and my CD's, my 
foods and my friends. 
Last month when I actually wrote a 
library-centered column, I realized how 
far I had veered off the path. Given a few 
more months, the ostensibly library- 
related column would have focused on my 
recurring dream where I wander through 
the Cornett Building at UVie, agonizing 
over a term paper I'd put off for far too 
long. 
I think that the Standard had originally 
hoped for some sort of a book review 
column. I hope i haven't disappointed 
them. 
It's just that it's become rather tedious 
trying to work up five hundred words on 
an aspect of a facility that is open six days 
a week for hands-on public scrutiny. 
Already in 1996 we've had three' 
consecutive months with circulation 
greater than 20,000. Splendid. Let's 
keep it up, shall we. 
I would prefer that you come down and 
discover our services yourselves. And in 
the meantime I could move on to write 
about Bluebacks Swim Club or something 
else instead. About my dreams. 
Besides, that photograph of me is vile. 
And I never could find a way to use the 
word "chthonic" in a column. 
Before I go, however, a few last bits of 
business. 
Do, please, continue to use the library. 
Already in 1996 we've had three consecu- 
tive months with circulation greater than 
20,000. Splendid. Let's keep it up, shall 
we. 
Don't aecept any inadequacies you may 
encounter at the library. Let us know. Let 
city council know. Checking out books is 
all very fine, but involvement is better, 
We so seldom have any patrons attend our 
meetings, especially the annual general 
meeting. 
Despite the great use of our services, 
this public no-show demonstrates an un- 
fortunate level of community apathy. 
Meeting times are 7:30 p.m., the third 
Thursday of the month. The AGM is ad- 
vertised in the newspaper. 
Read. Buy books, borrow books. En- 
counter ideas and language. Learn to con- 
front, defuse, appreciate, assimilate, or 
even manipulate the two. 
A book in itself cannot physically 
damage you (save for a paper out, I sup- 
pose). Nor can an idea. Don't be afraid of 
them. 
I do have a mother. She does not burn 
pancakes. 
I charge you, then, to become passionate 
about your library. I may now relinquish 
my obligation to this newspaper, but the 
library remains with me. Do not ever 
forget that you, too, have an obligation to 
it. Enjoy it, please. 
Volunteer c f the Year 
Final nominees announced 
IN PROMOTING a feature 
like Volunteer of the Year, 
it's humbling to realize how 
many giving, caring people 
live here, donating their 
time and energy to help 
others. 
We'd like to thank every- 
one who participated in this 
contest, letting us know 
about hose volunteers who 
do so much for Terrace. 
Without your nominations, 
we would not have had a 
chance to publicly thank 
these volunteers. 
Below are the f'mal entries 
in the Terrace Stan- 
dard/Overwaitea Volunteer 
of the Year contest. 
The winner .and two 
honourable mentions will be 
announced at a luncheon 
Friday, put on by the 
Volunteer Bureau. We'll 
also be featuring them in 
next Wednesday's paper. 
In total there have been 24 
nominations for Volunteer 
of the Year. Some of those 
are repeat nominees, includ- 
ing two for Joan Cox, three 
for Jim Stainton, two for 
Linda Van Dale, two for 
Bill Braam and two for 
Margaret Cooper. 
Dave dephson 
This is the second year 
Jephson has been nominated 
for this honour, and this 
year it's Bill Braam who 
nominated him. Braam is 
also nominated himself. 
Jephson is well known 
throughout Terrace for his 
volunteer work with Terrace 
Search and Rescue and Ter- 
race Water Rescue. 
He is a past-president of 
the search and rescue 
society and is the present 
chair of the water rescue 
team. lie also serves as the 
official spokesperson for 
both. 
Jephson is also an active 
volunteer with the fire de- 
parlment, going "beyond 
the normal call of duty," 
writes Braam. 
Jephson has also been in- 
strumental in developing 
Terrace's water escue team, 
making it one of the most 
highly trained water rescue 
teams in the country. The 
team is now internationally 
recognized. 
"Dave deserves this 
honour," writes Jephson. 
Bud Smith 
Maurizio Basso nominated 
Smith for his role in devel- 
oping Hazeiton community 
sports. 
"Bud Smith has been ac- 
tive in Hazelton for over 20 
years,' writes Basso. 
"He has been an excellent 
supporter of our sports 
team, but more importantly 
Bud has been a person you 
can count on." 
Smith has served as a 
referee for volleyball, bas- 
ketball and more. He also 
coaches both sports at 
Hazelton Secondary School. 
"Bud gives so much," 
says Basso, summing up his 
reason for his nominat ion .  
Gloria West 
"A tremendous help" is 
how Dave Crawley and 
Keith Gosse describe Gloria 
West on their nomination 
form. 
The two offered West's 
name for the work she does 
with the Volunteer Bureau 
and with Thomhill 
Elementary and Copper Mt, 
Elementary. 
For the past three years 
West has volunteered her 
time with a number of orga- 
nizations in Terrace. 
She helps out at PACES, 
an organization which offers 
support for teen morns, and 
helps teach students to Icam 
how to read. 
West also has been busy 
helping people on low and 
fixed incomes fill out their 
income tax forms. 
She also volunteers at the 
Volunteer Bureau and 
helped make the Multi- 
cultural Dinner a success. 
"She cares about kids and 
is willing to help them nnd 
tcachem with anything they 
need." 
Joan Cox 
A bewildered Joan Cox 
was confused at her nomina- 
tion for Volunteer of the 
Year. Both Gayl¢ Holtom 
and Barbara Howe wrote in, 
speaking highly of the work 
she does with the Special 
Olympics. 
Bat Cox denied thcre was 
anything special in what she 
does. 
"I just like working with 
them," she says. 
When she was five years 
old, her 20-year-old cousin 
who was. mentally chal- 
!enged used to come over 
and play barbies with her. 
At the time, Cox never 
suspected there was any- 
thing unusual about her 
cousin. Its this friendship 
which spawned both her 
career and her volunteer 
work. 
Cox works as s special ed- 
ucation teacher with the 
school district, and since 
1987 has been involved in 
Special Olympics in Ter- 
race° 
Since then she has served 
as  local coordinator, 
regional coordinator and 
secretary treasurer for Spe- 
cial Olympics. 
Every Saturday she also 
goes down to the bowling 
alley to encourage the spe- 
cial athletes. As well, write 
Howe, she organizes events, 
taking care of all the extra 
details. 
"I like being behind the 
scenes," says Cox. " I  don't 
want any credit for it." 
The real heroes are the 
athletes she explains. 
"Maybe I have the ability to 
help them excel at it, that's 
all. I 'm they're cheer- 
leader." 
And a better cheerleader 
couldn't be found, from 
what Gayic Holtom writes. 
"When you ask her about 
'her' special athletes, her 
face lights up," says 
Holtom. 
Addle Ippel 
The entire staff at Copper 
nominated by Bernard 
Koblischke for her work 
with Project Literacy Ter- 
race. 
Woods only moved to 
Terrace two years ago, and 
already she has immersed 
herself in the community. 
She tutours one literacy 
student four hours a week, 
and is taking on another stu- 
dent soon. 
"It's really enjoyable, you 
can see great progress," 
says Woods. 
Woods also volunteers at 
her daughter's chool two 
afternoons a week, giving 
children there the chance to 
practice their reading in a 
one-on-one situation. 
She also helps our with 
the Reading Writers group 
one lunch hour every week 
at Kiti K'Shan. 
Her daughter also led her 
to become involved with 
Guides, and she's a Brownie 
leader and the person in 
charge of public relations. 
She's also the person you 
want to talk to if you want 
some of those delicious Girl 
Guide cookies which will be 
+ on sale soon. 
As if that weren't enough 
Woods is also the treasurer 
nominate Addie Ippel for '  
Volunteer of the Year. 
"Addie Ippei has beeh an 
active parent volunteer at 
our school for five years. 
She..has bcen,suvnortive in. _ 
all areas such as driving, 
cooking bulletin boards, 
working with students indi- 
vidually as well as in 
groups." 
They were very 
enthusiastic about her sup- 
port, adding that she is a 
very positive and vis~ie 
parent at Copper Mt. 
throughout the year. 
for  the Volunteer Bureau Mr. school got together to . . . .  
and regularly gives staff 
there computer support, set- 
ting up forms and spread 
sheets for them. 
"My husband travels a lot 
so I like to keep bus~." 
hi between volu'rfteering 
Woods is taking course 
work at the college, upgrad- 
ing her education. 
Patricia Woods 
Patrieia Woods was 
Vivian Rapose 
"Vivacious Vivian" is 
how Nolan Beaudry de- 
scribed Rapose on his 
nomination form. 
Rapose has been an active 
volunteer since 1987, first 
joining Block Parents and 
Big Brothers and Sisters. 
She is a member of the 
Parents' Advisory Council 
at her children's chool, is a 
school sports coach and is 
also active with Mother's 
March. 
Readers might remember 
Rapose from being 
nominated for Coach of the 
Year. 
She has a "warm, bubbly 
personality, and is always 
positive and ready to help 
out," writes Beaudry. 
a Lords and ladies 
GRADE 8 STUDENTS at Centennial Christian School capped off their study of medieval times 
with an old-fashioned banquet. They drank from goblets, ate with the hands and didn't object to a 
bit of sword play over lunch. The class also studied archery, horseshoes, chess ~ a game which 
originated as a way to learn military strategy - -  as well as medieVal poems and songs, 
i 
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( lTY  CENE 
MUSIC 
• MARK PERRY plays the McColl 
Playhouse at 8 p.m. on April 20 in a 
benefit for the Terrace Little Theatre 
building fund. Tickets $5 at Uniglobe 
Travel. Back by popular demand. 
• RITA MACNEIL comes to Terrace 
for two concerts, May 10 and 11, both 
nights at 8 p.m. at the REM Lee 
Theatre. Tickets are on sale at Sight and 
sound for $35.50 each. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thurs- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every 
Friday at the Thornhili Pub. 
THEATRE 
• Kitimat's On Cue Players present 
Jacques Plante and the Parkdale 
Knitting League ~ Paul McLaughlin's 
touching and humourous tribute to the 
NHL Hall of Fame goalie. Directed by 
Ken Morton, this play runs Apr. 19 and 
20 at 8 p.m. at the Mt. Elizabeth Theatre 
in Kitimat. Tickets are $12 plus $1 
theatre tax at Sight and Sound, Video 
Stop in Kitimat and at the door. 
Make the 'Scene/Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
ETCETERA 
4 The culinary class at NWCC pairs 
up the BC Senior Games committee to 
host a semi-formal sit down dinner on 
April 26. Cocktails are at 6 p.m. and 
dinner is at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks Hall. 
The Mothballs provide the music. Tick- 
ets are $25 per person. Proceeds will go 
to help culinary students compete in the 
World Culinary Competition and the 
senior athletes attend the BC Senior 
Games. Tickets are available by calling 
638-0736 or 635-3352. 
A Art exhibition ~ Sculptor Vance 
Theoret and weaver Eileen Shannon 
present heir exhibit Bruin de Lune in 
stone and fibre at the Terrace Art Gal- 
lery till Apr. 27. Gallery hours are Wed- 
nesday to Friday from noon to 3 p.m., 
Friday evenings from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., 
Saturday from noon to 4 p.m. and Sun- 
day from 1 to 4 p.m. 
A Slide Show ~ Lorenzo and Ann 
Lampanelli share their experiences 
living in L'Arche communities in Cape 
Breton and Honduras at 7 p.m. on April 
17 at the Sacred Hear Church. Everyone 
is welcome. 
~ j  Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR V8G 4A2 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park 
CANADA'S 638-1167 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of. 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deductible 
BUNDLES 
OF JOY 
Raymond Brown 
Baby's Name: 
Ty Kristopher Cafcun 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 13, 1996 at 1154 pro. 
Weight: 6Ibs 14 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Tanny & Roy 
Brother/Nephew forAila 
Baby's Name: 
issa Mary Joycc Wight 
tte & Time of Birth: 
ch 16, 1996 at 4:04 am 
7 Ibs I 1/2 oz. Sex: Female 
ts: Blanche &Tom Wight 
~ecial thanks to Ros. 
Baby's Name: 
~anda Halley Lefebvrc 
tte & Time of Birth: 
ch 19, 1996 at 7:18 am 
t: 7 Ibs I oz. Sex: Female 
"ents: Carmen O'Neil 
& Edwin I, cfebvre 
Baby's Name: 
Michael Robert Danids 
Date of Birth: 
March 21, 1996 
Weight: 7 Ibs 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parenls: Bonnie & Jim Daniels 
Baby brother for Tansy, 
Christopher and Julianne 
Horse  around 
w i th  Broyer  I I  
Products  II 
.11 I~% All Breyer !1 
JL off Products III 
I 
1-800.661.2990. Skeena Mall • 635-5236 J 
. . - , , .~.:ip,..  I .,: !: .!;,,., , . : Wednesday, April 1'/ " ~ i ..... tercontact Daw,~ Kupchank6 at 635- 
PRO-CHOICE M~ETING isbei@ ' ...... ]'~11'6 B~ the rr~tS'ffa'tirli de~idlinc 0f 
held at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre at noon. 
Thursday T April 18 
COMBINED SUPPORT GROUP for 
people with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome 
of fibromylagia will be held at the 
Happy Gang Centre from 2-4 p.m. For 
more info call Eireen at 635-9415. 
Friday, April 19 
JOURNEY OF HOPE workshop be- 
gins today. This workshop is open to 
family members of a person with a 
major mental illness. It will show you 
how to cope, communicate, deal with 
anger, blame and guilt. The workshop 
runs April 19-21. For more info call 
Eileen Callanan at the Terrace 
Schizophrenia Society at 635-3620 in 
the evening. 
Apr. 15. 
Saturday, April 27 
SKEENA VALLEY KENNEL 
CLUB holds its annual Fun Match at 
the Thornhili Community Hall. Regis- 
ter by 9 a.m. for conformation, 10 a.m. 
for the fun ring, 11 a.m. for obedience. 
For more information call Shannon at 
635-6869 or Cindy at 638-1476. 
TERRACE COMMUNITy BAND 
hosts a giant garage/bake sale at 4823 
and 4635 Tuck Ave., starting at 7 a.m. 
Wednesday, May 8 
THE REM LEE Theatre Alive 
Society hosts its annual general meet- 
ing at noon in the lobby of the REM 
Lee Theah'e. For more info call 635- 
2101. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
MONDAYS 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
MOTHER'S TIME OFF - -  Morns 
are invited to drop in, meet other 
morns, do a craft, or just enjoy a break 
while your children play close by with 
experienced care givers. They are open 
MOB., Wed., Thurs., and Fri. from 10- 
11:30 a.m. at the Knox United Church. 
For more info call 635-4147 during 
program hours. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary in the library. 
KERMODE BEARS DANCE 
GROUP meets every Monday and 
Thursday night from 7-8 p.m. at the 
Kennode Friendship Centre. Anyone 
interested in dancing please come out. 
Eiders arc needed for drumming. For 
more info please call Benita at 635- 
7670. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2ad and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-5121 for more info. 
B IRTHRIGHT volunteers meet in 
members' homes on an alternating 
basis. Call Linda at 635-6849 or Betty 
at 635-5394 for info. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Monday of 
• " eve~.y tnodth at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 last Monday of thc months at the Ter- 
p.m.: They're lodkiug for Voluntedrs race Mental Health Centre. Call 638- 
and board members. Contact Lois at 3325 for more info. 
635-4232 for more info. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren.'? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the board room at 8 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome. 
ALZHEIMER AND DEMENTIA 
support group meets at 1 p.m. on the 
TUESDAYS 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS - -The  Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
SL Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
What's Up community calendar as a 
public service to its readers and com- 
munity organizations. 
TI~ column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. 
Items will run two weeks before each 
event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
. : . . .  ~.  
. . . . .  15tb Anniversary 
Sell-a-bration 
1993 FORD RANGER 
Ext. cab, 4x4 "Super Clean" 
Special $15,39500 
1994 DODGE DAKOTA 
Ext. Cab, 4x4 SLT 
Special $20,49500 
~~-~'~.  ~ ~, ~'. ~ I . . . . .  
1994 FORD F-150 
4x4 Reg. Cab, Short Box 
Special ~1 4 ,9D500 
1994 CHEV 
Ext. Cab, 4x4 Silverado "Loaded, Immac." 
Special ~25,99500 
1994 CHEV BLAZER 
SLE Sport 4x4, "Loaded" 
Special$29,9950o MORE GREAT DEALS!l! 
Buy or ~eaa~,51 ~oCkSm'Ls ~e Gl~wA),Beanopy 
$15,99500 
1993 GMC EXT CAB SLE 
1991 VOLKSWAGEN "Loaded Like New" 
Passet GL Auto, "Loaded, Like New" $21,69500 
$13,9950o 
1995 CHEV EXT CAB 
4X4 Silverado "Like New" 
$28,79500 
Saturday, April 20 
TERRACE DIABETES Support 
Group "2 Sweet" meets at the 
Women's Resource Centre at 2 p.m. 
Call Gun Roberts at 635-3094 or Kathy 
Corbett at 638.8323. 
IIAPPY GANG CENTRE hosts a so- 
cial evening of cards and games tart- 
ing at 7:30 p.m. Refreshments will be 
served. 
Sunday, April 21 
l lth ANNUAL GARBATHON runs 
from 1 to 3 p.m. from the McDonalds 
parking lot. Register at the Terrace 
Standard, cF'rK or city hail. Hosted 
by the Terrace Beautification Society. 
Wednesday t April 24 
KINElq'ES SOCIAL EVENING m 
Meet current and past members of  this 
service club. All young women over 
the age of 19 are welcome. Meet at 7 
p.m. at the Kin Hut. For more info call 
Pat at 638-1726 or Debra at 635-3262. 
Beverages and goodies will be served. 
Thursday, April 25 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
holds its annual general meeting at 
7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Kin Hut at the 
corner of North Sparks and Halliwdl. 
April 25-28 
CENTENNIAL LIONS Club hosts a 
carnival of rides and games in Thorn- 
hill. 
April 26-27 
SPEAKING OF ART - -  the spring 
conference of the Northwest Regional 
Arts Council will be held in Terrace 
and will include a variety of panel dis- 
cussions and guest speakers. To regis- 
P 
Across the stage 
BUTTERFLIES, GOLD- 
HSH, pussycats, maidens, 
jesters and princesses will 
be dancing their way across 
the stage today and tomor- 
row during the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival. 
This fanciful assortment 
of dancers is actually stu- 
dents from the Flynn School 
of BaIIcL 
This is the first festival for 
the ballet school, opened by 
Laura Flynn last year. 
She has 34 girls competi. 
ng in the festival, ranging in 
ages from five to 16. Over 
half of her students are per- 
forming solos, as well as 
taking part in group dances. 
That means Fiynn has 
choreographed an incredible 
45 numbers for the festivals. 
Many of those numbers 
are based on characters the 
girls picked out. 
" I  fund the kids do better 
if they pick their own 
character," says Flynn. "It 
gives them a sense of 
ownership." 
For goldfish duct Flynn 
put together a series of 
waving, shimmying move- 
ments. In contrast Rynn has 
the girl who plays the jester 
sticking out her tongue and 
waggling her ears. 
The girl who dances the 
part of the tooth fairy puts a 
tooth under her pillow; the 
softball player goes up to 
bat; and the Chinese Doll 
dances to authentic Chinese 
music. 
The parents were left with 
the challenge of creating 
costumes to go along with 
dances. 
As well as choreographing 
the numbers, Fiynn also had 
to find nmsic for each piece. 
It's a big job, and though 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESD,~'~ 
THESE YOUNG ballerinas chose their own characters for the pieces they'll be 
performing today at the Pacific NW Music Festival. They're all students from the 
Flynn School of Ballet. 
Flynn seems to bc managing 
well under the sa'ess, she 
does admit to having one 
nightmare. 
"After the dancers are fin- 
ished, the adjudicator comes 
up to me and says, 'those 
dances were horrible.' "
This isn't the first tlmc 
Flynn has helped dance stu. 
dents prepare for the music 
festival, but it is the f'urst 
time her students have com- 
peted as members of her 
dance school. 
Performing at the multi- 
cultural dinner and at the 
Terrace Litde Theatre 
AWARD OF 
Steve Butler 
Ted Hicks, Sales Manager, is pleased to announce that 
STEVE BUTLER, through his customer satisfaction and 
sales achievements, has been named SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH FOR MARCH. We know that Steve's many friends 
and loyal customers join us in extending congratulations, 
Well done Steve! 
T Vl'Ol~t 
Sales OUr. OF TOWN CUSTOMERS 
~ PLEASE CALL COLLECT 
M c E w a n  T~.,,C~ 635-4941 Leasing 
Torraco KITIMAT 632.4941 
OE~[R NO ~3 I,.800-BMCEWAN* 
(b80~862-3926) 
! / II / 
BOARD MEMBERS AT  R ISK!  
/ ' \ .' 
If you ' re  on the  board of a non-prof i t  socie-  
ty, come to  th is  seminar  to' learn f rom an 
exper ienced  tra i l  lawyer:  
, What the courts expect from you 
, Your most common liabilities 
. What is a conflict of interest - and how to han- 
dle it 
• How to limit your risks 
Thu"day ,  May2,  1996 
ii 10:00 p'm' ' 
Board Discount 
1 @ $50,00- 2@ $80.00 - 3 @ $100.00 
plus additional delegates @ $30.00 
All prices include GST 
REGISTRATION DEADLINE APRIL 25, 1996 
MIKE MANGAN is an experienced trial lawyer, teacher and 
seminar leader. Well known in the legal profession, Mike has 
helped design programs to teach lawyers and real agents how 
to avoid lawsuits. 
Call 635-9409 or 635-2845 
for information 
A presentation of Terrace & District Arts Council 
A portion of all profits Is donated to non-profit organizations, 
telethon has helped ease drop by the REM Lee 
pre-competition jittem for Theatre today and tomorrow 
both Fiynn and her students, to catch the dancers in ac- 
The public is welcome to tion. 
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LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
..c, PA LA C E ..c,;., 
7 
Thornhill 
Jr, Sec, 
School 
14 
Caledonia 
St, Sec. 
School 
21 
Skeena 
Jr, Sec. 
School 
FRIDAY SATURDA' 
!2 3 1 Terrace 5 Canadian 6TerraceMino, 
Softball Minor Kermode Terrace Paraplegic Assoc. 
Hockey Friendship Nisga'a Tribal Kinsmen 
Association Society Swim Club CouneiI.Telrace Tel, Figure Skaling 
257 
,owe.u, an° s= eta. com, n. ,,no 
chain oil feed (zero flow at Idle). Combination start setting and choke control, 
Very user-friendly due to high output over wide rev range. 
28 
Terrace 
Community 
Sand 
MODEL 
~!l' ,~7~ !
CYLINDER ENGINE SPEEDATMAX FUELCAP. OlLCAP. CHAIN WEIGHTW/O 
'rOE ~. CC p, OWER lip OUTPUTRPM' , LITRES 'LITRES' PITCH BAR & CHAIN KGI 
' ~3 ,8 ' '  9.000 0',6 ~ 0,31 0,325" " 5,6 ' ~' 
, . ,#  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8 Terrace 
Minor 
H0cke~ 
Ass0ciatJ0n 
15 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
Association 
22 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
29 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
;9 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
16 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
23 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
3O 
K'san 
House 
Society 
I~A l l i l~ l [ , , " l~  i l :  I l l  : [~  IY :? l  
4 
Elks 
Blue Back Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
10 111 
Terrace Minor 
Terrace Softball 
Peaks Terrace 
Gymnastics Anti.Poverty 
17 18 
Terrace Linle 
Volunteer Theatre 
Bureau Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
24 125 
Blue Back Order of the 
Swim Club Royal Purple 
Shames Mtn. Terrace 
Ski Club Anti.Povelty 
12 1 .q ,°igh,, o
"Columbus Canadian 
ParaplegicAssoc YouthS0ccer 
Nisga'a Tlibal Search & 
CounuibTerlace Rescue 
19 Terrace 
----A~ Assoc. Big Brothers & 
Big Sisters Terrace. P,A.C.E.S. 
Nisga'a Tribal Daycare 
Council.Terrace Heart & Stroke 
Foundation 
26Canadian 97  Ter.Yooth 
=-'Ambassador 
Paraplegic 
Accoc. Can. Parents for 
French 
Nisga'a Tribal Ter. Hospice 
Council.Telrace Society 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
;Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
I Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL . AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
fuel consumption, 
MODEL CYUNDER ENGINE SPEED AT MAX FUEL CAP. OIL CAP. 
: VO[:CC PDWERHP 'OUTPUTRPM UTRES LITRES 
6 i  i °62!  3,9 ~" 8,500 0,75" 0,451' 
G1 
A powerful well-proven saw. Versatile, will accept bars from 15" to 20". 
Extra large air Intake cools engine for reduced noise levels and 
CHAIN WBGHTWIO 1 
PITCH BAR & CHAIN KG 
3/0. ~ .~ '6,~ .... 
The 266XP has been an instant h~v~t~'p'r'o Joggers. It's reliability and impressive 
power to weight ratio have become renowned. Heavy duty protection for the 
engine at exposed points and quick release access to main service points on the 
carburetor, piston and cylinder, Low noise and vibration levels make this a saw 
you can use for extended periods without tiring your arms or ears, 
Excellent power-to-weigh a :~'r.~roe, very efficient air filter, 
Good fuel economy. Heated handles (XPG). 
Smart Start, 
MODEL CYLINDER ENGINE SPEEDATMAX FUELCAR OILCAP. CHAIN WEIGHTW/O 
VOL CC POWER HP OUTPUT RPM LITRES LITRES PITCH BAR & CHAIN KG 
266XP 67 4.5 9.000 0,75 0,45 3/8" 6,1 
245R~ts ~ . . . . .  The tightest clearing saw in class, Extremely 
rapid acceleration; Short, sturdy shaft makes this 
saw tough yet easy to use, With Husqvarna's highly 
effective Low Vib vibration damping system. 
Folding handlebars. Angled shaft, 
MODEL CYLINDER ENGINE SPEEDATMAX FUELCAP. OILCAP. CHAIN WEIGHTW/O 
VOL, CC POWER HP OUTPUT RPM LITRES LITRES PITCH BAR & CHAIN KG 
272XP 72 5,2 9.000 0,75 0,451 3/8" 6,3 
qlii~,. 
I!~,. 'lltillk; ~;~!P 
265 R:X 
World's top performance El earing saw, Extremely 
powerful and high power-to-weight ratio, Excellent 
vibration damping. Can be fitted with 255 mm saw 
blade. 25' mitre gear box makes felling even easier, 
Short shaft and thumb throttle, 
The lighIest clea 2ban ng saw in its class. Extremely 
rapid acceleration. Short, sturdy shaft makes this 
saw tough yet easy to use. With Husqvarna's highly 
effective Low Vib vibration damping system, 
Folding handlebars, Angled shaft, 
8,3 kg, 
CYL ] ENGNE I SPEEDAT J NOISE rE]RATION[ 
OL. CCJ POWER HP I PEAK OUTPUT I POW/PRES. I RI ;HTILEFT 
1,3cm I 2.7h0 i 9,OOOrprn i112/96dBA, 4,1,/4,7 m/s ~' 
,,.~ ......... t; ..... ~';: .!i ~!; 
10,5 kg. 
i cyL I ENGINE I SPEEOAT I NOISE i V,eRATIO, I
7,1 kg, 
i cYL. I ~,GINE l. SPEEDAT I NOlSE I VIB~TIONI vo,.cD / PCWER,PI. OUTPUT I POW/PRES. I R,O,T, LE," I 
36.3= 1 i.nho I 9.O00rpm I lOB/92deAI3.713.en~s' I 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse • 635-6384 
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¢Vomen's League turns 50 
THE CATHOLIC Women's League in Ter- 
race recently celebrated its 50th anniver- 
sary. 
The women's league is a national organi- 
zation which promotes "holiness through 
service to the people of God." 
The Catholic Women's League in Terrace 
was organized in Terrace on April 6, 1946 
under the first president Mrs. Anna Spltzl. 
Mrs. Spitzl was president for two years, 
then Mrs. Carrie Doll took over from 1948- 
52. 
The women's league will be celebrating 
these first presidents and all the past mem- 
bers during a 50th anniversary dinner this 
Sunday, April 21 at 5 p.m. at the Veritas 
school gym. Howard and Marg Cromarty 
will be catering this dinner. 
All members ~ past, present and future 
are invited to attend thi~ special evening. 
Special guest speakers include Terry 
Brock of Kitimat and .Mr. Turgeon of 
Prince George. 
That same day at 11 a.m. there will be a 
special mass of the Catholic Women's 
League members. A reception will follow 
in the coffee room of the church. 
For more information, contact Joan Korpi 
at 635-5581 or Jean Maroney at 635-2192. 
"k "k i" "k "k 
Just a little reminder this week that the 
Terrace Beautification Society will host the 
llth annual Garbathon on April 21 from l- 
3p.m. 
| ' l : l : l : lM~l i ' l= l ; l~  
YVONNE MOEN 
Everyone  shou ld  meet  in the McDona ld ' s  
parking lot. 
Gather together you family and friends 
and come down and help to clean up Ter- 
race. 
Let's beat last year's total of 108 people 
and 150 bags of garbage. 
For more info eat Chris at 638-1049. 
-k * i" -k "k 
Also, I'd like to remind the schools to be 
ready on April 23 or 24 as the Terrace 
Beautification Society will have three 
judges driving around, judging the cleanest 
school yard. 
The winning school will receive a beauti- 
ful plaque. So teachers - -  get your students 
out there with those garbage bags! 
was taken in 1930. Eby St. has changed a great deal 
since then. 
NW teachers gather in Terrace 
Contributed 
CHALLENGES OF Change '96 is 
the name of the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Teacher's Union two-day 
conference inTerrace on April 
25th and 26th. Approximately 500 
teachers and other school staff 
from the northwest will be in at- 
tendance. 
This forum will provide a unique 
opportunity for consultation and 
discussion with out-of-district 
speakers and also with other 
professionals who share the expe- 
rience of teaching in the north. 
The forum covers a wide range 
of interests from primary to 
secondary. Topics will include 
math, science, art, physical educa- 
tion, special needs, language arts, 
evaluation, music and drama, tech- 
nology and multicultural educa- 
tion. Well known and respected 
educators from throughout North 
America will be present. 
Dr. Michael Fullan, who will be 
speaking Thursday, is recognized 
for "outstanding contribution to 
his profession and to teacher edu- 
cation" and as a 
"researcher/scholar of the highest 
calibre." Hc is Dean of the 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Ed- 
ucation at the University of 
Toronto. 
Teachers continue to keep on top 
of educational change by partici- 
pating in professional develop- 
ment such as this. The resulting 
benefits are directly felt in the 
classroom. Terrace and District 
Teacher's Union is proud to be of- 
fering this event in Terrace. 
i TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARNING COUNCIL 
I NO' rHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
The Terrace Community Learning Council and the Northwest Community 
College are hosting a Technology Fair on April 26 & 27. 
Presenters include: 
Wilkinsons Business Machines, Electronic Futures, 
Image Media Services, Apple Canada, 
Ingram Micro, Service Works, and Zenith Data Systems 
Come and learn more about technology and the 
exciting new product on the market. 
For more Information please contact 
Extension Services, NWCC 
638-5452 
i 
Are you coming to Prince George this weekend? 
RAMADA HOTEL  
( fo rmer ly  The  Ho l iday  Inn)  
~!i!!i~!!~iiiii!~!i~i~i~!!i!~!ii~i!i!i~!i~!~i~i!~!~i~!ii~i!~i{~ ~,~(S?i ~~ 'C~!i~i :! i ,i,!? i :?~ii!!!!! ~ 
I!!!! !I !~! ! ! ~ I  cO ~: mjng~i~ ~/~i ~ I 
IMay 11th... 
Watch For It! 
Downtown Prince George 
444 George St., Prince George, B.C. 
CALL DIRECT FOR RESERVATIONS 
1-800-830-8833 
FROM Upm 
,m Sl50O°° 
f VOYAGER Cash Back 
TH,S P,CTURE of the Sacred Heart Catholic Church VO, A/C ~, 'n ing95 's  
; ~ ~ ': AM/FM 
. . . .  '85 CASSETFE, '85 NEON ~NEON 
7 PASSENGER ~ ~r~.~ 
MSI FACT#S : L~ , aJc, t,lt cassette 
,~,~ & more! 4 cyL, auto 
! ~' $14,988 $12,416 
"~,e," STRATUS ES 
V6,a/c. cruise, tilt, V6. leather, a/c, 
power locks, lilt, cruise, power 
• SEE SALES DEPT. FOR DETAILS windows & more! windows 8, locks. 
• ALL PRICES ARE NET OF REBATE. ,4'$21,152 $22,717 
$ 
Subject to availabil ity Based on 2 children eating from our Kids Menu for a weekend stay. 
MS is the most common 
neurological disease 
affecting young adults 
in Canada. 
Hulfiple 
Sclerosis 
Society of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
$ 94 
,... 
4,4 94 155SR12 
TO $83.94 
P235,TuH15 
TO 8103.94 
P23575R15 X 
• i 
~."~ .~ '~kj1~,.", e p, .ud. ,  bt, We'.tern ( 'a,,ada", 
:! ,~ ~,,,~ ~ • v im_'mier tire d,:aleratzd v,e're 
i] 'i:::i]~ .!J ~a olkirlu hold Io always be yolH' IJrst 
~ clmi,.:e for fires. Bul we Ihink V~ul'li like 
~" our induMly-leading :'~('LIM0111CI" Ih:oteclh{n 
IhdJcy. which IL.'altlrcs II I:nl,~l,: !X)ad h;l..,ard war- 
ram.',. I:1,I1,~1,: Ilat rel,;iirs aud Iq{El,', tire r01alions. 
Yml'll like t)|ll' excepthmal sial'l: h)o atld Ottt' 
I'~X PI'~RT nI{AKI,,'. SII()(~K, STRUT AND 
WI IEE I ,  AI, IGNMENT SI(RVI(;I,:S. 
*ttll I'~'l~tllLd usu ;vhl,.les 
l J" .  e se l! il.,. I 
we guarantee it/ I 
I 'l'~mt Foord. President 
YOU'LL LIKE US, FOR MORE THAN OUR TIRES. 
TRADE-INS WEL COME '\~.c~X \ 
• FREE INSTALLA T/ON INCLUDED \ 
• 30 DAY 'NO HASSLE' GUARANTEE \ "  "~! 
Available at these listed slows and at over 100 additional stores throughout Alberta and B.C. ~r~:::%, 
• Earn Club Z points with every purchase 
CEDARLAND TIRE SERVICE LTD.  ~:~:! 
4929 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. ,  "If  We Sell It...We Guarantee It" '.] " '~ i 
..... "2;J~F~ ! -~ ~ 90 DAYS O.A.C. 635-61 70 ~; ~ ",,~-~'.' 
= Garbage detail 
GRADE 4 8= S students at Cassie Hall wanted to make their school yard 
cleaner. So they painted these two garbage cans, to persuade students to 
throw their lunch wrappers in the garbage, rather than on the ground. The stu- 
dents also decided to buy armbands which read "Keep Our School Clean" as 
a reminder to other students. There will be a school-wide clean-up this week, 
with prizes for eager cleaners, 
t lave a nice da , 
When someone unexpectanfly does some- 
thing nice for you, it can change your 
whole day for the better. 
That's the theory behind two community 
events the Terrace Pentecostal Church is 
sponsoring on Saturday, April 20. 
From 2-3:30 p.m, church members will 
be offering a free car wash, and a hot dog 
and pop give-away behind the church at the 
comer of Eby and Olson. 
At the same time the church is holding 
another special event in the Skcena Mail, 
this time geared for children ages nine and 
under. Tables will be set up with a variety 
of crafts for children to make. Kids will 
also have a chance to have their faces 
painted, and balloons will be handed out. 
"We want to let the people of Terrace 
know that God loves them through the 
simple acts of washing their cars, providing 
some food and some fun for their kids, 
without any strings attached," says Darcy 
McAlister, association pastor from the 
church. 
Tickets going fast 
TERRACE LITTLE Theatre's upcoming 
production, Night of January 16th by 
playwright Ayn Rand, has moved from 
temporary rehearsal space into the Terrace 
Curling Rink. This courlxoom murder 
mystery set in the 1930s is TLT's final pro- 
duction the 95/96 season. Audience mem- 
bers will get a unique chance to participate 
as members of the jury. 
For the past month rehearsals have been 
held in the old Terrace Standard building 
on Lazelle, donated to the group by Highe 
Surveys. The cast and crew will have three 
weeks to adjust to their actual performance 
venue, ample time according to play direc- 
tor Annette Martindale. 
Alternate rehearsal space had to be ar- 
ranged due to the number of plays produced 
by Terrace Little Theatre this season. 
Including the Christmas production, pear- 
formed by a handful of Terrace's talented 
youth, TLT entertained us with six produc- 
tions this season. 
With the success of the Applause '96 
Telethon last month, the group is doser to 
its dream of a community arts building~with 
ample rehearsal space. 
Performance dales for this season's 
finale, Night of January 16th are lay  2-5 
& 9-12. Tickets are available at Unigiobe 
Travel in the Lazeile Mini-Mall. With two 
nights already sold out, wanna-be jurors are 
advised to reserve their seats fasL 
Vm~-  
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"  INUTE 
UFFLER 
4526 GREIG A~E. & BRAKE 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 1 M5 
FAST, ACCURATE KEYS 
Complete Locksmith Services 
" .:o Keys:Cut . • Locks Rekeyed 
! ~  Installed • Locks Master Keyed 
:il ,,Journeyman Locksmiths 
4624A Greig Ave. 
(Across from Co op) 
Phone: 635-5549 Fax: 635-1918 
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FLYNN SCHOOL OF 
BALLET 
3226A River Drive 
Adult Classes 
Tuesday evenings or 
Saturday mornings. 
Call 638-2077 
For more information. 
Please leave a message. 
BC is protecting medicare 
and education and gets top 
marks from financial experts. 
Our province has the strongest economy, the best record for job 
creation and the Dominion Bond Rating Service confirms BC's "debt 
level remains the lowest in Canada." 
Top marks from the financial experts. Protecting medicare and 
education for ordinary people. 
For more information, call toll-free: 1-888-306-7777 
" . ' . 
Canada spends more ,m cd.,atiott h,m m~), other comttrj: 
Truth is, Canada placed 9th out oi23 
industrialized comztric's in Elcmcntar), amt Secondary F.duration 
spending in a recent Ol;eanization /br Economic 
Co-operation and Dcl,elotmwnt (OECD) study called 
"Education at a Glance"1995. 
Our  Public Educatiml system is tqwn to all students: 
No child is excluded regardless of race. income. 
or special needs. Our teachers, along with education support 
workers and other k¢.v resmJrccs, provide not 
only the basics but :m expanding beady of knowledge m help 
prepare our childre,l t~, a challging world. 
Our  neighbourhood schools arc now under attack ~]'C~lll 
often nlisinforlllcd s()ul'Ct.'5 Vital funding and resources 
hang in the b:d:mcc. Public Education is worth supporting. 
Get the real su~rv. (Tall the British Cohlmbia Teachers" 
Federation at 1-8(,i-663-9163 or write us at 
~1(1{)-55(I West 6th Avc..b{mcouver. B C. VSZ 4P2. 
c-mail: pbalango({z,JbctEbc.ca 
Hmne page: http://wwxvbctf.bc.ca/bctf 
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SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
Spring Steelhead 
I 
t'S been twenty years since Bill 
Ashcroft showed me the way to the 
upper reaches of the Lakelse River. 
The place has changed a lot since 
then. The road to the parking area wound under 
a colonnade of soft woods. The run below 
Herman Creek was deeper and held more steel- 
head. The long run below the riffle - the area 
fishermen call 'The Flats" - was so much deeper 
that wading it at medium water levels was hard; 
crossing it during high water conditions was out 
of the question. 
I 'm not sure if there were more cutthroat there 
then. There is no question there were more dolly 
varden char. I recall long spring days when my 
partners and I caught a dozen dollies for every 
cutthroat. These outings would often be fol- 
lowed by days when the ration was reversed. 
Sadly, the dolly days are no more. 
For a few of those early years I fished the up- 
per Lakeise for steelhead in the spring months. 
There is a stcelheading ethic that insists the 
angler must strive to catch bright fish, an im- 
perative spawned by the realization that dark 
fish make for poor eating as well as poor sport. 
Steelheaders know that steelhead spend a long 
time in fresh water (summer uns will begin 
their race for the spawning beds in August and 
spawn in May of the next year), and that the fish 
slow down and stack up. Because of this, the 
• ctestures become more vulnerable as theoseason, 
wears on. In March, April and.May, the steel- 
head move out of the deep pools and lakes and 
make for the spawning beds. This is the time 
when they are particularly vulnerable. It is 
simply unsporting to fish those fish. 
I was aware of this ethic twenty years ago. I 
could see there were ripening fish, but since late 
winter run fish enter all our rivers in mint condi-I 
tion every spring, I assumed a good number of 
them would make the short run to the top of the 
Lakelse. 
I was wrong. I hooked plenty of steeihead. 
The females were gunmetal gray, the males red 
or black with pronounced kypes. Time after 
time I set the hook, waited for the hard run of a' 
s~ong, newly-arrived fish only to be dis- 
appointed by the lackluster fight of an aged 
summer run stcelhead. 
During that time I saw other anglers beach 
fish, none of them fresh. I compared notes with 
other avid steelheaders. Their experiences with 
the upper Lakeise steelhead mirrored mine. 
Convinced there were few, if any, bright steel- 
head in the upper Lakelse in the spring months, 
I began spending my time on rivers were I could 
find them. 
A few years ago Doug Webb erected a sign on 
the trail to Herman's Point welcoming anglers 
to the river, alerting them to the fact that the 
river is a prime spawning area for steelhead and 
urging fishers not to harass those fish. Doug's 
sign would have saved me a lot of Ixouble had it 
been up twenty years ago. 
Despite the sign, some fishers are still striking 
out for the upper Lakelse with the express pur- 
pose of hooking steelhead that have crossed the 
goal line and deserve to be left alone. Three 
weeks ago Webb and I watched from our canoe 
as two fishermen using heavily weighted flies 
and strike indicators, goaded ripe steeihead. 
I picked up my binoculars and watched when 
one of the men provoked a strike. Every word 
they uttered skittered across the cold water and 
reached us with remarkable clarity. "Oh, he's a 
big one. I'll need some helpr" yelled the 
provocateur. "He wouldn't take a stone fly 
nymph so I changed to an weighted egg pat- 
tern," he boasted. 
I checked my watch then watched. The man 
pulled. The fish pulled. It was over twenty 
minutes before he had the animal ashore and 
aloft for a snapshot. The fish was a big male, ' 
perhaps fourteen pounds, and as red as rhubarb. 
"How big do you think it is?" asked the pho- 
tographer. "Seventeen pounds easy," said the 
egg fisher. 
I 'm told this targeting of black fish on the 
Lakelse is a growing phenomenon. I hope it 
isn't because I know for a fact that the people 
who make the regulations for our fresh water 
fisheries believe that dragging dark steelhead 
around by the lip decreases their chance of sur- 
vival. I know too, that if the problem continues 
they will simply close the area to fishing until 
the steeihead have spawned. That would be a 
'shame for we trout hounds would lose April and 
May, the best months for cutthroat fishing on 
the upper Lakeise River . . . . .  
PROUD WlNNERSI Dan Fisher's Terrace rink took first place in 
the B Event at the Logger's Bonspiel on the Easter weekend. Ter- 
race's Keith Melansson and Kevin McDougall took top spots in the 
C and E events. Fourty-five teams took part in the final bonspiel of 
the season. Pictured from left to right; Andy Weissner, Ross 
Smith, Henry Rauter, Dan Fisher. 
Terrace tops three at Loggers 
If the result of the A Event final at the Log- 
gem Bonspiel had gone the other way, Gary 
Hablnger's rink could have pointed to the sec- 
ond end as the turning point. 
Having given up a single in the first, the 
Kithnat rink looked like it was going to grab a 
game breaking lead in the next. 
However, facing four Habinger counters 
with his first rock, Houston's Klans Kraft' 
pulled off a superb triple takeout o stave off 
potential disaster. 
And when Habinger missed with his ham- 
mer delivery, Kraft's quartet found itself 2-0 
up instead of trying to play catch up against 
one of the best hitting teams at the Terrace 
'spiel. 
But patience is the hallmark of Habinger's 
play and it has delivered numerous event itles 
over 33 consecutive years in the Loggers. It 
was to d ° So again ih.isti~e.. 
. After tying the score inthe third, the quartet 
of Rob Fraser at lead, second Tony Abriel, 
third Wolf DeSmet and Habinger finally took 
the lead with a deuce in the eighth. 
Kraft blanked the next to retain the hammer 
for the final end but this thne it was his turn to 
blow one by, allowing Habinger to steal two 
more for a 7-4 victory. 
Meanwhile one sheet over, Rick 
McDougall's Kenrano team needed an extra 
end to nail down the D Event title. 
After giving up a steal of two on the third to 
go 3-1 down, McDougali, lead John Rilkoff, 
second Don Timlick and third Malcohn Hill 
grabbed back-to-back singles to tie it after 
five. 
After Smithers opponent Phil Leroux 
blanked the next, McDougall pulled off anoth- 
er singleton steal in the seventh to lead 4-3, 
Leroux continued looking for the big end 
rink to an 8-3, six-end triumph in E Event 
over Greg Morgan of Kitwanga. 
And there was a Kitimat connection in that 
game, Tracy Hittel playing third for Morgan. 
A total of 45 teams took part in the four-day 
Easter weekend bonspiei. 
A Event 
Habinger (Kt) 002 010 020 2 - 7 
Kraft(H) 110 101 0000-  4 
B Event 
Fisher (T) 101 202 004 x - 10 
Kennedy (T) 020 010 200 x - 5 
C Event 
K. Melanson (T) 040 032 lxx x - 10 
Netzel (T) 101 200 0xx x - 4 
but the Kemano quartet weren't about to let it 
happen. After blanking both the next two, D Event 
Leroux was forced to settle for a single in the R. McDougall (Ke) 100 110 100 01 - 5 
tenth to force the extra,erldwhere~MeDougall Leroux (Sm) 012 000 000 10 - 4 
came through.w.i.thlthe, p0illt.ae~ded: for v i% ,,, ~ ~ve~t,~, ~,.,~r,,,., :~:,~ ,,,,= .. ..... ., 
tory. 
Among those cheering McDougall on was K. McDougall (T) 310 022 xxx x - 8 
his son Kevin who had just guided his Terrace Morgan (Kw) 003 000 xxx x - 3 
:% • :~.~, • ~ . . . .  ~ . :  . . . . .  
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Linnae Bee Joe Dominguez 
,College hoops 
Looking to 
their futures 
TWO CALEDONIA high 
school students were 
among only 60 in the pro- 
vince to receive a $500 
dollar scholarship in a 
presentation at a Grizzlies 
game at GM Place on 
April 7. 
Linnae Bee and Joseph 
Dominguez have each 
been awarded a scholar- 
ship through the BEST 
(Basketball Education 
Scholarship Team) pro- 
gram. 
The scholarships are 
funded through 
McDonald's Canada and 
the Vancouver Grizzlies, 
and there are only 60 
awarded each year; 30 for 
boys and 30 for girls. 
" I  was honoured to get 
one because so few are 
given out,"  says Bee. 
The scholarships are 
awarded to top basketball 
players who also do well 
academically and who are 
involved in their com- 
munity. 
She says it was very ex- 
citing to be part of  the 
half time show at the 
GrizzliesSuns game, and 
adds it was a good game 
even though Vancouver 
lost. 
Bee says she's looking 
seriously at going to 
Grand Prairie College in 
Alberta to pursue basket- 
ball. 
" I ' ve  heard they have 
an excellent coach and a 
very good program 
there," she says. 
She wants to study bio- 
chemistry and eventually 
go into medicine. 
Domingucz was also 
very excited to find out 
he'd won a scholarship. 
" I  was surprised be- 
cause only 30 boys get 
one," he says. " I t  was 
kinda cool." 
Grand Prairie college is 
among those he's  consid- 
ering. 
He says he's also wait- 
ing to hear from the Uni- 
versity of Lethbridge. 
Dominguez plans to 
study P.E. and math 
eventually hopes to be- 
come a teacher, 
Unfortunately he 
couldn't go  Vancouver 
because he was at a bas- 
ketball camp in Ed- 
monton, 
• ¸  i!!i!il i ¸¸  iiii:i • 
STAY 
OFF 
THOSE 
• ? 
Or this could happen 
to you. This truck 
was pouring cement 
for backstops at the 
new ball diamonds at 
Cassie Hall when it 
became mired in the 
mud. Steve Scott, the 
city's superintendent 
of parks and recrea- 
tion, is urging every- 
one to stay off the 
playing fields until 
further notice. He 
says the ground is 
very soft and the 
grass isn't growing. 
Using the fields now, 
he says, would only 
worsen the situation. 
Scott says it's going 
to take one full week 
tol dry, warm weather 
. see the situation 
improve. 
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Over hill and dale 
IT'S A race to the top. 
The top of Shames mountain that is. 
The Skeena Valley Snowmobile Asso- 
ciation is putting on a "hill-climb" on 
April 21 for anyone who's interested. 
Local snowmobiler Ron Niesner says 
each racer will try to beat he clock or get 
to the highest point they can on the 
mountain. 
There will be cash prizes for the three 
people who reach the highest point. 
The course will be set out on an area 
that's primarily moguls. 
There is an entry fee and you can sign 
up in various classes on the day of the 
competition. 
Or you can pre-register until Friday at 
Ken's Ma rine. 
Racing action starts at 11 a.m. 
There are already well over 30 people 
signed up. 
For more information you can contact 
Trevor Gibson at 635-2909 or Niesner at 
635-3123. 
Niesner also points out this'll be a 
money making opportunity for Shames as 
there will be concessions set up on the 
mountain. 
And, he says, this is an excellent spec- 
tator sport. 
Just bring along a lawnchair and suns- 
creen, 
It'll cost adults $5 to take in the fun. 
Children 12 and up are $2. 
For snowmobilers who are still taking 
advantage of early spring snow, Nieaner 
warns that his is dangerous time of year. 
"Spring thaws lead to a high avalanche 
risk," he says. 
"And there are still quite a few snow- 
mobilers out there." 
The BC Snowmobile Federation advises 
it's wise to always travel with a buddy 
and avoid going out at night. 
Avalanches have killed 11 snow- 
mobilers in BC and Alberta in the past 
two years. 
Spor t  Scope 
Northmen set provincial 
hopes 
THE RAINY weather earlier this month has dashed any 
hopes the Terrace Northmen rugby club had of getting 
some practice before the provincial championships on Sat- 
urday: 
The Northmen were scheduled to host Prince Rupert on 
Easter Friday and travel to Smithers this past Sunday. 
Both games were cancelled because of poor field condi- 
tions. The games will be made up during the season. 
Rugby club president David D. Hall says they'd at- 
tempted to jump start he season by scheduling acouple of 
early games. 
Twenty-two Northmen will be going to Richmond for 
the provincials on Saturday and Sunday. 
Fish protection debated 
MEMBERS OF the Terrace Sportfish Advisory Board are 
working towards protecting the fish in the upper Copper 
River. 
The board has made a motion for an angling closure 
from the Clore River upstream from December 31 to June 
15. 
Chair Greg Ross says there is a lot of steeihead angling 
in that area, but it is all catch and release. 
And he says officials in the Department ofFisheries and 
Oceans and the Environment Ministry are concerned that 
the same fish may getting caught over and over again. 
The motion was forwarded to the North Coast meeting. 
Local stays strong in US 
A LOCAL hockey player is continuing in his winning 
ways at university. 
Defenseman Jason Krug has wrapped up his second year 
as a member of the Maxdoto State Mavericks hockey team 
in Minnesota. 
He played 31 games and finished with nine goals and 17 
assists. That's up from six goals and 15 assists in his 
rookie year. 
Krug is the Mavericks assistant captain and earned 
honourable mention all-American honours on the NCAA 
division II sports information directors team. 
He tied for third among NCAA division II defensemen i
goals and power-play goals. And this past season Kmg 
also became the second defense,an in MSU history to 
score a hat trick. 
Local hoop- 
sters down 
Rupert 
THE CLARENCE Michiel 
grade 7 boys basketball 
team may very well be tops 
in the northwest. 
The boys beat the Prince 
Rupert champions, Aimun- 
ciation Elementary, in two 
straight games. 
The f'ust was a decisive 
victory for Clarence 
Michiel, 58-38, but the sec- 
ond game wasn't quite as 
easy. 
Annunciation fought back, 
losing by just two points, 
49-47. 
Coach Grant Hoikestad 
went with the boys on the 
road trip. 
One week 
and count- 
ing 
YOU HAVE exactly one 
week left to sign up for the 
Terrace men's soccer 
league. 
You can register until 4:30 
p.m. April 24, at the arena 
recreation office. 
The fee is $50 and all 
players are welcome. 
For more information, call 
Lorenzo at 635-7871. 
And tl~e lgth annual Milk 
goes at Caledonia in one 
weeks time. 
Donations can be sent to 
the school. All money raised 
goes to the BC Epilepsy 
Society and the BC Sport 
and Fitness Council for the 
Disabled. 
f BRITISIi COLUMBIA LUNG ASSOCIATION 
731-LUNG or 1-800-665-LUNG 
TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Is it a REAL Medica l  Emergency?  
Use Your Emergency Department Wisely 
Your hospital EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT is organized for sudden, serious 
health problems. The hospital has a fixed budget, however, and unnecessary 
use of the emergency department diverts resources from other areas of the 
hospital.The same service provided in the doctor's office is much cheaper 
than if provided in the Emergency Department. It should not be used as a 
substitute for visits to your doctor's office. 
Doctors' Office Versus Emergency Visit 
If you have an ongoing medical problem that has not suddenly affected your 
well being, you should arrange to see your doctor in the office. If you are 
seriously injured or are suddenly taken ill, the EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 
is where you belong. 
What If You Don't Have a Doctor? 
Plan to have a family doctor before an emergency occurs. Family doctors' 
office number in Terrace are listed in the Yellow Pages of your telephone 
directory under "Physicians & Surgeons." The EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 
staff cannot recommend the name of a doctor to choose. 
When It Really Is An Emergency 
When you have a real emergency, bring the patient to the EMERGENCY 
DEPARTMENT, promptly, using ambulance services if necessary. Emergency 
room nurses are also not allowed to give medical advice over the phone. 
EMERGENCY patients are assessed on arrival and those with serious 
and/or life threatening problems are seen first. The hospital does not have 
on site emergency physicians. In a real emergency "on-call" doctors are 
available. 
Appropriate Use of Your Emergency Department Ensures 
That Our Doctors and Nurses Can Treat You Promptly In A 
Real Emergency! 
If you are using hospital services PLEASE remember to 
bring your CARE CARD to prevent delays. 
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.ammlUa Champs! 
THE TERRACE bad- 
minton club has wrapped 
up play for the season 
wit~ an open tournament. 
Six Terrace players; Dave 
Munro, Norm Parry, 
Karen Resch, Mary- 
Louise Crespo, Henri 
Michaud and Nancy Con- 
don, took home first place 
trophies. 
Organizers say new faces 
are welcome when: play 
resumes in September. 
I 
The BC government 
gets top marks from 
financial experts. 
The Investment Dealers' Association of Canada reports ,,BC,s finances 
have steadily improved over the past four years... BC has maintained the 
highest credit ratings in the country." 
And the Dominion Bond Rating Service confirms BC's "debt levels remain 
the lowest in Canada." 
For more information, call toll-free: 1-888-306-7777 
SCOTTY 
WONDER 
For Casting 
or Troll ing 
nou.5.49 
,Win 
" GUN " 
CLEANING 
KIT 
,eu.18,98 
~ m  a m n . m m n i | m | m 
' *COUPON* 
• RETURN THIS COUPON 
' FOR 50,000 FREE 
, PRIZE DOLLARS 
I NAME: 
I ADDRESS:• 
' CITY: ................ P.C . . . . . .  
, LIMIT ONE PER DAY 
t, Expires 4 /22/96 
Nm m IN m N m m u m m m m $ 
Energize your 
f ishing 
,.,339.98 
,'v v v j ]  
DAlWA ' 
M-OHE 
MOOCHING 
REEL 
,,9w5988,i 
,4~ JIlL L i  
i Sales Terms: ~ ~ ~ Sale Hours: i 
CASH i ~L  . . . .  i MondaytoFrlday v,s, , .  ,:00 .m - ,:00 ,m ORTIICOAST A NG LF~.R LTD 
i MasterCard i ~-Y~J: i H • . Saturday & Sunday Interac 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When astat  hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the dead l ine  Is 
Thursday at 4 p•m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE B.C. VSG 5R2 
All classified and classified dis ;}lay ads must be prepaid 
by either cash VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard t insertion - $6.50 [+tax) $22.83 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.64 
Both Issues [consecutive) - $11.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL WEEKS - $5.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 25) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CON FIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.39 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGALADVERTISING 
$22.83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $11.90 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
10. REAL ESTATE 
CTION D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Mist 
70 For Sale Misc 
8(3 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
' 110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
i 70 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terraco Standard reminds advedisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid rot the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documonts to avoid ass. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
II is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisenrent as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by Ihe advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater man the amount pald for such advertising, 
Name Address  
Phone Start Date CI V ISA ELI MASTERCARD 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit  Card  No Expiry Date 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW-  ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
6 
11 
16 
6 .65  
7.40 
Cl ip  & Ma l l  Th is  Form To: 
Ter race  S tandard  
321 0 Clin ton St. 
12 
17 
8 
13 
4 5 
9 10 
18 
6 .95  
7 .70  
14 
19 
6 .80  7 .10  
STATNDARD Terrace,  B.C.  V8G 5R2 
7 .55  7 .85  
15 
20 - $6 .50  
7 .25  
~.O0 
For Ionoor ad, )lea=so use a separate 5hoot 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
Old Remo 
sunny, spacious 3600 sq. ft. ' 
I]oor area: 5 bedrooms, lull 
basement, wood floors, vaulted 
Jiving room, built.in vacuum 
23 acre farm 
big barn, garden, field, brest, 
$230,000 
Enquire: 635-3278 
2 ACRES FOR SALE at Jack 
Pine Flats. Quiet col de sac. 
Partially cleared. Mobile homes 
ok. Good water supply and 
septic. Salamon way. $34,900 
638-7865 
2 BEDROOM Home, family 
room, 2 car carport, woodshed, 
drilled well, landscaped on 1 
acre, just minutes from town. 
Call 85,000.00. Call 1-604-692- 
7665 Burns Lake. 
by Owner in Thornheights Phase III 
• 2200 Sq. Ft. Finished on 3 Levels 
• 1300 Sq. Ft. Partially Finished Basement 
• 4 Bedrooms, 3 Bathrooms 
,, 2 Car Garage • 3 1/2 years o d, no GST 
~ ~-Lots of Extras $198,000 --~-~ ,,,-,- 
3679 Walnut Drive, 635-7031 
Viewing by appo in tment  only. 
2 YEAR old house, three bed- 
rooms, natural gas, heat and 
water, on southside, double dri- 
veway, big yard. $138,500.00. 5 
year home warranty. Call 635- 
1190. 
3 BEDROOM house, full base- 
ment, hardwood floors, natural 
gas fireplaces, large family 
room. Fully fenced, landscaped 
on the bench. Asking 
$164,900.00. call 638-7862 for 
more into. 
6 BEDROOM house in ThorniU, 
approx. 200x100 lot, c/w, N/G 
heat & water, garage, paved 
driveway over 1400 sq. ft. per 
floor, large sundeck, shed, 
$158,000. Serious inquiries call 
635-6333. 
80 ACRES for sale in Kitselas 
area. Aprrox. 5000 m3 timber. 
Call 635-6910 anytime; leave 
message. 
COMMERCIAL-FOR LEASE 
OR SALE. PRIME LOCATION• 
Across from New Medical Cen- 
tre. Building - approx. 1300 sq. 
ft. plus loft and bsmt. 4 paved 
parking spots. Lot-68 x 91. Also 
available adjacent vacant lot-  
69  X 93,call Joyce - Remax 
638,1~,00 or Home - 635-2697. ~. 
FOR SALE 1'60 acres on the 
Tseax River in the Nass Valley. 
Asking $85,000.00. Call 604- 
992-8534. 
Operat ing  Mote l  in South  Haze l ton  
17 room motel,  compr is ing of 5 k i tchenette  units and 12 s leep ing units, with 
basic  care. In addit ion there is an RV park wh ich  has 20 serv iced sites, with 
some rented all year  round,  F inancia l  s ta tements  a re  on fi le. Vendor  is J 
willing to assist in financing. 
Asking price is $205,000 
3894 1st Avenue • Box 3729 • Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 • 847-3255 Fax 847-2818 
LTD.I 
Service 
Comes 
First 
#8 - 4644 Lazelle Ave. - Ph:. 635-2404 Fax 635-2161 
ltl/   I I  I . . . .  .... ..... . . . .  
~ ! : - '  " :~ : ::::::~:~: I 
OPEN DESIGN ATTRACTIVE SETTING HANDYMAN SPECIAL 
Vacant home in need of upgrading. Large 
subdividable Iolin the Horseshoe area. 
(ALL LYNDA $80,000 EXC. 
REDUCED! 
3 Bdrm 14x70 mobile home on a large 
fenced lot. Appliances included. 
$77,000 MLS 
Spacious home, exlensive r novalions, neu- 
tral decor situaled on 2/3 acre 
SI50,000 EXC. 
CALL I.YNDA 635-2404 
RESIDENTIAL ACREAGE 
Recently renovated house on I~o gores. Sun 
room, garage. 
Si 35,000 MLS 
Well maintained mobile on land in Copper 
Mountain subdivision. 
S64,500 EXC. 
CALL LYNDA 635-2404 
LOW MAINTENANCE 
2 bedroom updated mobile home in good 
¢ondilion. 
S25,9o0 MLS 
....... CAPE COD STYLE 
H°"  
SUPER STARTER 
xT0 3 bedroom mobile home on pod 
12x5] addilion, sun room. 
$42,000 MLS 
~ RON REDDEN Psgen 6384340 
Res: 638.1915 
i 
2 yr. old, over 2,000 sq. ft., 2 stor- 
ey, basement home on a 100x122 
ft. IoI. 5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, 
neutral decor. 
$259,900 EXC 
~ LYNDA BOYCE 
Pager: 638-3063 
Res: 638-1073 
EXECUTIVE LOG HOME 
Custom built log home, double carport Iolal- 
ly finished up & down. 
S209,000 EXC. 
~ DAVE REYNOLDS Office: 6352404 
Re-: 635-3126 
The management el Skeena Really Ltd. is 
proud to announce Ihat Dave Reynolds has 
joined the team. Dave has 8 1/2 years 
experience in real estate, and welcomes all 
his past clients, friends and associates to call 
him for their real estate needs. 
Dave may be contacted at: 
Office: 635-2404 Home: 635-3126 
~ Setvice Corn,~s first 
LTY LTD.r 
#8 - 4644 Lazel/e Ave. - Ph:• 635-2404 Fax 635-2161 
Joyce Findlay 
635-2697 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
NE WORK TOGETHER 
FOR YOU! 
Sheila Love 
635-3004 
$169,900 MLS 
PRIVATE on the outside and UNIQUE on the inside. 
1,700 sq. ft. - high ceilings, and sunken livingroom with fire- 
place. Kitchen and dining area are spacious with patio doors 
and floor to ceiling windows opening onto a private deck. 
$69,500 MLS 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY!  
A great little home grown business. P.J.'s Pizza & Sub Shop. 
Excellent lease. Good return. Call for details. 
$64,900 MLS 
Five acres in JACKPINE FLATS. Well has been drilled 
and driveway is in. Beautiful 10t backing onto Williams 
Creek. 
OF TERRACE 
"~ Call: SUZANNE for I ~'~;~IkJ 
I. I tod,-,y I 'I 
5205 Fossberry Read 
A place whore molher nalure is lhe major developer. Qualily posl and 
beam style home Iocaled on len acres nf privacy. Livingroom fealures 
vaulled ceilings, floor Io cei l ing(; in~ :nd a river rock fireplace. 
Kitchen is des gned tel :~ (i :~i~i~ ~it) -in m crowave wa oven, 
counler Io ran e, Ik~i:'lis~ii~i;' ~ i : :~nd o work ng sand w h 
reakfasl bar. Loft overl~:i;~ivingroom and has polio doors whkb b P g ::" :~:' ~: .... 
opens onlo o wolk-out~0x window. Full bosemenl is ready for 
development. Large shop wilb high ceilings, concrete floor and is wired. 
Listed at S299,000 EXC. 
4904 Mills Avenue 
A winner for Ihe beginner. This cole lwo bedroom bungalow is located 
on a quiel no-tbru slreel, targe 84 x 185 Iot is complelely fenced and 
offers several fruit lrees and eslablished garden area. 
Priced at S126,500 EXC. 
FOR SALE by owner: 3 bed- 
room, 1280 sq. ft. home. Prime 
Horseshoe location. Cul-de-sac. 
Recently renovated, kitchen, liv- 
ing room, bathroom, neutral col- 
ors. $125,000.00. View at 4929 
Olsen. 635-9365. 
FOR SALE by owner: two bed- 
room, two bathroom condo at 
woodgreen condos, 1033 sq. ft., 
loft bedroom sundeck, fireplace, 
dishwasher. Call 635-0849. Ask 
for Jeff. 
FOR SALE one year old house, 
4 bedroom, large family room, 2 
bathroom, 2 car garage, built in 
china cabinet, gas fireplace, 
oak kitchen cabinets, 5 ap- 
pliances included, located at 
3511 Gordon Drive. Call for 
more into 635-7497. 
NEAR CANIM Lake. 3 bdrm 
split-level. Electric heat, double 
pane windows, attached ga- 
rage, approx .8 acres, small 
barn, includes w/d, f/s, dish- 
washer and 2 woodstoves. 
$126,300.00. Call 397-2768. 
NEW HOUSE 1232 sq. ft. 3 
bdrm, full basement, 1100 sq. 
ft. covered deck. One acre lot, 
nice view. Quiet neighborhood, 
Two Mile, Hazelton. 842-5543. 
NEWLY BUILT HOME IN 
THORNHILL. If you are looking 
for a practical and affordable 
home that is spacious and has 
great features this is it! This 
1126 sq/ft home was recently 
built to city code on a large lot 
(95' x 160') in the Thornheights 
subdivision. It has 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms including a 3 piece 
ensuite and a large functional 
kitchen. The features include a 
Gas Fireplace, 16' Carport, 
basement, Skylight and much 
more. This is a must see, priced 
to sell at $165,000.00. 
Your We~come 
Wagon Hostesses 
for Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
• E la ine  635-3018 
Franc ine  635-2688 
Ne l ia  635 .1605 
Tan is  635 .6459 
G i l l i an  635 .3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, 
just give one of us 
j 
NORTH CENTRAL Timber 
Brokers. 305 acres, $25,000.00. 
We have acreages at Whistler, 
Fort St. John, Lillooet, Lyton, 
100 Mile House, Williams Lake, 
Quesnel & Houston. Some 
logged, some with timber 1- 
604-562-4918. 
PRIVATE SALE. Store frontage 
with one bedroom suite, C-1. 
Rent or sale in TELKWA, BC. 
846-5779, 846-9665, or 765- 
8583. 
FOR SALE package, in Queen 
Charlotte City. Newly renovated 
trailer, fully furnished, as is, on 
50x120 ft lot, shed filled with 
tools and firewood. 1991 Ford 
F-150 pick-up. Welded alumi- 
num 18 ft boat and trailer with 
cab, 115 horse power Ocean 
Pro, 27 hours on boat and en- 
gine, VHF, depth sounder. Will 
also sell separately. Price to sell 
at $100,000.00 abe. 559-8477. 
FULLY SERVICED residential 
building lot. 5218 Mountain 
Vista Drive. Terrace. Asking 
price $35,900 Call 1-604-563- 
8980 
IN HOUSTON: 3 bedroom, 2 
bathroom house located close 
to schools on cul-de-sac; .1150 
sq. ft.; one car garage; shed, 
backyard, privacy area; fridge, 
stove, dishwasher included. 
$115,000. Call: 1-604-845- 
7817. 
LAKE FRONTAGE, east 
Tchsinkut Lake Road. 4.25 acr- 
es, with 252' lake frontage. Hy- 
dro and phone. Call 1-604-695- 
6355 or call 1-604-490-8042. 
Burns Lake area. 
LAKELSE LAKE cleared lot, 
Beam Station Drive, Near Mail 
Box point. Offers. Phone 632- 
3366. 
RANCHES: QUESNEL, 300+ 
acres. 250 acres, $875,000.00. 
1800 acres, $1,160,000.00. 
2500 acres, $2,000,000.00, 
2700 acres, $2,300,000.00. For 
more information phone 1-604- 
562-4918. 
TIRED OF paying rent? Why 
not own your own home for only 
$69,000! This 10 x 58 trailer 
has 2 bdm, natural gas furnace, 
4 appliances addition with new 
roof. Beautiful shop that also 
has a new roof. Private fenced 
back yard with a green house. 
Have a drive by 3973 Simpson 
Cres. and call Sharon to view 
635-2224. 
1972 LEADER 68 x 12. Mobile 
home in nice park close to 
schools and town. Great shape 
inside and out, four appliances, 
natural gas heat, 3 bedrooms, 
storage room and large shed in 
backyard. Serious enquiries 
only. $27,500.00 Ph. 635.0788 
or 635-9341. 
MOBILE HOME 12 x 60, 2 bed- 
room, renovated. In Terrace 
trailer court $29,900.00. Call 
635-1838. 
638-1400 I ~!/~]  
c~,  SUUNNE tar I ~ 1  
re l iab le  serv ice  today[ [  j~ :> i :~ 
3577 ALDER AVENUE 
Greal family homo Iocoled in a good neighbourbood. Spacious layout 
with an onlerleinmenl size livingroorn fealuring a naluralgas firep ace. 
Patio doors off the dining room open onlo o newer sundeck wh (h over 
looks fenced backyard. Full basement offers e fourth bedroom, rec 
room, slorage and a ~o piece balk 
New on the market at $145,000 EXC. 
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1981 14 X 70 4 Appliances, 
asphalt roof 25,500.00 deliv. 
ered. 1983 14 X 70, new car. 
pet/linD. 2x6 walls 28,500.00. 
Others for spring or summer de- 
livery. Phone Jerry/Joanne, 1- 
800-809-8041. Alberta. 
1986 14 x 66 excellent condi- 
lion $30.900. 1979, 14 x 70, 3 
bdrm. $23,900. Free delivery. 
Call anytime 306-694-5455. 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom trailer, 
2 : additions, fireplace, new 
carpet, fenced 76 X 200 lot, 
natural gas heat, wired shop. 
$89,900.00 obo. 638-1587. 
1 BDRM appartment on site 
. . . . . . . .  management. No pets. Ref. 
required. 638-7725 
2 BEDROOM apartment, quiel 
and clean. Walking distance to 
town, no pets please, security 
entrance, laundry available, non 
smoker. $575.00 per month. 
Call after 5 pro, 635-5653. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
available in Terrace. May 1/96. 
Non smoker, no pets. Referenc- 
es required, 4 appliances. 
$675.00 per month includes hy- 
dro and gas. Damage deposit. 
Phone 632-2390. 
I l r,~ 1 ~ ",: P ++:++' + 
I 
Summit Square 
Appartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
*No Pets- 
Call: 635-5968 
KULDO 
COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT 
APTS 
632-4899 
KITIMAT, B.C. 
+++++++++m++ " ~ • !~ ~,~: ~ ~ . 
: ~ ,:i::i: ':: ! ~:~ 
SPECIALIST PHYSICIAN 
AND LAWYER 
WITH TWO CHILDREN 
relocating to Terrace late June 
1 996 wish to rent large new or 
near new executive home. 
Excellent local references. 
1 year lease preferred. 
Call 1-604-669-3586 
or fax 1-604-228-8456. 
3 BEDROOM newer home in 
town. Has separate bachelor 
suite with quiet tennant using 
1/2 basement. All appliances 
and some utilities included, 
$850. Available June 638-8345. 
3 BEDROOM top floor of house 
for rent, Available June lst/96. 
$800. per monlh on bench. Ap- 
ply to file//3 c/o Terrace Stan- 
dard. 3210 Clinton, Terrace BC. 
5 BD. house for rent on bench. 
Available June 1/96. Apply to 
file #3, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton, Terrace BC. 
AVAILABLE MAY 1/96. 2 bed- 
room duplex, centrally located. 
$550.00 per month. References 
required. Please call 635-4133. 
BRAND NEW 3 bedroom con- 
do, walking distance from 
downtown Terrace for rent. No 
pets, available April 15/96, 
$850/month. Call 632-5918 
leave messaqe. 
FOR RENT 3 bedr. duplex in 
Thornhill. Available April 1/96. 
Phone 849-8477, after 15th 
Phone 635-9422. 
FOR RENT or lease 1000-6000 
sq. ft. prime office or retail 
space. Reasonable and 
negotiable rent, on main street, 
(Lakelse Ave.), main floor - 
prime location -suitable for 
retail and office. Ph. 638-0555. 
FOR RENT. 2 Bedroom home 
in town. No smokers, no pets. 
References required. Available 
May 1. Call 635-3042. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom suite. 
Includes separate enlrance & 
parking, gas fireplace, washer & 
dryer. No pets. Non smoker. 
Asking $750.00/month. Call 
638-8093 after 5:00 pm. 
FOR RENT: two bedroom 
basement suite. Gas fireplace, f 
/s, w/d. Available June 15/96. 
No smokers, no pets, quiet 
tenants a must. Reply to Box 4 
c/o Terrace Standard 3210 Clin- 
ton Street, Terrace 8C V8G 
5R2. 
OFFICE SPACE available im- 
mediately. Commercial or prov- 
en non profit group. St Mat- 
thews centre. 4506 Lakelse 
Ave. 566 ft. Shared lunch area. 
635-9019. 
ONE BEDROOM suite for rent. 
Very spacious, no pets, non 
smoker. Available May, 1/96. 
Call 635-1165. 
ONE LARGE one bedroom 
apartment in a fourplex. One 
block from town. Quiet non- 
smoking tennant. Includes 
washer, dryer, fridge and stove. 
$525.00 per month. Call 635- 
3401 or 635-2952, 
SHARED 
ACCOMMODATIONS $275.00 
per month plus hydro. Call 635- 
9333 during the day (regular 
workinfl hours), 
THREE BEDROOM house, Ga- 
rage, deck, fenced backyard. 
Natural gas heat, non smokers, 
no pets, Two references re- 
quired. $975.00 per month. Call 
638-0797. 
THREE BEDROOM Townhome 
in beautiful Granisle for $320. 
Moving bonus considered. Cal 
collect 1-604-431-0223. Care- 
takers also wanted. 
OFFICEANAREHOUSE 
1,728 Sq.ft. 
Storefront, offices, warehouse 
c/w OH door, NG heat 
Keith & Kenney Street 
PROGRESSIVE VENTURES 
635-7459 
CAMPING SPOT near town 
wanted by mature student. For 
details phone Deen at 638. 
1228. 
LAKEFRONT CABIN or home 
(with dock) for family vacation 
for monlh of July. Please call us 
at 692-7924. 
HEATED WIRED shop for rent. 
Ideal for working on cars. 600 
sq. ft. $150/month. Call Darcy, 
638-1136. 
ROOM for rent. $350.00/month. 
Will share kitchen. Call 635. 
4760. 
ONE BEDROOM, GROUND 1982, 300 C.I.D. engine and 
level suite. No smoking, no cast iron Borg Warner four 
pets. Working person. Call 635- speed for sale. First reasonable 
4270. Available ImmediateIv. offer takes the pair. Call 635- 
2202. 
MOVING SALE. Everything 
must qo. Call 635-5572. 
PINE TABLE with 6 chairs 
$175.00. Cockatil cage and bird 
qvm $75.00.635-6609 
PRE-CAST cement septic 
tanks; two compartments; 
two clean out holes. JOHN- 
SON CONTRACTING: 1-604- 
845-2292. 
QUEEN SIZE bedroom set 
$350.00, small deep freeze 
$125.00, single bed with dress- 
er $75.00. Electrolux vacuum 
$150,00, Call 635-6210. 
SOLID WOOD FLOORING. 
3/4" x 2-1/2' T&G, BIRCH or 
r--'BlJY OR SELL 6 PIECE ruslic living room su- | 
ile. Call 638-1256. I Tupperware 
BUSHNELL 565 Telescope c/w 
Iripod, barlow lenses. 3 differenl I KAREN MA'I-FEIS 
lenses complete package I 635-78'10 Pac i f i c  
$20o.00 obo. Call 635-4611 
days, I 
BUY FARMER DIRECT & . , , , , , ~ m ~  
SAVE! BEEF by the side 
i ¢..,,, +.,.+++,.,,,, i $1.8911b. PORK by the side $1.69/Ib. LAMB by the side 
$2.59/Ib. Cut & wrapped. Free 
Gold Gallery 
lievable LOW PRICES - 
STARTING AT $4.85/sqft. We 
guaranty quality of products and 
workman ship. All products are 
also available for the 'do it your 
seller'.- Offer good until April 
30th - Please asked for a de- 
tailed price quclation, call for 
more info or visit our showroom 
on Hwy. 35, 19 km south of 
Burns Lake. FRANCOIS LAKE 
WOODWORKING LTD. Phone: 
695-6405 or Fax: 695-6550. 
delivery available, Hamblin 
Houston; Custom orders and 
meat processing welcome. 845- 
2090 or 1-800.665-6992. 
PINE, compl, installed and fin- CANOES FOR sale. Made of 
ished using only environmental- Western Red Cedar, durable 
ly friendly components., Unbe- fibreglass, epoxy resin, trimmed 
FRESH SEAFOOD 
HALIBUT • SHRIMP 
SOLE • COD 
CH~ SO~ SEAFOOD 
Tel/Fax 638-1050 
out with real oak. Selling at very 
reasonable price. Do-it yourself 
kits are available in many 
different styles. Ph. 6384701. 
FOR SALE Ryobi BT3000 10 
inch table saw. Mobile base. 
Best offer. Porter cable, profile 
sander. New $200.00. Call 638- 
6960, 
GUITARS AND amps for sale. 
Trades welcome. Now dealing 
in Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. 
632-4102. Call today, Fax 639- 
9879. 
& 
Hock Shop 
NOW OPEN 
Buying & Hocking 
Gold, Silver, Jewellery, 
Coins, Stereo Equip. 
Tools & Antiques , etc. 
Custom Jewellery 
& Repairs. Done on 
Premises. 
635-1231 
4556 Lazelle 
Creative Computer Services 
SALE - SALE- SALE 
Pentium 166 w/256K Pipeline Burst Cache 
8MB EDO Ram (18MB add $198) 
1.2 GB hard drive 
2 MB PCI Graphic Card w/software MPEG 
4X EIDE CD-ROM Drive 
Soundblaster 16 sound card 
Juster AT-75 speakers (80w) 
Internal 28.8 Fax/Modem 
TEAC floppy 
13" Minitower w/200 watt power supply 
Compucon keyboard & mouse 
Windows 95 
Compucon 15" monitor 
C.S.A, approved 
2 years service & support (Pentium 75 same 
as above only $2,595) 
CALL 
639-9643 
FAX 
632-4704 
FROM THE GROUND UP 
HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
For ilILA.M! a)ld SAI,Xa3r Remember.., ] 
J - PRO-VAC 
"Profe&sional Vacuum ,%':'r'vices" 
,Vpecidisls inCleantng All f/eating, 
Ventilation and Cooling Syaema 
* (',ldlllnc'),~ * Furnac~ *~ Clea~g 
' Fireplacc.s * Boilers" t3ean-OuLs 
' Dr~er YeRLS * h~c h'L~;ul~liOa Removal : 
• (~)ulruL~JOn ~1~1 Ups * Pa ih t~:  :! :" : 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! 
" ~,  -~,  , . . . . . .  z =, ~- , .~ '~,  • ' Complete  t , ,~.+a .++ , f: ~.~%F~ .. , ~ .~'~,,.;(~'~+~.~.:~JA~,~;.~Z~--~--~,~,, a ~,;~ c, .~-~.  I nsurance  
~ '~ 'e ' ,~ . .~k .  ; . '~ . .~  ~ ~ ; , < ~ : . ~  ~ % - ~  ~ Coverage  ,.-1::~-- .~ ~ t ..'~ , " ',xrr~,s .3~1~ .-" ~-2: :r + .~\-~._~.= . . . . . . . . .  _ , ,  , . .;.. . , 
'~,~i~--_ +' ~ ¢ ~ - ~ : ~ ,  ! , ~ r + ~ " ~  * '~ ...... ~ ~,.+~+ ., +e~:~.~ :', :-~,.\+ I ~ in home decorating" • Home & Tenant  
m 635-5232 
: , +,,o,,,++ 
~~~~N~,¢N ~:~ I +', I 635. -  7466 L(,cated in "the Co-op  Mall 
++ )" ) l  '~ ":'='="-" , _. ~. o ~ I  
- " ~ ~  . . . .  "~ ~-'~-+(-+ RESIDENTL4L&COMMERCIAL / .~, ,  L~g 
A:t,~ml rHe~14 
I BEDRM 
STER 4 x H WIDTH 
~J  BEDROOM . _ ', I / B3'.6" (PLUS 1'.6" HUTCH) 
. . . . . .  r - - L  o+'"  
43'.3" 
; ] lOP FLOOfi 
I :; . . . . .  ~ " ;!~, 960Sq F, THE RAMADA 
~.. " ,  ~. 178G Sq FI 
UEDRM r ~ ' '~' I TOTAL FINI6HED AREA 
I":" , - - I:)~ !!,)l / 
I k~ ..... .Ip.&. ~ °d o'o"~ 
TRIPLE=RAGE / ; l#~'--1, s ~  ..... 
I . . . . .  L~,Lm I~ ~N-  " 
• ' L . . . .  ha, . - ,  I . +o T- " ~ VALJt'IEO 
P ioneer  Upho ls tery  
(since 1973) 
3901 Dobbie Street, Terrace, B.C. 
(One block in front of Copper Mountain School) 
Claudette Sandecki 635"9434 
F::::~ CZ F=I [E~ ~ f=::~ 
THE PLUMBING • HEATIt~G. REFRIGERATION PROFESSIONALS 
635-4770. 635.7158 
FAX 635-6156 
5239 Keith, 
Terrace 
1-800-566-7158 
LENNOX 
Your Independent 
lENNOX Dealer 
/'kitchen cabinets "~ ] TERRACE HELPING 
& counter tops HANDS HOME CARE,J~ 
European style cabinets Beautiful Continuous J~ I 
beautifully Installed. C o n ~  
Manufactured by Van Way Cal0inels, 
Prince Gearge, 11 years O[ service, 11  ~ F R t [  [SIMAT$ 
12 northern outlets 
To see our full line of dear styles, colours, I 
and accessories in Terrace and Kitimat call 
6teat lot flower be~s. pol6wey~, 
Ran or Donna: d#vewap and espedol~ f~ tmcrefe 
Oikos  Bu i lders  /o.+ ~9~,g 
.Ph. 635-5309 • Fx. 635-538 638-8677 
House Plans Ava i lab le  Through WEBB REFRIGERATION LTD, 
Te ace Specializing in major 
 otl;¢=d;et. appliance repairs and warranty service 
for most makes and 
models. 
4637 Lazelle Avenue 
i 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
6 3 5 - 6 2 7 3  
BFRIGIDAIRE For all your decorating needs 
• Carpet.. ,~,_ ,-m.~_.=~ * Lighting Fixtures 
• Linoleum ~J.~J. ~ ~  • Hardwood 
• Ceramic Tiles ~ ~ ~  ° Window 
• Area Rugs ~ " f~_ . .~  Coverings 
YOUR D-ECOR " 
j r  Panason ic  
___  MAYFAG 
, t s ' zvzZ ' JEN N 'A I  R 
'The Appliance Experts" 
T0tem's Countrywide Furniture & Appliances 
4501 LokelseAve. 638"1158 1-800-813-1158 
ETIM-BR-MART] 
MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD. 
(,)ill//I/I/ ~ (.,)llll[ll!~ 
Whatever your plans may be... 
SEE US FIRST! 
We have the doors and 
windows to do the job right. 
Terrace 638-1166 
"SERVING NORTHWESTERN CANADA" 
t ~  NORTHERN ASSOCIATE 
" 40 LOCATIONS 
4423 Railway Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L9 
Ph: (604) 635-2801 
Fax: (604) 635-3612 _ 
\ f  
KITCHENS 
[E LI.ilfl"SIGItATU RE*0~HA( O~I]IIIBS 
Wll Atoll 11"1111 ~ ~OF YOUR i lOMI I  
/ -  
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• %'.. ,)L" ' .I~/.~. °~ql~[ 
~,,, ;~ ". ~ i  • ~t~ ,
TWO RIDING pants size 12 one 
white, one gray, brand new• 
Call 632-6638 after 5:30pm. 
WOOD CONSTRUCTED utilily 
sheds and green houses con- 
tact Dirk Bakker at 638-1768 
evenings. 
1994 DODGE 1500-SLT-Larmie 
3.8-auto-PW-PL-tilt-cruise- 
black. Running boards, box 
cars-tailgate prolector, rubber 
box mat. Asking 18,995.00 or 
with canopy 19,850.00 obo. 
Phone 635-9393 after 5 pm or 
weekends. 
...... . a.~ ~. . . . . . . . .  ,,. 
'96 AC!2ORDS 
. . . . .  Leaders ,,p Leas ,ng .  ...... 
" "~20. ' i 
RECREATION 
' . .  . . , . 
• VEHICLES, .i 
.'\C~.Ol(.i I:}i i l i , 'dldc-.Rt!,.ql l Jt l~. [rdn51111SSl,1 
L:'LH-C ,.,q'::, 'i..;,",t 'l:i'.,I -:,.'I'CO ~.,|5:',CllC. L]:(. -tr 
,lil v~'llti/,h~P.]H~'. IY,",~,L'I ' -[L'L'IIII~/tVIIldO\~, 
i)r,fl<c> iI" v,tivc itic! InlCClcd cngtnc ,  dtLu 
Jnb,Lqs ,51'~5 ~ and :m,rc 
( -R  SEDAN 
t i l L '> ,  plCIllILUII S(.RIII(I S\'>lClll \~, 1 "~-5[)¢;.11(C1":, 
antl-thclt Icalurc, t)o\~cr SUIII',)Ol dlld I110]'C. 
6.8% Faclorv Financir~g" and Zero Down Paymeru Plans also available. 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE 0eal~ #9662 638-8171 
BUILT WITHOUT COMPROMISE. 
Blanket 
Yellowhead 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Interior News 
k;Flgglrg~lWII7[~l:'I';l~F1F17e • n,3t:1[~['iu,';11?l ~l~Fl~r/r~l ~ 4I ,mrg i l l~ l~ l l l T~-~ i lH |~P l r '~[ :Ta /Tr~L l iP  i :'J~M I I I  3 
~- '~L l~} l '~ . lqd |n lHn i  ~ll;T][ : ql,~q=ll~0i~.l~ff~,l,3r~ipJl,#fj ,]l,[,rr.u,~,.n[.hl|,li Hqt'tqH llITlff31Tll.lll' ,I I i~T~r~'l, ibl It;~E:l[i]filk~111~ ]llllh.l,l, =~h~l~lfiff,1~hn* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
='=' II H I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l|"" ,~]E' u I ,I ~ I f~F(TFI I ~TEIITI]ffF~I F4qLT:I ~iI] .~[Ti~ 
• Prince George Free 
Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes District 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kitimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven comrnunilies 
~or [our weeks. 
S 95 
Call Classifieds at 
638-7283 
--LL 
PLEASE1 WE have a specific 
request for a ranch able to han- 
dle 2000 head. If interested call 
us. David Pearson, Realtor, 1- 
604-562-4918. 
WANTED ANY amount, (small 
or large) scrap metal, will pick 
up. Call 847-4083. 
WANTED: BUILDING lot Ter- 
race area. Prefer south side, 
but will look at everything in- 
cluding acreage close to town. 
Call 638-0227. 
li'Business & Ser  
'u er"0c.o o, Ca,. as 
r - ~ [ . ~ ~  • Chemicals&Frag rances '" V I C / r O R  P I  HA W E $  
. . . . .  U B i l l i e rd  " F,ter Cleon;ng So ;ce, ,ass 
I ~££; (~,1[ i . ( [ i i . t | !1 ; "  " t  , '  rds ,  FREEWolerTeshng" OPTOMETRIST 
1980 DODGE Mirada 318 auto, 
air, leather, new rubber, alloy 
wheels. Spotless car. $2500 
obo. 846-5151.1984 aids Cut- 
Supreme V6 auto 
$2000.00 obo.846-5151. 
1986 SUBARU 4x4 wagon, 
158,000 km. $2,500.00 obo. 
638-8055 Ca,, 635-2256. 
WANTED: LOGS on the stump. 
We act as your salesperson so 
you get maximum price. Robert 
Kuharski, 1-604-562-4918. 
i 
Wanted I any amount (largeor small) 
Scrap Metal 
will pick up from anywhere in 
Northwestern B.C. 
Ph: 847-4083 (Smithers I 
1979 DIPLOMAT 24'C motor- 
home. Low mileage. Sleeps 4, 
winter package, fridge, stove, 4 
pc bath. Excellent condition. 
Call 847-9323. 
1984 SUZUKI Quadrunner. 
Electric start 2 WD A.T.V. New 
brakes, near new battery, excel- 
lent tires. Looks good, runs 
great, clean, strong and reli, 
able. $2400. obo. Call 847- 
9677. 
1988 11 1/2 ft. BigFoot Camper, 
3 way fridge, queen bed, show' 
er, excellent condition, owned 
by non-smokers, asking 
$9500.00. Call 638:0072. 
1989 5TH wheel. 21 1/2 foot, 
a/c. Very clean. $11,000. 1976 
Ford motor home, good condi- 
tion, $6500. Call 635-2190. 
1989 FLEE'rWOOD Jamboree 
Searcher; 23 ft. on Chev Chas- 
sis; Full time bed in the back; 
roof & dash air; newly installed 
awning; Super clean; must be 
seen; $24,000. Call 847-5888 
or 647-9003. 
1993 5TH wheel 24.5 ft. Rus- 
tler. New condition. Stored in- 
side. Low mileage. $17,000.00 
o.b.o. 842-5142. 
1993 DUTCHMAN 35' Trailer. 
1000 miles. Never licensed. In 
storage. Bumper pull. As new 
with awning. &19,500.00. 847- 
9606 eveninqs. 
1994 COLEMAN tent trailer, 
sleeps 6, propane stove, heat- 
er, sink, 12 volt battery pack, 
like new, $6800.00 abe. Call 
638-1653. 
1995 24 ft. Wilderness travel 
trailer. Rear bedroom model. 
Fully loaded, 6 yr extended war- 
rarity. No G.S.T., bargain at 
$19,000. Phone 847-2898. 
26' CLASS "C" Glendale, 
sleeps 6, 460 V8, 116,000 
krns., full bath c/w tub/shower, 
Large kitchen and Living Room 
windows, Large Fridge, Side 
Awning. $19,000 firm. Phone 
692-3026 after 5 pro. 
FOR SALE 9 1/2 ft. Vanguard 
camper. 3 way fridge, stove, 
oven, furnace, bathroom, jacks, 
tie downs, very good condition. 
$2,400.00 abe. Call 638-7745• 
THREE YEAR old GMC van. 
Completely carnperized, 4 way 
fridge and furnace, sleeps 4, 
low milage, must be seen to be 
appreciated. $19,500.00 abe. 
635-1232. 
1994 ARCTIC Cat 580 Ext 
M.C.E.F.I. only 900 miles, 2 
inch track, reverse, mountain 
bar, cargo rack, cover, asking 
$5000.00. Call 636-2546 Ste- 
wart. 
150: BOATSAND!  
MARINE ~ 
P I 
Services 
Groceries 
Prescriptions 
Appliances 
Restauran| & 
Refreshment 
Agents for: 
UPS 
Bonded Ca,fief 
Cargo Vane 
Cube Van- 1 Ton 
Hot Shot Sewice 
638-8530 d 
Anytime .~_~ 
Anything 
Anywhere 
+ A,,PORT SERV,CE .e 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Srnithers and Houston 
Y - "Serving the Pacific Northwest for over 30 yrs" 
, / P ro fess iona l  Dr iv ing  Instructors 
, /G i r l  Cert i f icates Ava i lab le  
¢" Vehicles Ava i lab le  For Road Tests 
, /M/ in ter  Dr iv ing  Instruction Ava i lab le  
For Appointment Call: 
Terrace 635-7532 or 1-800-665-7998 
_•SKEENA ~~ LYNDA BOYCE Res: (604) 638-1073 
REALTY LTD. Pager: (604)638-3063 
SKEENA REALTY LTD. " " - - - - - - - -~ i i i ! i~!  i :i 
8- 4644 Lazelle Avenue i i ~ i i i i i  
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $6 
Ph: (604)635-2404 ~ W  
Fax: (604) 635-2161 
WHY LYNDA? 
Lynda lislens and pays allenlion Io deloi[. 
MISTE] 
SERVICES 
Complete Janitorial Services 
At Affordable Prices 
LICENSED' BONDED* INSURED 
General ff0use Cleaning Window 
Landscape Maintenance Service 
Satisfaction Guaranteed Weekly, 
WE DO MOVE-INS AND MOVE-OI 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY! 
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard  
Bus iness  Director ies 
s20°° per week'* 
*Based on 2.5 readers per issue 
e)TANDARD 
3210 Clinton St, Terrace 638-7283 Fax: 638-8432 
Terrace Standard  and 
Weekend Adver t i ser  
'30oo 
per week** 
*Based on13 week contract 
Contact Mike Harem, 
Aaron Patton or your 
Standard Sales Rep. 
1988 IROC Black in colour, 305 
Corvette motor, loaded T-Roof, 
new paint, new cassette pull-out 
deck. One owner asking 
$12,000.00 obo. Call 849-8427- 
Kitwanqa. 
1992 BERETTA GTZ, loaded 
with options, car is like new, 
60,000 kin, never driven in the 
winter, $13,000. abe. Call 849- 
5489. 
1992 MAZDA protege, 4 door 
automatic, cruise control, sun- 
roof, tilt steering, low miles, 
$12,500. 635-1190. 
1995 IMPALA SS loaded. Seri- 
ous enquiries only. Phone 632- 
5439 after 4 pm. 
FOR SALE 1986 Dodge Cara- 
van, 4 cylinder, 9 passenger, 
fully loaded, air condition, 
$89,000 kin, price: $6900.00. 
Excellent condition. Call 635- 
5430 or 635-4600. 
FOR SALE: 1988 Ford Thun- 
derbird Turbo Coupe, 4 cylin- 
der, fully loaded, comes with 4 
extra new summer tires. 
$8,000.00 abe. 638-1587. 
1989 F250 4x4. Excellent con- 
dition. Stored last 2 1/2 years. 
$11.000.00 obo. Phone 1-604- 
962-5450. 
1990 FORD F-250 4x4, 64,000 
kin, air, cruise, tilt. V8, 5 spd. 
$10.500.00 abe. Call 635-5555. 
1990 FORD Ranger, 2 wheel 
drive, never winter driven sun- 
roof, sleeper, ground effects. 
trim lined, only 65,929 original 
kms, very good condition, 
$6000.00 firm. For appointment 
to view phone 842-6260 after 5 
p.m. 
1991 TOYOTA 4x4 short box, 
low miles, 5700 km, CD player, 
roll bar. brush guard, box liner, 
asking $13,000 obo. Call 849- 
5489. 
1992 DODGE 4x4 3/4 ton 
automatic, diesel clubcab. LE, 
loaded, low kms. deluxe cane. 
py, will sell With or without 
16 FOOT Aluminum boat w/50 
hp Merc/Jet $3500. obo. Call 
636-8188. 
18' SILVERLINE Bow Rider, 80 
hp., fully rigged. Full canvas 
top, c/w trailer. 1988 Black Iroc 
(Z-28) T-Top. Snug top canopy, 
fully lined for short box Chevy. 
1-604-692-3035. 
19.5 FT. Double Eagle 130 hp 
Yamaha outboard. Less than 50 
hrs, trim tabs, VHF, marine toi- 
let, trailer, many extras, 
$10.000. Call 638-8006. 
1985 17 foot fiber glass, 140 
inboard/out board Merc cruiser, 
UHF, am/fm, fish finder, easy 
load trailer, full convertible top, 
mooring cover, one owner, like 
new, $8000•00 632-2522. 
1991 15.5 ft. Starcraff Bowrider. 
90 hp. Yamaha oil injection, 
sleeper seats, full top, galvan- 
ized trailer, kicker bracket, ec 
$9700. Call 635-9121. 
1993 CANAVENTURE 1750 
Bowrider. 3.0 LX Mercruiser n- 
board. Regularly maintained. 2 
tops, stereo, ice chest. Excel- 
toni condition, must sell. 
$14.000 obo. 635-0601 days 
638-1421 eveninns. 
22 FT. Reinell Sedan Cruiser. 
New fresh water cooled 5 liter 
(305) Mercruiser with Alpha 1 
leg installed 'n July 1993. Ap- 
proximately 200 hours. Marine 
Radio, Hummingbird 600 
Sounder, New Aluminum Fuel 
Tanks. Full Aluminum Swim 
Grid. Comes with galvanized 
Tandem Roadrunner Trailer. 
Asking $14,500.00 (owner mov- 
ing up). Phone Kitimat, 632- 
5345-evenincls. 
27' ALUMINUM boat. Flat - bot- 
tom. Volvo - Diesel, 280 drive. 
120 gallon fuel-tanks. Canvas - 
top. Cruises 25 mph,, great for 
salt - water fishing. Call 638- 
1852. 
Western plow. Excellent condi- 
tion, $28,500.00 Call 635-1238. 
FOR SALE: Bayliner ocean 
boat; 2950 wide beam (11'5"); 
command bridge; repowered 
with (gas) twin 250's; very low 
hours. New carpet and canvas 
and extra aluminum tankage. 
Hot water shower; Espar diesel 
heat; electronics; loaded. Value 
over $58,000, asking $42,900. 
Phone: 635-5688. 
1994 FORD F150; 4x4; shod 
box; 48,000 km; air/cruise/tilt. 
50% rubber; 302-5 speed; lots 
of extras; excellent condition; 
$19,500. Call 1-604-845-3268. 
FOR SALE or trade for 4x4 pick 
up: "993 Jeep Cherokee Lare- 
do, air, till cruise, privacy glass, 
$22,900 abe. Call 638-0227, 
fully cushioned, traveling tarp, 
overhead canopy's front and 
back, depth sounder, stereo, 
heater, down riggers, 12 hp 
Honda outboard (charger, elec- 
tric start)/spare imprllor (re- 
buill), spare radar (new), H.D. 
Tandem Axle Trailer (new 
brakes, cylinders & lines). 
$24,000 firm; Ph. 636-2546 Lar- 
ry Rowe. 
1979 W/WESTERN Star sell 
load log truck W/81 Prentice 
loader. Povelson Band saw mill. 
1979 Patrick forklift. 847-8819. 
1987 AND 1990 Linkbelt 2800 
carriers with KP40 processors. 
1987 Linkbelt has high cab log 
loader. Equipment is in very 
good condition. Call Randy 
(604) 476-1177. 
69 MASSEY Ferguson Tractor; 
Front end bucket]rear blade/3 pt 
hilch/4ft, rototiller/chains. Good 
condition. $6000. 692-7324 
Burns Lake. 
COMMERCIAL METAL band- 
saw and 30T metal press. 3T 
engine hoist. All new. Retail 
price $7800.00 (3). Make an off- 
er. 604-695-6302. 
WANTED OLDER, self-loading 
logging truck and/or an older 
excavator. Call 847-4083. 
PLAN TO attend horse & tack 
sale at Vanderhoof Auction 
Market, Sat. April 271h at 1:00 
I~m, consignments welcome. 
For more into call Henry or 
Joyce at the Vanderhoof Auc- 
tion Market 604-567-4333, 
more information call 
Northwestern Llama Ranch. 
Phone/Fax 604-638-0662 
time. Excellent 4H prospect. 
FOR SALE; 26 ft Marathon Spin, weave or knit beautiful 
welded alumlnur~ river boat, fibre Into fashionable garments, 
460 - redline 340 hp, 21 hrs on 
Exciting investment opportunity. 
new motor, Berkley jet drive, invest in Llamas today. For 
2ND CUT alfalfa, round and 
square bales, 22% protein, no 
rain, barn stored. 567-3004. 
3 SHETLAND Welsh cross po- 
nies. Excellent with kids, ridden 
English and Western. No vices. 
$650. - $1200. Black 15.1 hh 
mare ridden English and West- 
ern $2500. firm. Call 847-5101. 
AKITAS EMUS LLAMAS AKI- 
TA pups unregistered, shots. 
EMU chicks, yearlings, two year 
aids. Two gelded Llamas 694- 
3789. Let it rinclH 
AQHA STALLION Nega Jet 
Bar, solid black, 16 hh, good 
withers, good feet, producing 
top quality foals. For booking, 
contact Jerry Cummings 847- 
3311. 
B.C. AUCTIONS. Horse and 
tack auction Sunday, May 5th, 
11:30 a.m. All ready consigned: 
20 head ranch horses. Phone 
992-9325. 
CERTIFIED C.E.F. English & 
Western Equestrian coach 
available for lessons. Available 
to school your horse as well. 
Call Lisa Hamer @ 635-7250. 
EWES WITH lambs $100.00. 
Pork 1.35 per lb. by the side or 
1.65 per Ib. cut and wrapped. 
Call 842-6450. 
FOR SALE 55 to 60 Ibs. bales 
of hay or straw. Delivered to 
Terrace• No orders to small. 
Call 647-4083. 
FOR SALE one 7 year old Red 
Belgian weighs 1800 Ibs. well 
trained for logging. Asking 
$3500.00. Call 638-8471. 
LLAMAS, LLAMAS, Llamas. 
The ultimate livestock. Yearling 
males for sale. Make excellent 
packers for hikers, hunters, 
mushroom pickers and trekking 
companies, Ideal guardians for 
sheep in coyote country. Do 
you have a problem with 
cayotes killing sheep? Your 
investment will pay off in no 
2 NEW beautiful saddles with 
silver, made by professionals. 1 
used saddle in excellent condi- 
tion. 2 very gentle saddle 
horses. See me right away. 1- 
604-692-3722. Let it rinq. 
THE TACK STORE. Everything 
for the horse lover. Gifts, har- 
ness and saddlery. 4 kms. out 
of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road. 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday 10 
am - 4 pm or by appointment 
846-9863. 
PUREBRED REGISTERED 
german shepherd puppies. Both 
parents are champions, temper- 
ment certified, and  OFA certi- 
fied clear hips and elbows. 
Long coats $350. Normal coat 
$500. 635-3826 or 635-7764. 
CKC REGISTERED Rottweiler 
pups. Both parents hipO.F.A.'d, 
Sire-German import. Both par- 
ents Canadian Champions. 
First shots, vet checked. Pet 
and show quality available. 
$800.00 and up. 604-560-5355. 
CKC REGISTERED Norwegian 
Elkhound puppies with initial im- 
munization, parasite control and 
tattoo. $400. Pedigree on re- 
quest. Phone 604-846.5526. 
FORD MODEL 5610 Diesel 
Tractor, 2wd, s/n: C685722, 
(1962), 3,900 hrs, (engine over- 
haul about 3,800 hrs), rebuilt 
fuel pump, 62 hp (pie), 3-pth, 
live 540 PTO, 4 speed forward, 
1-reverse synero trans, dual 
range, 18.4 x 34 rear, 10.00 x 
16 front tires, (50%), Sims 
raps/cab, dual remoras, new 
battery, freshly painted, very 
good condition, delivery possi- 
ble, private, $16,500 abe, 
Smithers, (604)847-3747. 
270, oBITUARIES 
230. PERSONALS 
I I  
FOR SALE Registered Her. 
fords. 40 cow calf pairs, 4 2 yr 
old bulls, 12 long yrl bulls. 992- 
2294. 
LIMOUSIN BULL and heifers. 
Yearlings and 2 year olds. Top 
North American AI Sires. Call 
Kerfs Limousins (604)846-5392 
or (604)847-5856 eveninqs. 
RED ANGUS yearling bulls. 
Low birth weights. Call "ryee 
Red Anqus 847,4710. 
REG, POLLED hereford bulls. 
Pick early. Also Commerical and 
Reg: heifers this fa l l  Ft. Fraser 
604-690-75271 
REG. POLLED Hereford year- 
ling bulls: Pick your bull early, 
we'll keep him for you until you 
need him, Peter and Anneke 
Gattiker, 846-5494. 
STANDING AT stud: Reg-- 
A.Q.H,A. Wings Leo Bar. 
Chestnut, $300.00. Reg. 
A.Q.HIA. Palomino, Easy's Re- 
venge (Grandson of Easy Jet), 
$400.60. $2.00/day mare care. 
Uplands Ranch (Burns Lake). 
,2301 PERSONALS I~ 
OlD YOU KNOW THAT.....? By 
len weeks after concepticq, the 
preborn child's fingerprints are 
already permanently engraved 
on his orher skin. Forever after 
these may be used to identify 
this unique individual. Terrace 
Pro - Life, Box 852, Terrace 
635-9552. 
EXCITING LIVE chat-line. 
We're young, beautiful, sexy 
college girls who want to talk to 
you now! For exciting, passion- 
ate conversation call 1-900. 
451-5302 Ext 2206 $3.99/min. 
Must be 18~-. Procall Co: 602. 
954-7420. 
HOT SINGLES Terrace! Awaits 
your call 1-900-451:3560 ext. 
1285, $2.99 per minute. Must 
be 18 years. Procall 602-$54. 
7420. 
3EHOVAHS= WiTNEsSES: is 
there something about the 
Watchtower that makes you 
uneasy but don't know what it 
is? If so, you are  not alone, 
Phone 1-847-4352 for recorded 
1-604-694-3448. message. 
ORIFLAME- Swedens number 
1 selling skin care line, Weekly 
• . . . . . . . . . . .  .li,*.i.-.,~-.=,-~.=,=-.,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  commission - Monthly royalties 
• ~ . . . . . . . . . .  - . . "  . ' . ' . ' . - _ ' . ' _ ' _ ' _  "_"  " • and national profit sharing Sell 
~ P ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ d rect or buld your sales team 
TIMOTHY ORCHARD grass. ~ ~ • • • __ ~ , ~ For your new catalogue or 
Hay for sale. Delivered to ,~'~ I J r _  N~( l~ l l~ 'h l~ ~d~ ~l~l l l r t  .~ business . Information call 
Terrace. Small square bales ~ . ~- -  - ,=~,=,  , v= =.~,~ ~1. ~,~ I~U ~i,~Ii I ~ Dianne Rowe 638q349 
(601bs) 847-4083 No friday ~. ,~ 
niqht or saturdav calls. ~ 1 1  Be joining ~ PSVCHmS KNOW all! Love, 
,~ n , -  n . .hh : .~  ~.~m~,= . . . . .  ~ money, futuret i-900:451-3530 
~ k , ,= ,  v~, i , / I , , ,~ l~; :  I ¢ ; ' IHU~UI I  ~ ext. 1185, $3.99 per minute. 
;n F,-.,r~',l,, D~,-,~;.^ ~L^ b__'~'. ^  . . . . . . .  ~ Must be 18 years. Procall 602- 
~ ¢ : ;  u i  ii iU r u r .K / -~.yer lue  ~ 954-7420. 
~ m ' C  on_ Apr i l22 .  ,~ SEXY CANADIAN women and 
A SMALL black leather ~ P ~ ~ I ~  ~1 I~.~ ~^~ n~^~n$~^,$,  ~1~ men want dates NOWI Straight 
packsack lost in downtown area ~ U~ldgl l l l l l l ; l l l} ,  .~ or Gay. Hundreds of possible 
late evening Fri. Mar. 29/96. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ matches. Why have another 
returned.W°uld likesmallPersonalreward offered.items ~ ~ ~ "= - ~ '~ '~ '~ '~ '~- '~ ' - ' , .~ '~ '~ ' , ,~ ,  "Z  • lonely night? For a serious rela. 
No question asked. Call 635- tionship or casual encounter 
7936 or635-6617. 
FOUND IN BRAUNS Island: 
Golden Lab or Retriever. Call 
635-4817. 
FOUND: LARGE neutered 
male orange tabby with white 
markings in the Thornhill area. 
Weighs close to 20 Ibs. Call 
638-7239, 
LOST-EMBASSY 8 ball pool 
cue. Purple handle black wrap. 
2 piece with black Miller Genvini 
Draft solid case. Reward of- 
fered. Call days: 635-3393 
Eves: 635-4803. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
29 years have come 
and gone since this 
p~cture. 
call 1-900-451-4410 Ext 7657 
$2.99/min, Musl be 18+. Procall 
Co: 602-954-7420. 
PSYCHICANSWEI~ 
LIVE • PE I~ 
RATeO • I IN CANADA 
EMANLY RAY~ : LIVF t - ON ' 
CARTER , PSYCHICS 
1 '900-451-4055 
I ~ '~"""':"~" I 
I k l L l l  E~;......,,. a ....... r / 
;:,,,,,:::= 635-1587 J 
"-" Member of Terrace Independent "-" 
Music Educators Society 
• Violin • Viola • Cello• 
Accepting new students 
HEINZ RADEK 
635-7536 ,-, 
g JAN LOK, CMA 
Computerized Accounting 
and Taxation Services 
5328 Mountain Vista Drive, 
Phone  635-7795 Fax 638-7635 
:all me for all your .'zccotmting needs, and prompt 
reli;I[}lc F.Mail filillg Uf your incolnc tax. 
L~ l have Hi;lily ycars of experience, 
~ RIOUX CONSTRUCTION 
NEW AND R IEMOVATION 
You want something done, call me! 
Off ice: 635-6995 
Home: 635-3756 
WE CLEAN OUR MESS, TOOt 
£a~ee's Edge 
O~atit# B~si~m ~e~uices 
655-3909 
• Resumes-Consultation. Customized Forms * Basin0ss Cards 
• Spread Sheet • Reports •Manuals, Essays ,, Flyers 
Office Services Away From The Office 
i~ XXXXXXXXX -'ZXZZEZT.ZZXlXXXlT.X -",~ 4 )4 - STATEMENTS . 
F inanc ia l  Serv ices  i i  
• Bookkeeping . Financial Statements ~ 
• Payroll Service • Government Forms & HI 
Remittances )4 
)4 • Income Taxes )4 
1,4 Lind= Mersh=ll  - C=II 638-7878 . 
l~,. i  
Gary McAvoy & Sons Const, Ltd 
Available now to build your quality cus- 
tom home. Book early! 
Also: Additions, renovations desks, all- 
wood kitchen cabinets & entertainment 
units. 
Ticketed Journeymen. Local resident 
since 1969 
.. Phone 798-2543 
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Now it's time to call 
Nadine 
on April 21st and 
wish hera 
Happy 60th 
DWJ CONTRACTING 
Complete~ H6~e~Renov~TrOih;~,~ ~ 
,Carpentry 
• No Job Too Small 
• Seniors Discount 
For Free Esfimafes 
Call Dave 638-0930 
HOME BASED BUSINESS 
DIREETORY 
Affordable Advertising 
for Home-Based Business 
Contact Aaron Patton 638-7283 
for more information 
(~,,,"/~'HE SOAP° EXCHANGE TM 
] ~. ~5.,~,~,~J You can save 50% and rnore by using 
I ~>/  our top-quality cleaning productsl 
~/100% biodegradable ',/Great for Septic Tanks 
v'Money-back guaranteed 
v'AII Containers Re-used & Recycled 
or free delivery or pick up Call 635-7861 
SINGLES INTRODUCTION! All 
nationalities for friendship or 
marriage. We understand and 
we care, strictly confidential. 
Tired of being alone? Call 1- 
604-983.4880 todav! 
AREYOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk: 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE:  
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
Total Entertaimnent 
trig OR ,";MAt.I, WE D0 IT At.L! 
Ooly (m the New I~" RC't Mini Irish fia 
I)irect I',~L anti I/,~B For $9.1t).95 
STARVISION 
SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
For Inunt irlrurmauon call I~r~Jo ;a 
638-().~ 15 
I I I  
Arthur James Smith 
(Smitty) 
Passed Away AprR 22, 1995 
As we loved you, so we miss you; 
In our memory you are near. 
Loved, remembered, longed (or alwop; 
Bringin 9 many o silent lear. 
No!hind con ever take away; 
The love our heor~ hold dear., 
Sweel memories linger every day 
Our love slill keeps you near. 
Always remembered 
- Your loving wife Le0na, daughler 
Candy & husband Rob and 
grandchildren Pauh & (harlie 
,. Harmony Clowns 
;~  638-8608 ~p,~,~. 
~i~/~Jake & Jacquie Terpstra ~, . ,~  
3987 Kerby Street Terrace, B.C ¢'~';/,f.~: 
"Gyzmo" and "Pebbles" ';rj/':V"- 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES- P ON CS. SPECLt,:. EVENT~ 
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEDDINGS & MEETINGS ,;l? 
Ledve ttlO 0OCOf:t/a~# an~ CI~M1 U t(~ US 
NORTH .X A./ 
All Occassions .~ ~ . ~ 3 J ~  
 asket 
Heather Kirkaldy " ~ ~  
Ph: (604) 635-9505 ' " "~ ' i ' l~t l t~  ' " 
or (604) 638.1860 
"Let us add that personal Touch Io Gift Giving" 
Northwest Woodcrafts ~ s ,,, ..... 
ttandc~aftod InTerrace ~ bt<~,~,; 
Fka~e635-1979 ~ W,. ,Lh , . , , , . I  
ACCOMPLISHED SEAM- 
STRESS, designs and alters 
clothes. For more information 
call 635-4538. 
ALLURING ENCOUNTERS 
Video dating service is growing 
at a tremendous pace. If you 
are single and tired of the bar 
scene, give us a try. It's fun and 
inexpensive just call 638-8429 
for more information. If you're 
camera shy meet others 
through our live date line a t l -  
900o451-3240 ext 746. Seniors 
welcome. 
ATTENTION SMALL business- 
es, why pay high accounting 
fees for your bookkeeping 
needs?For confidential, profes- 
sional bookkeeping service. 
Manual or Computer call 635- 
9592. 
ATTENTION! ADVERTISE 
your business through the use 
of calendars, pen, matches, de- 
cals, mugs, etc. I will be in your 
area April 15 to May 7. For a 
meeting write, phone or fax me 
now. Jerry Lemire. Box 4172, 
Quesnel, V2J 3J2. Phone or fax 
(604) 992,6990. "Serving the 
Northern BC Area for over 35 
Years" 
and wood worker, renovations, 
garages, sheds, will repair 
some furniture: No job  tee 
small. Very reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. Call 638-1701. 
Will H a u ~  
full or partial highboy 
or Iowbed loads from 
any point in Alta. to any 
point in the Smithersi 
to Prince Rupert area, 
including Stewart or 
Meziadin area. 
Very competitive rates. 
Ph: 847-4083 
(Smithers) 
RAINBOW BOBCAT & Snow 
Removal, 8" and 12" earth 
eauger, backhoe, leveling, 
backfilling and general clean- 
up. Reasonable rates. Call 638- 
0153 or 638-5805 (mobile). 
TERRA BOBCAT services 
backhoe, 12", 16", 24" Earth 
Auger 6", 9". 12", 18", 
sweepers, concrete breaker, 
pallet forks, single and tandem 
dump truck& Underground 
sprinkler systems. Phone 638- 
8638 
WATER & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTING 
1,800-990-9522 
Prince Rupert 
TERRACE 
GUrrERMAN 
Specializing in 5" 
continuous teel or 
aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 
638-7054 
• i~. ~ : ~  
Qual i ty  Decorat ing For 
Moderate  Pr ic inq" 
Interior and Exterior Painting 
Vinyl Siding Pressure Washing 
Drywall and Acoustical Ceilings 
I ~'Vd[~l; I [g.,I ~ I.'WJ 4 ;~.g :~ 
I FRIENDS OF THOUSANDS , T ~ ( ! i ~ ' ~ i ~ #  ~' ::,.. i # :;~ 
I M¢IflI*LENID N1E=~ AIICN*LR[R] ~J4JEP~I,HR S ~ ~ :::-" !;~i ~" 
J•  ASK FOR YOUR , i ~ ~'g ~'*~i~~i':'~ ~ ~"~ ~!~ ~'% ~ "$~'~'~'$~ '~'gg# 
I FREE ASTROCHART :i,I IJJ m,~roo,h~, ~ , '~ .  ,~j We would like to thank everyone for their 
,m~ ~" Future : . . . .  !;i :::: i
,,,Corer JJ[ Cullis (the Greyhound bus driver), 
]'hornhill Fire Dept.; an'd the R.C.M.P. ": : 
Davies 
[11,  
For Free 
Estimates 
Call 
635-2202 
635-0207 
I HERBAUFE J 
INDEPENDANT DISTRIBUTORS I;' 
I Call us for products. / 
I fd (604)635.4857 • fox (604) 635-4702 I 
I iso~.6..66 I 
Special Thanks To These 
Community-Minded Folks 
The Terrace Curling Club and Loggers Bon 
Committee would like to thank the following sponsors: f0r i: ili:; 
your generous donations• Our annual 41st Mens LoEEers: 
onspiel was once again a great success with tearns fr0m I::I::., i 
Whitehorse, Prince George, Edmonton, Smithers, Kemano;::i':i 
Houston, Prince Rupert, Kitirnat and of course our: Ioca i II : 
teams participating. Community minded sponsors makb!!i  !
this eventand Terrace a great place to live. Much 
r Thank You 
Williams Family Memorial Terrace Co-op 
All Seasons Source for Sports Kalum Tire 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club Northern Signs & Screen Prints 
The Lunch Box Dell & Sandwich Shop ::Wilkinson Business Machines 
Cole Petroleums 
Paragon Insurance 
Terrace Builders 
Wayside Groceries 
Cinaway 
Sight & Sound 
Tim Hortons 
Gemmas Boutiques 
Caledonia Refrigeration 
Kmart 
Kermodei Beverages 
4 Foot Curling Supplies 
Northern Motor Inn 
Dairyland 
Tillicum TWin Theatre 
Misty Rivers Tackle Shop 
Central Flowers :~. 
GERS Electrical Repair and Service 
Canadian Airlines International 
SpeeDee Printers 
Day Break Farms 
Overwaitea Foods 
MRF Ventures 
Home Hardware 
Mulligans . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LEJ International 
Cedarland Tire 
Lakelse Esso 
Spotless Cleaners 
Bearcreek Contracting ...... 
Canada Safeway 
WhiteSpot Restaurant 
TNJ Sound Systems 
Subway 
River Industries 
B12-  ] 'he Terrace Standard,  Wedne,,:~av. ;~;)ri - :"~- 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
ATTENTION: NURSES AND 
HEALTH CARE WORKERS. 
FACED WITH CUTBACKS, 
LAYOFFS? WE NEED YOUR 
HELP. CALL CDT HEALTH 
AND NUTRITION. 698-7319. 
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN and 
building located 3 km's east of 
Smithers on 66 acres along 
Highway 16 for lease or part- 
nership, Call 847-9515 or Fax 
647-3712. 
FOR SALE: well established 
food service outlet with very 
good clientele. Turn key 
operation. Selling only do to 
medical reasons. 638-183B and 
leave a messaqe. 
SMALL TRAILER park for sale. 
No agents. Call 635-7362. 
TANNING BUSINESS for sale- 
full clientel- retail sales/rental 
income. Excellent opportunity 
for growth. Serous enquiries 
only. 635-3071 (days) 635-2493 
(eveninqs) 
"UNENS & LACE" Fantastic 
opportunity with a home deco- 
direct sales company. 
Hinng consultants for all areas. 
Phone 604-635-5309 ask for 
Donna. 
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
service, resumes, typmfl. Call Treaty ano Self Government 
C.J.Secretanal, after 4:30 pm or ~he CanDoo Tribal C{)unc=i 
leave message on machine 
638-8006 or fax638-7912. (CTCI Is seeKmc a clvnamic. 
motlvateo irldlVJ~Ua. [0 ill, its 
Execuhve Assrstant oosmun 
Reporting to the "[real,," coorm- 
ha[or, tne CTC Executive Ass=c-- 
rant is responsible ro the Socie- 
ty's members (Canirr Lak~ 
BanC, Canoe ,Creek Band, 
Soda Creek Band an~ Wiiham.~: 
Lake Band) in ali aspects ot tne 
growing area of the treaty and 
self government process from 
community treaty ISSUES [o ttle 
'Round The  C lock  Caribou Tribat Counol ant tl~e 
Frcshllcs5 B.C. Treaw Comm~ss=or, Drm 
cess. The successtu; candidate 
M,d~c Your Choice Fru, m a Wide 
wih have: Post Secondary eou- V=rict~' t}f Baked  (;¢~ods. Setups, 
Chili. Sandw=ches and More, cation or gra0e 1"~ and 2 years 
Made Fresh l)aih'. Enj(=y Y{)ur relateC experle,rlce. Knowiedge 
Choler with Our F;mll)t.ff, CoffL-'~ of ShuswaD culture, t~ngu~.lge 
Tu,o Loc.n'on~ To .~er~,,e and territo _ry, knowieoge o: freQ. 
You BctWr rv process. The Executive as. 
s=stant working with the Tremv 
I j and Self Govermen~ team ol~ the 
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY . SocietT members must nave i 
good commumcat~on skills an~ 
635-2662 like nleetmg tn~' l)ubhc. Com. 
4655 Laketse, Terrace outer skill~ word perfect, 
sDreaosneets, oataDase, grapn- 
SKEENAMALLFOOOCOURT" JSS, Self mollvatlor,, aDJil~' to 
MALL HOURS work w~tnout SUDerVrslOIL Plan- 
~'~k l~ {;el ime For'tim norlons nmg, organizing and manage- 
ment skills an asseL The Exec- 
utive Assistant Position orovloes 
290 .  BUS INESS a good opportumh, for ar, irldi-. 
• viduat who wishes to aupty, re- 
fine or develop their aioili W [o 
work with a growing First Na- 
tions organization in the chal- 
lenging field of the treaty an~ 
self government process. The 
Cariboo Tribal Council ~ a 
proactive First Nations organi- 
zation operating in the cemral 
interior of B.C.. A competitive 
pension plan and insurance 
package is offered. Terms are 
negotiable based on the exoeri- 
ence ano qualifications of the 
successful cand=oate. For more 
information comacr Roy Chris. 
topher, Treaty Coordinator, or 
Bruce Mack, CTC administrator 
Those interested should apply 
before Apri! 12, 1996, to: Cari- 
boo Tribal Council, Box 4333, 
Williams Lake, BC, V20 2',/4. 
Phone 604-392-7361 or Fax: 
604-392-615B. 
HAIR STYLIST needed 
immediately, part-time or full- 
time work. Call 635-5727 or af- 
ter 6:00 pm carl 638-1831. 
NEUROLOGY SECRETARY. 
Cheerful conscientious medical 
secretary with excellent dicatyp- 
ing and interpersonal skills re- 
quired for full--time positron 
starting late June, Flexible 
hours possible. ReDly to: Suite 
500--1144 Burrard Street Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 2A5 or fax 1- 
604-228-B455, FOR SALE  
Buy, sell and trade 
magazine. Well established 
"buSiness for over 11 years." 
$150,000 MLS 
Call SI taunce 
& Laurie 
reMOTE MOUNTAIN Rosen 
mr~nr, for summer. Numerous 
note! OOSlnons available. For 
a~oflcation send self-ad- 
dressee stamoea envelope to 
Jonn Gait. Glacier Park Lodge, 
Rnnem Pass. BC, V0E 2S0. 
SKEENA CHILD Care Support 
Program ~s currently registering 
nurtunng, energetic people who 
w=sn te provide child care in 
tami~y's homes, often for shift 
workers. The support program 
provides: information on child 
care and requirements, parent 
referrals, access to low cost It- 
ability insurance, workshops, 
~rammg opportunities and 
chances to meet other care pro- 
v=ners, supportive home visits, 
access Io toy and equipmenl 
lending library. For information 
a~out registration requirements, 
call 638-1113. 
TERRACE NEEDS FOSTER 
PARENTS FOR TEENS! 
Experience as a parent is 
greatly valued! 
Ministry of Social Services 
638-2330 
P4 - Looking for 1,1" 
I,,4 1,4 
Child Care 
1,4 
/MSkeena child care support 1,4 
~4 program can help you m~,~ .  *he ~4 ,4 "" "1.4 1,4 r~ght choice for your child. For1' 4 
I,~ information  choosing care and !'4 
I-( 
~,~ available options, call k4 
~'4 1,4 ~ Coco at 638-1113. ~ 
1,4 I,.I I~l A tree service provided by the 1,4 
1~4 Terrace Women's Resource Centre 1,4 
IHI and funded by the Ministw of 1'4 i,.~ 1'4 
V< Women's Equality, 1,4 
b ~,"~.,q~ w'~- v 'v 'v  Y,~ ,v 'v  v ,v.~',~,,r,&'( 
~ A A A A A A A A A A A  ~ , & A J J J  
FULL OR pamal highboy or low 
bed loads from any ~)oint in AI- 
~en~, to Smitners or Burns Lake 
area Reasonable rates, 847- 
4083, 
I WILL do your income tax in an 
hour, fast and accurate. Basic 
return $20.00. E-Mail extra. Call 
638-0683. 
LOOKING TO do full or casual 
babysitting in my own home. 
Flexible times. Live close to 
hospital and schools. Call 638- 
1051. 
TRADE QUALIFIED. Journey- 
man/carpenter wt 19 1/2 years 
experience will do carpentry 
work also, Installation of siding 
fac~a & so/lets. No iob too big or 
small. Call 638-0136, 
Rental space avai|able:for - 
fully-qualified Esthetician 
Appl icant must  be wi l l ing to  learn new techniques 
and appl icmions.  All interv iews and enquir ies kept 
conf idemial .  
R~)n v to  the Head Shed or ohone 
Ja:.,e 638;-8880 
CONSULTANT NEEDED. 
Needs Assessment for Sen- 
tars Assisted Living Facility 
Smithers and Area. Criteria: 
Demographic Profile. Seniors 
Preferences, Current Facilities 
Available. Make available: 
method of gathering data: an 
outline of proposal; estimate of 
costs. For more information: 
604-847-5430 Evenings. Or 
write: Calderwood Lodge Socie- 
ty, Seniors Assisted dying 
Facility, c/o Box 2244, Smithers 
BC V0J 2NO. 
NOW HIRING! Cruise ships! 
Travel and get paid. Year round 
positions. Both men/women. 
Free room/board. Will train. Call 
7 days. 1-504-641-7778 ext. 
0565C16. 
OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT. 
Part time (approx. 3 days par 
week) position available. 
Successful applicant will be 
trained in all aspects of office 
including optical lab work. Start- 
ing wage $9.00 per hour. Send 
resume with hand written cover 
letter to Dr. H. Murphy, 4609 
Park Ave. Terrace BC VgG 
1V5. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD BiUCA1)ON INSTRUCTOR 
Northwest Community College m Terrace requires an Eady 
Childhood EducaUon mstructo; commencing August 15, 1996 and 
terminating= June ].2, 1997 SUbjeCt to a[}Droval of a leave of 
absence. 
A Master's Degree m a related discipline is ore/erred and recem 
stumj, work or instrucUonal ex~nence in the field of Early 
Childhood Education is required. Awareness of issues related to 
cultural diversis,, knowteege of First Nations. and ability to work as 
a team member are assets. AppficarlL~ should nave knowledge and 
ex~rtise in at leas', ~'o of the following areas: curnculum 
development, program developmenL eracucum su~rvislon, 
infant/toddler, orspecial needs, 
The salary will be in accordance w~m the agreement eetween the 
College and C.U.PE. Northwest Community College is an equal 
opportunity employer, For further information, please contact 
Rosemane Goodwin F.3~.5,:19, We thank all applicants for their 
interest, however, only those selected for an interview will be 
contacted. Resumes Sh0UIa be submitted by May 15, 3.996 to: 
Com~tition 96.009C 
Manager, Human Resources 
Bo,x 726, Terrace. B.C. VBG 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNrrY  COLLEGE 
Share Your Forestry Experience in this Exciting Career Opportunity 
Houston Forest Products Company, located rn scenic Houston. B.C., has an tmmedzate 
opening for a dynamic, versatile individual with strong interpersonai skills to fill the position of: 
Planerrnill Foreman 
Reporting to the Finishing Superintendent, your primary resl)onsibilitv is to supervise a team 
of employees in the production and maintenance activities m the Ptanermill. The facility 
operates 3 shifts per day, Monday to Friday, and processes over 240 million FBM o; random 
length dimension lumber annually, 
You have documented progressive experience m a lumb:;r manut[,.ctunno environment. 
preferably in the finishing end. Computer literacy, e 13rovmciailv re~:,'~!tn;zeo =um[)er grading 
ticket, and the proven ability to interact will: a variety of peapl~ ccmp!et~ your Qualifications, 
A competitive salary, com0rehensive benefit~ an{~ relocahon assistance are offered 
Located in Ihe heart of Bulkley Valley, 320 km west of Prince George, the town of Houston offers 
year-round recreational adventures. Good schools sports facilities ,~h~pping mall and health 
centre held make Houston e great home town. 
To explore this exciting opportunity with us, sul~ml~, your resume m confidence, quoting 
Competition No. TS/96, prior to April 26, 1996 tc: 
Mike Bryce, Human Resources Manager 
Houston Forest Products Company ~ 
aox 5000, Houston, B.C, V0J 1Z0 
Fax; (604) 845-5301 
Apply online at http://www.monster.com 
Inow,sle, n 
FOREST PRODUCTS -COMPANY 
PROFESSIONAL DRIVING CENTRE 
requires a 
CLASS 5 DRIVING 
INSTRUCTOR 
for the Terrace area. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
1-800-944-3244 
Need A Change? 
Join the team at the Head Shed in our new, 
bigger and better location. We are looking for a 
fully qualified career oriented sty l is t  
with a minimum 4 years experience. 
Must  be wi l l ing to learn new techn iques .  
Flexible work hours available. Benef i ts  and work 
incentives. 
Apply in person to The Head Shed or phone 
Jackie at 638-8880 
HIRE A LOGGER CONSULTING 
& TRAINING AGENCY 
A PRIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION 
Give yourself an edge! Hire A Logger can help 
you fincJ the iobyou want or keep the job you have. 
Space is iimitedso register now. 
LEVEL 1 FIRST AID 
April 20, 1996, Terrace - $75.00 [max. 12) 
TRANSPORT ENDORSEMENT 
April 21, 1996, Terrace - $75.00 (max. 12) 
LEVEL 3 FIRST AID (z ~.a~l 
April 29 - May 10, 1996, HozeJton - $595.00 (max. 18) 
May 13 - 24, 1996 Terrace - $595.00 (max. 18) (Daytime] 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
May 24 & 25, 1996, Terrace- $150.00 
Certified Heavy Duty Mechanic I 
/ 
l~ ' - '~* l  t I1-" I : I  ;[lJ=~:R~I ." I I : i  : IP~M :~_,~ I ~ J iI -. I :|  I | l~ /  
PHONE: 635-5500 FAX: 635-5524 J 
4931-B KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G IK7 l 
JOB POSTING 
KEPJ ODE FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY 
Position "fide: Part Time 
" - "  CO-ORDINAl, ON'f61 " 
HEALTHY CHOICES FOR YOUTH 
Position Description: Weekend Worker 
• Create activities to help youlh adjust to healthy choices 
& changes. 
• Organize activities, workshops, field hips. 
• Recruit youth to join us. 
• General clean-up after activities with youth 
participation. 
* Submit weekly & monthly reports, program evaluations, 
calendar of events, etc. 
Qualifications: 
• Must have grade twelve or equivalent. 
• Counseling skills or ability to learn. 
• Be culturally sensitive. 
• Computer literate. 
• Must have a valid drivers license. 
• First aid certificate. 
• Be physically fit-no health problems, addictions, or 
smoking. 
• Willing to submit to a criminal record search. 
Submit resume AS SOON AS POSSIBLE to: 
Kermode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N7 
Phone: 635-4906 
~ KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY ~qrF. ~ .  ~m LA2~LLE ^ rE  B.C. VSO IS6 
RHONE: (604) 6]~*Z]7} 
PAX: (604! 6.15-Z1 t 5 
Employer: Ksan House Society 
Location: Terrace Emergency Shelter 
Position: Auxiliary Support Worker, Union Position 
Terms: -Rotating Schedule - Weekends involved 
- 10.43/hr, plus $.40/hr in lieu of benefits 8,. 
shift differential 
Qualifications: - Minimum Grade 12 
-SSW or Hew certificate and/or relevant 
practical experience. 
- should have or be willing to obtain sur- 
vival 1st aid certificate. 
Applicants should possess: 
- Good knowledge of community resources 
- Ability to deal with residents in a professional 
manner and complete confidentiality, 
- Good interpersonal and communication skills 
- Familiarity with poverty issues, native culture and 
the gain act would be an asset. 
- Ability to handle stress 
- Ability to work as a team member 
- Ability to assist men and women in crisis 
Successful applicant must be will ing to submit to a 
criminal record search and sign oath of confidentiality. 
Resumes with cover letter will be accepted until May 3, 
1996 and should be addressed to: 
Emergency Shelter Coordinator 
Ksan House Society 
202-4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1S6 
For additional information please phone Leila Burton at 
635-5890. 
Proposed start date is May 10, 1996. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
KITSELAS FIRST NATION 
BAND MANAGER 
Duties and Responsibilities: 
The Band Manager is responsible to the Chief and 
Council for the management of the operational and 
financial affairs of the Band including the supervision 
of band staff, program management  of Social 
Development, Education, Health, Housing, Cultural, 
Operations and Maintenance. 
The Band Manager provides support to the Chief and 
Council for the scheduling and recording of minutes 
of Band Council meetings and General Band meet- 
ings, and other administrative and support functions 
pertaining to Band operations. 
Knowledge, skills and education: 
- knowledge and unders tand ing  of F irst  
Nations/public administration, supervision of per- 
sonnel, local, provincial, and federal governments, 
and budget preparation and management with a 
minimum of two years related practical experience, 
knowledge of First Nations culture is preferable 
- an advanced level of written and verbal skills, 
Degree or diploma in Public Administration or 
related education and training with emphasis on 
First Nations administration. 
training in personnel and financial management an 
asset 
Salary: 
Salary is negotiable depending upon knowledge and 
experience. 
Clos ing date: April 26, 1996 
Applications: include a resume, expected salary, and 
three references, 
Mail, fax, or hand deliver to: 
Kitselas First Nation 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3×6 
Phone: 635-5084 
Fax: 635-5335 
PERMANENT PART-TIME POSITION 
ACTIVITY WORKER 
FOR MENTAL HEALTH REHAB SERVICES 
Seeking an energet ic individual to work with con- 
sumers of the Mental Health Rehab Services, in 
a Communi ty  based setting. This is a permanent  
part-t ime posit ion. Must be avai lable for a mini- 
mum of 15.0 hours per week. Wil l ingness to work 
f lexible hours. 
REQUIRED QUALIF ICATIONS:  
Post Secondary  Educat ion  re lated to Soc ia l  
Sciences or Health & Recreat ion Fields. 
The fol lowing is also required: 
1. Previous exper ience with the psychiatric popu- 
lation preferred. 
2. Be sensit ive to the issues of persons who live 
with a mental  i l lness. 
3. Have  exce l lent  in terpersona l  ski l ls,  s t rong 
communicat ion skills. 
4. Possess good writ ing skil ls 
5, Highly mot ivated;  shows init iat ive; good role- 
modet; self-starter. 
6. Strong team player 
7. Must adhere to a Criminal  Record Check and 
Oath of Confidential ity. 
TO APPLY:  
Complete a TDCSS Appl icat ion Form and submit 
a resume with cover ing letter to the fo l lowing 
address:  
Terrace & District Community  Services Society 
Mental Health Rehab Services 
Fern Kaska-  Program Manager 
#1-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 2X6 
Phone: 635-2505 
Closing Date: April 26, 1996 
Start Date: May 6, 1996 
RIDLEY TERMINALS INC. 
INFORMATION SERVICES 
ANALYST 
Ridley Terminals inc. is a modem manna terminal which 
subsodbes to a Participative Management philosophy. The 
terminal is located in Prince Rupert, a northern coastal city 
with a population of approximately 16,000. 
We are seeking an INFORMATION SERVICES ANALYST to 
design, program, administer and maintain our computer 
systems and a0plicatJon software. 
The successful candidate will have: 
• A degree or diploma in computer sciences or related 
field 
• VAXNMS systems management training and skills 
• Oracle DBA training and experience 
• Experience in programming using VAt FORTRAN, 
BASIC and SQL 
• Training in technical wrihng 
• Experience managing a VAX/PC LAN 
PawerBuilder, Palhworks or ROB experience will be 
considered assets. 
This is a salaried position which offers a c0mpelilJve 
salary and comprehensive benefits package. A relocation 
allowance is available to me successful candidate. 
Ridley Terminals Inc. provides an excellent working 
environment for individuals who have a high degree of 
inilJabve and are able to assume responsibility. The ability 
to work wi~ a team to achieve results is essential. 
Qualified candidates are invited to reply in wrtUng/Ft~ in 
the strictest confidence, by April 30, 1996, to: 
Fred E. Campbell 
Human Resources Coordinator 
Ridley Terminals Inc. 
R0. Bag 8000 
Prince Rupert. BC VgJ 4H3 
No telephone calls please! Our fax (604) 624-4990 
Ridley Terminals Inc. is an equal opportunity employer. 
.CE  
WRINCH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
PART-TIME 
REGISTERED DIETITIAN 
DIABETIC EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital, an acute care facility 
in Northwest B.C. is looking for a qualified 
Dietitian interested in Working with an R.N. 
Coordinator to develop and work collaboratively 
on the provision of a diabetic education program 
for hospital and community clients. 
Please send a letter of application and resume 
to: 
Judith Wass Assistant Administrator 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0 
By April 18, 1996 
U,V.I.C. STUDENT (Fine Arts), 
Bilingual E/F. Needs job from 
April 17th until late August. Any. 
thing reasonable considered. 
Please call 638-1963 after 5 
pm. 
WANTED FULL or partial oads 
from any point in Alberta to 
Northwest region. Reasonable 
rates, Call 847-4083. 
PAINTER WITH 15 years ex- 
perience. Interior, exterior, low 
rates for seniors. Call 635-3783 
for more information. 
A THANK You to all Oriflame 
customers for your business 
over the years. As my family & I 
are leaving the area for 
continued service & your new 
catalogue please contact Dana 
at 635-7843 or Mary 635-1210. 
A'I-rENTION DOGSI Skeena 
Valley Kennel Club Fun Match. 
Saturday April 27th, Thornhill 
Community Hall, Terrace. Con- 
formation 9:00 am, fun ring 
10:00 am, obedience 11:00 am. 
Bring Owners. 635-6869 or 
638-1476. 
BURNS LAKE Tweedsmuir 
Park Rod and Gun Club annual 
1000 yd .  Centre Fire Shoot 
Sunday April 21st, 8 a.m. sharp. 
Sight-in Saturday 8 a,m.. 
$25.00 includes all classes plus 
meal. Info call Bills Guns 692: 
3600 or John Howett 692-3249. 
EVENING PRIMROSE OIL: 
Suffer from symptoms of PUS. 
Menopause, Skin Irritations, 
Rheumatoid Arthritis, Diabetic 
Neuropathy, Excesses of Alco- 
hoe Research shows Evening 
Primrose Oil has beneficial ef- 
fects on all of these problems. 
For Information and Ordering 
Call or Write: Sunshine Distribu- 
tors, 375, 8th Ave. Apt. 303, 
Box 1571, Burns Lake B.C. V0J 
1E0. Phone (604) 692-2362. 
360/300 Mg. Capsules 10% 
GLA. With Vitamin E 39.85. 
Price includes GET, shipping & 
handlina. 
IP~[ ilkvL ~.l dl; [:-] ! I i ! D] in 
We are looking for 
anyone who 
should/would/could have 
or did graduate in 1976 
from 
Smithers Senior 
Secondary School 
This is your reunion/ 
July 5, 6, 7 - 1996 
We invite you to relurn and 
celebrate past times logether 
.Have you received your letter? 
Contacl Reunion 
Committee, Box 8, $52, 
RR2, Srnithers, VOJ 2NO: 
or call Marnie at 847-3467 
I 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thomhill Community Hall 
Teens & Adults Bible Classes 9:30 
Sunday's Cool Club 9:30 
( Forages2-12 
College & C~ers  
Teen Youth Grotq~s 
Adult Mid-week Bible 
Studies ..... :'~ 
c,,~'s P,-~hoa ~,,~.,.y : ":,. 
'~30-1i,'OOa.m. ':'~:: :" {: :  ' 
& M.  LI M S I st. ~ o(eve~/Month" 
9:30-11:00~.m. :,
I WILL not be responsible for 
any debts other than my own 
effective immediately, (Kelly Le. 
wis) 
LAI-rER.DAY Saints, the Mor- 
mons. Fact or Fiction, Shadow 
or Reality. Phone 847-5758 for 
recorded message. 
~ ~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEAL ING CENTRE 
CRYSTAL WORKSHOP 
,~'i120 at 10-4 tom $15.00 
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP 
/~i126 at /'-10 pm 
April 27at 10.4 pm 
$100 ~ pers0n/Couples $150 
For 0u~ & Regisl~a~n 
635-/7/8,3611 ¢olto~v00d Cm, 
St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave, 
Ph. 635.901S 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
SECOND .HAND 
SMOKE,.. 
Every cigarette you smoke 
contains Carbon Monoxide 
and Arsenic, 
C,ANA, DIAN I SO~I~I~ 
The fi~hl ~oinfl cancer ha. manv /uce~. 
Tobacco mducOon l~ lusf one a/ Ihern 
Knox United 
Church 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. Sunday 
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This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including 
the addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
~rofit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. 
PUBLIC MEETING 
Wednesday, April 17 
7:30 p .m. -  Carpenters Hall 
Sparks St., Terrace 
. i "  "I , 
P,,to, Ro. R0o~,i ::i:::i :~ ,~ S c h o o I 
PhoneASsistant rastor Rob635.5058 BrJn~ol l :  Sundays 10:00  a .m.  and Worship 
i Come Worship With us 
~ Holy Eucharist M in i s te r  If you want info on the market or you would like to 
Sunday School & Nursery . . . . .  reserve a space for the 1996 season, 
~ . C  ~.  _ _ _ ~  . ~ j l ~  '~] '~  available The Rev. Michael please attend this meeling. 
• . • Wednesdays 7:00 p:m i Hare FOR MORE INFO 638-1521 
ITHE GARAGE SALE GUIDE 
TERRACE ON,ION 
BELL POLE CO. LTD. 
TELEPHONE 1004) 635.0296 FAX (6041 83E+2233 
5630 WEST H~HM/A¥ 16 • p,o. 80X 2~. TERRACE B.C, VaG 4A(I 
Please be advised that as of May 1, 
1996 Bell Pole Co. Ltd. will discontinue 
it's sale of firewood and fence posts to 
the general public. 
It's Terrace dryland sort operations will 
be closed to any removal of waste 
material. 
(~ LOT #34 G0SSEN SUB Put Your 
BULKLEY DR. April 20 & 21 
8 a.m. to 3 p .m.  Garage Sale 
Neighb0urhood Garage Sale, on the Map 
everything from soups to 
sinks, two boats, pickup cano- fo r  On ly  
py, B&S motors, baby sluff. 
Stop  by  our  o f f i ce :  3210 CL INTON STREET 
(BEHIND DARLENE'S  ANT IQUES)  
by 4 :00  p .m.  F r iday  fo r  
. . . . .  Wednesday  pub l i ca t ion  
IN THE TERRACE STANDARD ONLY 
S 
lie) 
When 
We regret any inconvenience caused 
by this action. 
Omineca Medical Laboratories 
IS MOVING TO 
4634 Park Avenue 
Friday, April 19 8 a.m. - Noon 
Open to make appointments only 
CLOSED (Noon - 5p.m.) 
Saturday, April 20 CLOSED 
Monday, April 22 
RESUME REGULAR SCHEDULE 
We recommend that clients requiring 
regularly scheduled specimen collection 
do so prior to Friday, April 19 or 
postpone until Monday, April 22. 
P 
~2 # 
You Gq 
Viveiros 
Your complete Home Renovations & 
Garden Information Supplement. 
Featuring timely tips and suggestions 
to make the Spring season activities 
easy. 
Deadline: April 17 
Watch for it 
this April! 
The 
Blades 
Now Taking 
Summer Relier In All Areas 
!i I 
Mike Hamm - Advertising Manager ~t ~ 
Sam Collier Tracey Tornas Aaron Pat t~ i 
' '  ARI L ':'°°:'="n "="°'=":"e e×per'e"ce °Y J (~IT~ ) i d l ivering the s tandard  in your  ~ ' 
Phone: 638-TABS Fax: ~ ne ighbourhood.  
I 
(: 638-8432 
Terrace Sta da d Call 638.7283 TODAY 
q 
.... L ~:  ~ 
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vlS FACT01 
Canada has one of the 
highest rates of multiple 
sclerosis in the world. 
Hulfiple Sclerosis 
SOCIetY of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
Meet Adrianna. She was 
born with asthma - -a  
chronic disease affecting 
more than 100,000 
British Columbians. But 
thanks to the B.C. Lung 
Association's work in 
rescarcl~ and education, 
more youngsters like 
Adriann~ live full, actiw, 
healthy lives. And 
become what they were 
always meant to be. A 
real handful. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Ph: (604) 731.5864 or 1.800.665.5864 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by sealed bid the 
interest in the following Judgment Debtor, K.O.G. 
International Holdings Ltd., the following goods and 
chattels purported to be': 
Kone FEM II 350001b, Overhead Crane 
C/W Bridge and Trucks, Hoist type 3196D 
Sold on an ,'as is, where is," no guarantees or warran- 
ties implied or given: 
Sealed bids will be received at the Court Bailiff office up 
to the hour of 12:00 noon MondayApri129, 1996. 
Sale may be subjectto Cancellation without notice. The 
Court Bailiff reserves the right to adjourn the sale with- 
out notice and may apply to the Court for further direc- 
tion if the need arises. 
Terms of sale: Each bid must be accompanied by a 
draft or money order for 10% of the bid, made payable 
to Caledonia Court Bailiff Services. The balance of the 
bid, plus applicable taxes to be paid immediately upon 
acceptance of the bid. Failure to do so may result in for- 
feiture of the deposit. The highest offer not necessarily 
accepted. 
For more information and appointment o view, please 
contract the undersigned at (604) 635-7649. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF 
#34554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S2 
R. Smith/N. Perry 
Until a few months ago, kidney dialysis was her only chance. 
But then a kidney donor was found. Discuss organ donation 
with your family and sign a donor card tod/ty. If enough people 
do, we can give others like Michelle a second chance. 
<$ 
THE I'(]DNE'g FOUNDATION 
OF CANADA 
How Do You 
Measure A 
Newspaper Ad? 
You can measure size. 
You can compare costs. 
WE MEASURE RESULTS! 
YOU get the best results With 
TERRACE 
STANDARD 
Lazelle Avenue 4647 638-728~, 
i 
BAIL IFF  SALE  
1994 30' Kit Companion Travel Trailer, in good condition. 
The Bailiff will be accepting bids on this item. Bids will 
only be received on the 1994 Travel Trailer until the hour 
of 12:00 noon Monday April 22, 1996. All items sold on 
an "as is, where is" basis, no guarantees/warranties 
implied or given. For further information, please contact 
the undersigned. The highest offer not necessarily 
accepted. 
Caledonia Bailiff Services 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1 $2 
(604)635-7649 
R. Smith/N. Perry 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by sealed bid the 
interest in the following Judgment Debtor, L.B. Fence 
Inc., the following goods and chattels purported to be: 
Various Fencing Materials 
21-80" treated wood fence posts 
Various lengths of pipe and miscellaneous related 
Sold on an "as is, where is," no guarantees or warran- 
ties implied or given. 
Sealed bids will be received at the Court Bailiff office up 
to the hour of 12:00 noon Monday April 29, 1996. 
Sale may be subject to cancellation without notice. The 
Court Bailiff reserves the right to adjourn the sale with- 
out notice and may apply to the Court for further direc- 
tion if the need arises. 
Terms of sale: Each bid must be accompanied by a 
draft or money order for 10% of the bid, made payable 
to Caledonia Court Bailiff Services. The balance of the 
bid, plus applicable taxes to be paid immediately upon 
acceptance of the bid. Failure to do so may result in for- 
feiture of the deposit. The highest offer not necessarily 
accepted. 
For more information and appointment o view, please 
contract he undersigned at (604) 635-7649. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF 
#34554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S2 
R. Smith/N. Perry' 
BC Hous ing 
PREQUAL IF ICAT ION FOR S ITE 
REPRESENTATIVE IN BURNS LAKE, BC 
British Columbia Housing Managment Commission is 
seeking to prequalify individuals or contractors for the 
delivery of property management services for our 
family housing development in Burns Lake, BC. 
Interested parties must be prepared to demonstrate 
experience and qualifications in the following areas: 
• Strong capability to create a positiveresidential 
atmosphere. 
• Reside on site or nearby to ensure prompt ser- 
vice to tenants 
• Residential Property Management Administration 
• Minor building maintenance and general repairs 
• Grounds/landscape maintanoe 
• Janitorial/cutodial duties 
• Proven ability in tenant/community public rela- 
tions/customer service. 
This prequalification process is not a tender. Those 
selected from the prequalification process will be invit- 
ed to tender. 
To obtain a prequalification package, contact the 
British Columbia Housing Management Commission 
Area Office, 1539 - 11th Avenue, Prince George, BC, 
V2L 3S6, Phone 604-562-9251. 
Those parties interested in prequalifying must return 
completed documents to the Prince George office not 
later than 2:00 p.m. on April 26, 1996. 
BC 
Danella Parks 
Management Commission 
1539 - 11 th Avenue 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 3S6 
Phone: 562-9251 
WAREHOUSE LEIN SALE 
Caledonia Bailiff Services would like to advise the 
public that the Warehouse Lein Sale for Fisheries & 
Oceans will be held at the Port Edward Government 
Dock Warehouse on Saturday April 27, 1996 com- 
mencing at 12:00 p.m. 
b 
All goods unclaimed and all goods with storage fees 
still outstanding at that date will be sold. Terms of 
sale cash only. 
The following persons (as per previous published 
notice) still have unpaid storage fees due and 
payable; 
Arnold Angus 
Jim Gosnell 
Edgar Guno 
Lindsay Hudsvik 
Ben Hughes Jr. 
Aubrey Jackson 
George Leighton 
Fred Lincoln 
Dam Mechalchuk 
Guy Morgan' 
lan Mortimer 
John Risdale 
William Robinson 
Jim Steinke 
Phillip Tait 
Wilfred Wale 
James Woods 
Ralph Wylie 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF 
#34554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S2 
R. Smith/N. Perry 
CITY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTI(~E 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, 
shown shaded on the accompanying map and described as: 
Lot 1 District Lot 979, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
4340 
COOPER DR <~ 
TWlEDLIE AVE. 
HIC~.ILAND DR 
"ZONE 
IXI tOM: AR2-  RURAL 
0 ):  R1 - OINE FAMILY 
RESIDENTIAL  
PAR~ 
THE INTENT 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of the Zoning Bylaw 
No. 1431-1995 by changing the zoning classification of the 
property shown shaded: 
FROM: Rural (AR2) 
TO: One Family Residential (R1) 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of Terrace 
Public Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. each day from 
Wednesday, April 10th, 1996, to Monday, April 22rid, 
1996, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. HALLSOR, 
Clerk-Administrator 
Forest Develo_mentp Plan 
(1996- 2000) 
!1 ~ - - ~  Including the Five-year Silviculture Plan ~,  - ] -  - - -  
L. Public Viewing/Call for Comments 
Forest License A-16886 
Sire Gan Forest Corporation Ltd. invites you to view and comment on our Forest Development Plan and Five-year 
Silviculture Plan for the years 1996 through 2000. These plans apply to our operations in and around the lower west 
Nass River area. We will be showing these plans at the following locations and times: 
April 22, - June 21, 1996 Interpac Forest Products Ltd. 
Monday to Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.ml 3974 Old Lakelse Lake Rd, Terrace, B.C. 
April 22, - June 21, 1996 Gitwlnksihlkw Band Council Office 
Monday to Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m . . . . . .  207 Zaul Zap, Gitwinksihlkw, B.C. 
Monday, May 6, 1996 "riUicum Lodge Dinning Room 
3:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. (Nass Camp) 
Representatives from Sim Gan Forest Corporation Ltd, will be available at Interpac Forest Products Office and at 
the "1311icum Lodge to answer your questions. Comment sheets will be available at all locations. 
The draft forest development plan shows the locations and development of proposed harvesting; road develop- 
ment, maintenance, and deactivation; and basic silvilcuture activities. The plan also includes information on the main- 
tenance and protection of other resource values in the area. It is available for review by resource agencies and the I 
public before approval Is considered by the Ministry of Forests. All approved operational plans and higher-level plans 
that encompass the development area will be made available for viewing at this time, 
Upon review of these plans, please provide any comments you may have in writing to: 
Dana McKamey, R.P.F. - Forest Management Representatives for 
Sire Gan Forest Corporation Ltd. 
P.O. Box 220, Terrace, B.C, VSG 4A6 
Comments must be received no later than June 25, 1996, All input received from the public during the advertisement 
period will be forwarded to the District Manager of the Ministry of Forests. 
i 
i 
I 
TENDERS CALL 
Firewood for the Exchamsiks River Provincial Park Summer 
Seasons 1996/97. 
"Two year contract requiring approximately 40 cords per year, 
total 80 cords. Wood must be 50% dry, 50% green". 
Please quote price per cord including transportation cost to Park, 
Tender dosing May 1/96. 
Successful bidder must be able to supply wood starting May 15, 
1996. 
For more information contact Termac Enterprises, or Greg 
McDonald at 638-8189, Fax 635-3511. 
LAN D ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY 
FOR A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that the District Manager Ministry of 
Forests, Kalum Forest District of #200-5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1 intends 
to make application for a Map Reserve for Use, 
Recreation and Enjoyment of the Public of land gen- 
erally situated Limestone Hills. 
EI9~5 i i93(~ ! L 1919 :+J./ ! ~"' 
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Commencing at a post planted for the area of land 
covering unsurveyed portions of District Lots 1928, 
1929, and 1931. Flange 5, Coast District and contain- 
ing ninety-five [95) ha more or less. 
The purpose for which the land is required is for 
recreation purposes, for example, hiking, camping, 
fishing, and small scale forestry operations. 
Comments concerning this application may be 
made to the Senior Land Officer, Ministry of 
Environment, Land and Parks, Land Division, Bag 
5000, Smithers, British Columbia V0J 2NO 
Telephone: 847-7334. 
Dated April 2, 1996. For and on behalf of BD 
Downie District Manager. 
Be advised any responses to this advertisement 
will be considered part of the public record, For ,infor- 
mation, contact FOI Advisor, BC Lands, Skeena 
Take notice that the District Manager, Ministry of 
Forests, Kalum Forest District of #200-5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1 intends 
to make application for a Map Reserve for Use, 
Recreation and Enjoyment of the Public of land gen- 
erally situated Hell's Gate Slough. 
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For the area of land covering District Lots 1921 
1920, 3056, 5895, 5896, 3055 and part of Lot 3054, 
all Range 5, Coast District containing 292 ha. 
The purpose for which the land is required is for 
recreation purposes, for example, hiking, camping, 
fishing, and small scale forestry operations, 
Comments concerning this application may be 
made to the Senior Land Officer, Ministry of 
Environment, Land and Parks, Land Division, Bag 
5000, Smithers, British Columbia VOJ 2N0 
Telephone: 847-7334. 
Dated April 2, 1996. For and on behalf of BD 
Downie District Manager. 
Be advised any responses to this advertisement 
will be considered part of the public record. For infor- 
mation, contact FOI Advisor, BC Lands, Skeena 
Region (604) 847-7334 
~ P,ovmco ol etfl,sh Columbkl 
M4rllstty of Health ate| 
M,n,str# nospons,ulo lot Senmm 
DIVISION OF 
VITAL 9TATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given lhat an 
applicalton will be mane to the 
Director f 'Wal Statistics for a change 
of name, pursuant to the provisions of
the "Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Lucile Marguerite Goodwin 
ADDRESS: 4614 Davis Avenue 
CITY: Terrace, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: VSG IX7 
PHONE: 638,864~ 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MYNAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Goodwin 
GIVEN NAMES: Lucille Marguerite 
TO: 
SURNAME: Smallwood 
GIVEN NAMES: Lucille Marguerite 
DATED THIS 111h DAY OF April, 
1996 A.D. 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER of Duplicale Certificate 
of llle He. C2115 m: 
Lot 10 District Lot 990 Range 5 Coast 
Distrid Plan 4974 
WIIEREAS, proof of loss of Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. C2115 to the 
above described land, issued in the 
name(s) of: 
Ernest Bellamy 
has been filed in this office, notice is 
hereby given that Ishel, at the expira. 
lion date two weeks fcom the date of 
first publicstio~ hereof, issue a 
Provisional Certificate ofTitle in lieu of 
the said Duplicate, unless in the mean. 
time valid objection be made to me in 
writing. 
DATED at the Land Title Office, in the 
City of Pcince Rupert, B.C. this 12th day 
oF April, 1996. 
Kenneth Jacques 
Registar 
DATE THE FIRST WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11, 
996 
~ Provlnceof ~ Minists, ol 
British Columbia Forests 
RIEN I~VAL BC 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Funding for this project is being provided by Forest Renewal 
B.C. 
Sealed Tenders for the following Juvenile Spacing contracts 
will be received by the District Manager, Ministry of Forests, 
Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia VSG 1L1 on the dates shown below: 
Contract: JS97DKMR-050 Located at End Lake, withir~ the 
Kalum Forest District, for Juvenile Spacing on approximately 
140 hectares. 
Viewing date: May 2, 1996 leaving Kal~m District Office at 8:00 
a.m,, in conjunction with JS97DKMR.053. Viewing of this site 
prior to submitting a bid is mandatory, 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 1:30 p.m., May 13, 1996. at 
which time all tenders will be opened. 
Contract: JS97DKMR-053 Located in the Thunderbird area, 
within the Kalum Forest District, for Juvenile Spacing on 
approximately 105 heclares. 
Viewing date: May 2, 1996 leaving Kalum District Office at 8:00 
a.m., in conjunction with JS97DKMR.050. Viewing of the site 
prior to submitting a bid is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 1:30 p.m,, May 13, 1996, at 
which time all tenders will be opened. 
Contract: JS97DKMR-051 Located in the Nass/Brown Bear 
area, within the Kalum Forest District, for Juvenile Spacing on 
approximately 43.7 hectares. 
Viewing date: May 3, 1996 leaving Kalum District Office at 8:00 
a.m. Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 1:30 p.m., May 13 1996, at 
which time all tenders will be opened. 
Interested contractors ! ]~ contact the Contract Co-ordinator 
to confirm viewing dates as they are tentative. 
Tenders are invited from qualified contractors only. A qualified 
contractor is one who has successfully completed work of a 
similar size and nature within the past two years. 
Tenders must be submitted on the form and in the envelopes 
supplied which, with the particulars, may be obtained at the 
time of the viewing from the Forest Officer conducting the 
viewing trip, 
Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying clauses 
whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily 
be accepted, The work will be administered by the British 
Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
AI inquires should be directed to Mike Watts, Forest 
Technician-Contract Co-ordinator, at the above address. 
Phone 638-5100. 
Contract award is subject to funding being available at the 
time. 
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(~~)  rovince of Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
CALL ING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed Tenders for the following Brushing & Weeding con- 
tracts will be received by the District Manager, Ministry of 
Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 Keith Ave, Terrace, 
British Columbia V8G 1 L1 on the dates shown below: 
Contract: BR97DKM-0045 Located in the 
Thunderbird/Rosswood area, within the Kalum Forest District, 
for Brushing & Weeding on approximately 70 hectares. 
Viewing date: May 8, 1996 leaving Kalum District Office at 
10:00 a.m. Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is 
mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 1:30 p.m., May 24, 1996, at 
which time all tenders will be opened. 
Contract: BR97DKM-0047 Located in the Brown 
Bear/Vandyke area, within the Kalum Forest District, for 
Brushing & Weeding on approximately 165 hectares~ 
Viewing date: May 9, 1996 leaving Elsworth Camp at 8:00 
a,m., in conjunction with BR97DKM-0048. Viewing of this site 
prior to submitting a bid is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 1:30 p,m., May 24 1996, at 
which time all tenders will be opened, 
Contract: BR97DKM-0048 Located In the Sideslip Lake area, 
within the Kalum Forest District, for Brushing & Weeding on 
approximately 146 hectares, 
Viewing date: May 9, 1996 leaving Elsworth Camp at 8:00 
a.m., in conjunction with BR97DKM-0047. Viewing of this site 
prior to submitting a bid is mandatory, 
Deadline for receipt for tenders is 1:30 p,m., May 24, 1996, at 
which time all tenders will oe opened. 
Interested contractors must contact the Contract Co-ordinator 
to confirm viewing dates as they are tentative. 
Tenders are invited from qualified contractors only. A qualified 
contractor is one who has successfully completed work of a 
similar size and nature within the past two years. 
Tenders must be submitted on the form and in the envelopes 
supplied which, with the particulars, may be obtained at the 
time of viewing from the Forest Officer conducting the view 
trip, 
Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying clauses 
whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily 
be accepted. The work will be administered by the British 
Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
AI in(luires should be directed to Mike Watts, Forest 
Technician - Contract Co-ordinator, at the above address, 
Phone 638-5100. 
Contract award is subject to funding being available at the 
time. 
~ COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
A S S O C I A T I O N  
British Columbia and Yukon 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
REPORT POACHERS 
Private investigation/re- 
search group seeks infor- 
mation about poaching, 
baiting & illegal bear parts 
trade. Up to $2000 offered 
for into leading to 
a r res t /conv ic t ion .  
Confidentiality/anonymity 
assured. 1-800-889-1597. 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 I (~t '~75 for25words To place an ad call 
community newspapers in B,C.and Yukon ~,~ C . . .  S6.00each this paper or the BCY- 
additional word CNA at (604) 669-9222 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
HERE'S YOUR Opportunity 
to get into the bottled water 
industry. For Sale By 
Owner: Established, fully 
equipped water shop in the 
B.C. Interior.Phone: 
(604)457-6601 
AUCT~,OINS ENTREPENEURS WANT- 
UNRESERVED TRUCK ED. ko6kifig f0rg6ddpeo- 
and Construction Euipment 
Auction, Mon. Apr. 29, 
Calgary AB. Partial list in- 
cludes: (25)T/A tractors to 
1996. For further informa- 
tion or colour brochure 
please call: CPA, Canadian 
Public Auction Ltd. 1-403- 
269-6600. 
AUTO 
F250 4X4's, Explorers, 
Jeeps, Diesels. AI makes, 
all models, lease, returns, 
trades. O-Down, good fi- 
nancing. Free delivery. 
Phone Ior free approval ask 
for G rant 1-800-993-3673. 
LEASE REPOS - Returns, 
4X4's, Trucks Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys, Take 
over lease. Dodge or Chev 
ext, cab diesel 4X4 on 
duals. Marty Kozak 464- 
3941, 525.0408. 
$3,000 O00 TRUCK IN- 
VENTORY. We will beat 
any G.M. light duty truck 
purchase or lease. Call col- 
lect: Klassen Auto lease 
D#5370. Ask for 
Brad/Rob/Tony. 594-2277. 
BOATS & MARINE 
CANADA'S LARGEST 
Floating Boat Show April 
25-28 from 10:O0a.m. Port 
Sidney Marina, Sidney B.C. 
New & brokerage power & 
sale. Variety of acces- 
sories. Admission $5. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information avail- 
able. For your new or exist- 
ing business. Take advan- 
tage of the government 
grants and loans, Call 1- 
800-505-8856. 
pie to start own home 
based business, No invest- 
mentl No sellingl No riskl 
Will show you road to finan- 
cial independence and se- 
curity. Please fax resume to 
(604)662-3007. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
PRETTY ROOMMATES 
will share personal photos, 
fantasies and videos. For 
free, discreet into call toll- 
free: 1-800-93.KAREN or 
write: Karen, Box 670-GB, 
Kelowna B.C. V1Y 7P2. 
(19+). 
SIZZLING! EXCITING! Live 
1 on 1. Beautiful girls ready 
to talk to youl Cal Nowl 
Only $1,99/minute. 1-800- 
970-5558. 1-900-451-6115, 
011-995-328-624. 
CAREER INFORMATION 
EARN GREAT Income 
Weekly, Homeworkers 
needed for steady work. 
Guaranteed. For Informa- 
tion and application 
S.A.S.E,: AP Productions, 
34-2755 Lougheed hwy, 
Suite 610, Port Coquitlam, 
B.C. V3B 5Y9, 
COMING EVENTS 
ARE NIGHTMARES 
Memories of a Pest Life? 
Take the time to listen to 
your child with an open 
mind. Eckankar offers an. 
clent wisdom for today's 
family, For a free book call 
t-800-LOVE-GOD. 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
FREE INFO on new 
Highland Prosper for your 
computer. A lifetime of fi- 
nancial advice for less than 
cost of one hour consulta- 
tion, Phone: 1.306-789- 
5589 or write', Prosper, 
2026 Truesdale Dr., 
R__~qina~ SK. S4V OM5. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Vancouver of- 
fers correspondence cours- 
EDUCATION 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right howl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For infor- 
mation/brochure call 681- 
5456~ 1-800-665-8339. 
BE A Successful 
Writer..,write for money and 
pleasure with out unique 
home-study cdu~'s'e, ~ you 
get individual tuitio~ from 
professional writers on all 
aspects of writing-ro- 
mances, short stories, radio 
and TV scripts, articles and 
children's stories. Send 
today for our Free Book. 
Toll-free 1-800-267.1829, 
Fax: 1-613-749-9551. The 
Writing School, 2533 - 38 
McArthur Ave., Suite 2550, 
Ottawa, ON, K1L 6R2. 
YUKON BIG Game Guide 
School, Applicants must be 
18 yrs old and interested n 
hunting. Tuition $2000. 
Contact Bonnet Plume 
School For Gu des 
Whitehorse, Yukon 
Ph/Fax: 1(403)633-3366. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
RECENTLY BANKRUPT? 
Finding it hard to focus on 
your financial future? Been 
there In 94, spent 95 re- 
building, financially inde- 
pendent In 96. Details - Call 
Ron (604)951-2524, 
BE YOUR Own Boss and 
build your own business 
from your home in the 
Health and wellness Indus- 
try, For into package call: 1- 
800-352-2850. 
$10,000 PER MONTH? 35 
years experience In boom- 
ing Re-construction 
industry, Exclusive 
Dealership opportunity, 
Secured investment from 
$17,500, Easy marketing 
plan, training, continuing 
support, Roland 1-604-538- 
,61 !2, 
IF $20. PER Hour and ful 
company benefits interests 
you and you are a 3rd or 
4th year mechanic cal 
Kevin at Fairview Ford 1- 
800-238-8838. 
EQUIPMENT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT on 
the Internet, visit Supplyline 
Western Canada's #1 
equipment website. Free to 
View inexpensive to adver- 
tise. (604)533-5577. 
ht~p://www.supplyline.com 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895. SAW 
logs Into boards, planks, 
beams. Large capacity. 
Best sawmi value any- 
where, Free information. 1- 
800-566-6899. Silvacraft 
Sawmills 6625 Ordan Dr., 
B-2, Mississauga, Ontario 
L5T lX2. 
FREE INFORMATION: 
Dance course on vldeol 
Country, Social, Line-danc- 
ing, Tap-dance. Never seen 
revolutionary technic and 
modern. Canad"A"merica, 
2021 Aylwin St,, Montreal 
H1W 3C4. 
NEXT GENERATION 
Video Games. Tired of 
looking for video games? 
All titles for every system 
including IBM, Save 
money, shop by mail, Price 
list available 1-800-686- 
5272. 
HELP WANTED 
PICTURESQUE VANCOU- 
VER Island community re- 
quires an Automotive 
Technician G,M, expert- 
es for the Diploma In ence an asset, excellent 
Counselling Practise to benefit package, Please 
send resume to; E,J. 
begin April 30, For a Klassen G,M, Box 1589, 
brochure phone Toll-free 1- Port Hardy, VON 2PC, 
800-665-7044, 
HELP WANTED 
CASCADE WINDOWS 
Manufacturing requires an 
agent in your area Please 
call 1-800-661-6099. 
NOTICES 
AFFORDABLE HOMES & 
quality of lifel Tired of cop- 
Ing with high housing and 
living costs? Tired of 
crowded streets air pollu- 
hon, crime and smog?;;i; 
Looking for a restful, quiet 
lifestyle with all the conve- 
niences of the "good life". 
Look no furtherl Located on 
the Trans-canada 
Yellowhead Highway n 
East Central SK, 
Churchbridge is a thriving 
centre servicing an excel- 
lent agricultural and potash 
mining area. Attractions 
such as K-12 educational 
system, modern recreation- 
al facilities including rinks, 
swimming pool and golf 
course. Excellent water, 
Good business sector, 
Support services for se- 
niors including enriched 
housing units Consider 
sel ng your expensive 
home, buy an equally good 
one in Churchbridge and 
retire on the money you 
save, For more information 
and brochure call 1-306- 
896.2240 or write Box 256, 
Churchbridge, SK, SOA 
OMO, 
PERSONALS 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC 
Answers. Serving over 50 
million readers and multi- 
talented psychics. Free as- 
trochart with your first read- 
ing! Relationships, Future, 
Career. $2,99/min 18+ 24 
hours, 1-900-451-3783, 
GOD-GIFTED PSYCHICS 
with amazing, strong, pow- 
edul skills. Stop searchingl 
Immediate solutions to a 
problems. Sensational re- 
suits1 Call nowl 1-900-451- 
3778 24hrs 18+ $2,99 min, 
I,C.C, 
BC'S LARGEST Chatline, 
Connect.live with the per- 
son of your choice for a pd- 
vats conversation for as 
low as ,37 cents/rain, Call 
toll-free 1-800-551-6338, 
24hrs 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASS- 
ESI Safe, rapid, non-surgl- 
cal, permanent restoration 
in 6-8 weeks, Airline pilot 
developed. Doctor ap- 
proved. Free Information by 
mail: 1-406-961-5570, Ext, 
404; Fax: 1-406-961-5577, 
E m a I I ', 
V is ion@Montana.corn 
Satifsfactlon quaranteed. 
CANADIAN ENCOUN- 
TERS, Meet your match 1- 
900-451-5370 Ext,648, 
Local singles want to con- 
nect with you, Min. 18 yrs, 
$2,9g/min, Call now for 
PERSONALS 
ADOPTEES/B IRTH 
Parents/Family Members, 
Canada Wide National 
Registry and search assis- 
tance 1-800-871.8477, 
Information line 1-800-871- 
8477, E-mail-ffcwnr@geor- 
gian.net. 
CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
Psychics have answers to 
your prob ems"or quest!ons 
about health, love, relation- 
ship, money, lucky num- 
bers. $3,49/minute. 18+. 24 
hours. 1-900-451-4336. 
CITIZENS FOR Television 
Choice1 When I think of my .< 
cable TV service, I develop 
flu-like symptoms. If this is 
you, find out about new 
Alternatives to cable TV 
available nowl How to re- 
duce your monthly cable bill 
or personalty benefit by or- 
ganizing your apartment 
owner or Strata Council to 
investigate the install of a 
private cable television sys- 
tem. Call 1-900.481-3993. 
Calls are $2.99 per minute 
and callers must be 18 or 
older. 
THE KEY Counsellors. 
Highly qualified counsellors 
assist you with all types of 
personal issues: relation- 
ships, family, work, social 
etc. Confidential 18yrs.. 
$2,99/min. 1-900-451-3030, 
LIVE, ACCURATE, 
Professional psychics tell 
you where your future lies: 
love, marriage, relation- 
ships, career; reunite you 
with loved ones, 
$2,75/minute, 1-900-451- 
2787.18+, 24 hours. 
SERVICES 
WE TAKE The Fear oul of 
ICBC Major ICBC injury 
claims, Joel A, Wener, trial 
lawyer for 27 years, Call 
free 1-800- 665-1138, 
Contingency fees. Simon, 
Wener & Adler. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset-Stralghtwall quon- 
set, Structural Steel 
Buildings, B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western Steel 
Buildings 1-800-565-9600. 
STAR BUILDING Systems 
committed to quality since 
1927. Pre-engineered 
metal buildings for the un- 
compromising customer. 
Call Kodiak Toll-free at 1- 
888-66STEEL, Ask about 
Star Shield Roof System 
HEARTLAND STEEL 
Structures Ltd. Complete, 
professional metal building 
installation and project 
management services. 
References available. 
Located in Prince George 
. r . - t  
' i + 
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Sports 
NORTHCOAST RUGBY SC 
April 20 and 21 
Terrace to Provincial C'hampionsh 
April 28 
1 p.m. - Smithers at Terrace 
May 5 
1 p.m. - Terrace at Smithers 
May 11 
7:30 p.m. - Rupert at Terrace 
May 12 
1 p.m. Smithcrs vs. Rupert in Tern 
June 1 
7:30 p.m. - Terrace at Rupert 
June 8 Seafest 
7:30 p,m. - Terrace at Rupert 
June 15 
7:30 p.m. - Terrace at Smithers 
June 16 
11 a.m. - Terrace at Smithers 
June 23 
1 p.m. - Black/Red game in Terrac~ 
Sept 7 
7:30 p.m. - Rupert at Terrace 
Sept 8 
1 p.m. - Terrace at Smithers 
Sept 22 
1 p.m. - Terrace at Rupert 
Sept 29 
1 p.m. - Rupert at Terrace 
Oct5 
7:30 p.m. - Rupert at Terrace 
Oct 6 
I p.m. - Smithers at Terrace 
Oct I1 
Terrace Northmen leave for Hawaii 
April 19 and 20 
The Terrace local of the Nisga'a tribal. 
basketball tournament at Caledonia. boys and girls are 
welcome to sign up in the 10-and-under o 12-and-under 
age category. The sign-up deadline is today. 
April 27 
The BC Senior Games dart playoffs go at 1 p.m. at the 
Terrace Legion 
CLEANING UP. Parent Marj Brown gave up a couple 
of hours of her time Friday morning to help get the 
track at Skeena junior in shape for the upcoming 
track-&-field season. The back took a beating over 
the winter and many rocks had to removed and 
potholes filled in. 
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your business 
Whether you're just starting out or 
operating an established business, 
one call will connect you to our 
network of business information 
and support services. Our business 
advisors are eager to help you find 
vital industry facts and figures. 
They can suggest how to improve 
your business plan. And they can 
help you access financing so your 
business can grow. 
Whether your challenge is 
international marketing or home 
town opportunities, call us. Our 
network of Business Service Centres, 
Community Futures Offices, 
Women's Enterprise Centres and WD 
offices serve small and medium-sized 
businesses in Western Canada. With 
90 local offices, we're close by. So 
call us, and get our connections 
working for you. 
W~st~ril _,.~U~l~ ~ Community Futures Office. 635-5449 
::] WD Office. 1-800-663'2008 
Eg~//~///]~ ~,  r - ]~  ~Web Site http://www.myriadgate.net/wd/ 
Making the ,'ight connections. Canadff 
THE TERRACE TENNIS 
club plays Tuesday, Thurs- 
day and Sunday evenings at 
the Halliwell courts from 6 
p.m. until dark. 
TIIE TERRACE 
WOMEN'S soccer team 
practices every Tuesday and 
Thursday night at 6 p.m. at 
Centennial Christian school. 
Practices will shift outdoors 
once the fields are ready. 
THE TERRACE 
BOXING club meets every 
Tuesday, Thursday and Sun- 
day night from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. in the basement of the 
old government building on 
Lakelse. 
To get an event on 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
3210 Clinton St., phone 
638-7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 by5 p.m. Friday. 
Before 
y0uburn... 
..,make sure 
you.nS 
Outdoor burning isroutinely 
banned in July and August, 
and you may need o burning 
permit 0t other times of the 
year. 
Please check with your local 
Forest Service 0flice before 
you burn yard refuse, tree 
prunings and ethel melerial on 
private/and that is not cov. 
ered by municipal orregional 
district burning by.laws. 
Any burning related to land 
clearing, prescribed fires end 
indusl~iol burning lequires a
Forest Solvice humlng permit. 
Conlact the nearesl Forest 
Service office fer burning per. 
mils and further information. 
( ~  Provlnce of 
Brltleh Columbia 
Mlnislry 0f 
Forests 
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[] 160 HP V6 Engine 
[] 4-Speed Electronic Transmission with Overdrive 
[] Dual Airbags 
[] 4-Wheel Antilock Disc Brakes 
[] AM/FM Stereo Cassette with Auto Volume Control 
[] Complete Instrumentation Package 
[] Dual Zone Climate Control 
[] Power Windows, Locks and Dual Mirrors 
[] Power Trunk Release 
[] Remote Keyless Entry 
[] PASSKey Theft Deterrent 
[] Automatic Headlamps and Taillamps 
-~ -~ ~ - ~  .W~'~.~t~.~,~t~'~ ~ ; - ~ . ~ ~ _  _ ~= :._ _ ~_ _- _ 
o,**.,,os, s,,. o,. o F,,,u.,s s22 ,988  IN ITS CLASS FOR THOUSANDS LESS! 
BUICR REGAL CHRYSLER INTREPID TOYOTA CAMRY HONDA CCORD i 
160 ktl t V6 [ngine V6 Engine extra charge extra charge i INCLUDING FREIGHT & PDI 
4-Wheel ABS extra charge E 
Dual Zone not available 
Climate Control i 
4 Speed Auto i i yes 
' W/Overdrive i 
extra charge 
not available 
extra charge 
extra charge 
not available 
extra charge 's338 SMARTLEASE PER MONTH. 36 MONTHS WITH DOWN PAYMENT OF $3,272 OR EQUIVALENT TRADE AND $400 SECURITY DEPOSIT. 
TOTAL OBLIGATION IS $15,440. 
YOU'VE EARNED KEYS TO A BUICK. 
Want more information on Bulck Regal? Call our no charge Interactive Fax line and we'll fax it to your machine Immediately. 
Dial 1-800-805.8150 and have your fax number handy. 
PONTIAC 
]E3H. ICK  
~--~SMARTLEASE"  
you ~ mtb~ ~on~; r* mee~ I . . . . .  I 
11-800.32 SMART ~ , , ,  . . . . .  . ........... :,,:, McEWAN GM 635-4941 
You should know this: Price, lease for Regal Sedan lSD. LR:ense, I~lsurance ana taxes not Included. Other lease terms are available. Offer applies to 1996 new or demonstrator 
models. Dealer may Sell/lease for less. Some mileage conditions apply. Offer c ~plles to qualified retail customers only. OAC. See your dealer for condltlom and details. 
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